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Abstract
IPT was originally derived from what were considered to be appropriate clinical 
techniques, in order to mimic 'good supportive therapy' in clinical trials. IPT was not 
developed from a theoretical model and consequently it does not have a specific 
theoretical foundation for practitioners to draw on. Existing IPT research has focused on 
outcomes, but little is known about how or why IPT works. Literature pertaining to the 
epistemology of professional knowledge suggests that professionals make use of 
espoused and implicit theories to guide their work. Those wishing to train in IPT are 
required to have completed training in a relevant field and therefore may approach IPT 
with an existing repertoire of theories. This study aimed to explore how IPT 
practitioners account for theory and evidence in their practice. Interviews were 
conducted with eight IPT practitioners, and analysed using interpretative 
phenomenological analysis (IPA). The practitioners made use of a repertoire of implicit 
and espoused theories, applied during practice and retrospectively. The way 
practitioners drew on theory and evidence was influenced by their professional context, 
perceived level of experience, and their individual experiences and values. This study 
highlights differences in the way practitioners currently make sense of IPT, and the 
potential implications of appending theory in a post-hoc fashion. Future research might 
focus specifically on examining the range of espoused and implicit theories IPT 
practitioners employ, and their implications for practice.
Keyworük." Interpersonal Psychotherapy, Process, Qualitative, Reflective 
Practice, professional development.
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Introduction
Interpersonal Psychotherapy (IPT) is a brief psychological intervention that is 
recommended by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE, 2009) 
for use with individuals with a diagnosis of depression. IPT aims to facilitate 
improvements in mood by tackling current interpersonal difficulties, and developing 
strategies for managing future problems (Weissman et al., 2000). The focus of IPT is on 
the here and now of interpersonal relationships and current life situation as opposed to 
the past. The aims of IPT are to work through a specific interpersonal difficulty related 
to grief  ^change, isolation or conflict, and to facilitate the recruitment and utilisation of 
social support. Therapeutic strategies that therapists might employ during IPT include: 
psycho-education on the effect of interpersonal difficulties on mood; emotionally 
guided exploration of social-roles and expectations; reducing stigma surrounding 
depression; interpersonal problem solving; role-playing, communication analysis and 
instilling hope (Stuart & Robertson, 2012).
IPT has an extensive evidence base in outcome research. A recent meta-analysis 
found moderate to large effects of IPT in the acute treatment of depression (Cuijpers, 
van Straten, Smit, Mihalopoulos & Beekman, 2011). However, IPT was not found to 
have greater efficacy than other psychotherapies, and the quality of the studies included 
in the analyses varied; only nine of the 38 studies included met all of the quality criteria.
The focus on outcomes appears to have been at the cost of developing an 
understanding of the therapeutic processes that are specific to IPT. Process research is 
difficult to define; the subjective experience of psychotherapy consists of a number of 
intricately related interactions between patients and therapists that are difficult to 
capture in research (Jones, 2003). Broadly speaking, process research can be defined as 
the exploration of the phenomena that occur in therapy, the contributions of the
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therapist and patient, and mechanisms of change.
A recent review of the process research in IPT found that existing process 
research has been mainly quantitative and nomothetic (Foster, 2012). Much of the 
research reviewed focused on associating predefined elements of process with outcomes 
(see Ravitz et al., 2011 for a review), describing IPT process using objective measures 
(e.g. Albon & Jones, 1999) or looking for differences in process between IPT and CBT 
(e.g. Connolly-Gibbons gr a/., 2002; Connolly-Gibbons, Crits-Christoph, Levinson, & 
Barber, 2003; Crits-Christoph, Gibbons, Temes, Elkin, & Gallop, 2010). Only a handful 
of qualitative studies have been published, the results of which suggest that therapists 
make use o f both the techniques that are common across psychotherapy and specific to 
IPT, and that the process of change involves the therapists assisting patient reconstruct a 
sense o f self that is less likely to factor in future episodes of low mood (Crowe and 
Luty, 2005a, b, c, d). However, the quality o f these studies varies and most use data 
h"om two research samples; either in the Treatment of Depression Collaborative 
Research Programme (TDCRP; Elkin et al., 1989) or the Christchurch Psychotherapy 
for Depression Study (CDPS; Luty et al., 2007). As a result, little is known about IPT 
process outside of these two trials.
The extant literature suggests that researchers have focused their efforts on 
establishing that IPT is effective, rather than trying to understand when and why it is 
effective. Consequently, IPT research has focused predominantly on the psychotherapy 
itself, rather than on the therapists who use it in their work.
Lipsitz, & Markowitz, (2013) acknowledge that the question of when and why 
IPT is effective has been neglected and offer two explanations. Firstly Klerman, One of 
the founders of IPT emphasised this bias towards outcome research IPT when he argued 
"if a treatment doesn't help, who cares how it works?" (Markowitz, Skodol, & Bleiberg,
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2006). Klerman's words highlight the 'pragmatic' stance taken in IPT, which may in 
part explain the reason that process research has largely been neglected. Secondly, IPT 
was developed to draw on a variety of specific and common change factors (Klerman, 
Weissman, Ronnsaville, & Chevron, 1984). Consequently, advocates of IPT might have 
questioned the use of cherry picking a single or a handful of specific change 
mechanisms, and theoretical underpinnings, because it was not known whether they 
would apply when taken out of context.
The performance driven society we live in may also have resulted in a drive to 
find the psychological therapies that work the most quickly and cheaply. In the UK, the 
focus on 'evidence-based practice' in the NHS may be maneuvering us towards the 
premature implementation of techniques and models that seek to uniform therapy rather 
than explore heterogeneity in potential application. For example, the introduction of 
NICE guidelines (Clark, 2011) and Payment By Results (PBR) to mental health services 
(Department of Health, 2013). A consequence of this is that the factors therapists bring 
are in danger of being ignored.
The history of the development of IPT may also explain why process research 
has been neglected. IPT was initially developed by a group of researchers, who wanted 
to produce a psychotherapy milieu condition to a randomized controlled trial (RCT) in 
order to mimic community practice at the time (Klerman, DiMascio, Weissman, Prusoff 
& Paykel, 1974). No firm evidence for the efficacy of psychotherapy existed at this 
time, so the researchers set about defining what they thought were important 
components o f good clinical supportive practice. The result was a 'common-sense' 
clinical approach initially termed 'high contact' (in contrast to a low therapist contact 
alternative), that later became IPT (Weissman, 2006). Despite the fact that the research 
team claimed that IPT was as 'empirically derived as possible' (Weissman, 2006;
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Markowitz and Weissman, 2012), there are no examples of clear theory-practice links in 
the IPT manuals or wider literature at this time.
It has only been in the last decade or so, that advocates o f IPT have directed 
their attention towards theory. The first offering came from Stuart and Robertson 
(2003), who suggested that a triad of theories underpinned IPT: attachment theory 
(Bowlby, 1969), communication theory (Kiesler and Watkins, 1989), and social theory 
(Weissman and Paykel 1974). Though the theories themselves were supported by 
research at the time of publication, none of this research was specific to IPT.More 
recently attachment theory and interpersonal theory (formerly known as communication 
theory; Kiesler, 1992, 1996; Horowitz, 2004) has been recognised as the primary 
theories underpinning IPT; social theory has been relegated to a secondary role (Stuart 
and Robertson, 2012). A number o f studies have focused specifically on attachment 
thoery in IPT, with their findings supporting its elevated position (e.g. McBride, 
Atkinson, Quilty & Bagby, 2006; Ravitz, Maunder, & McBride, 2008). The most recent 
account of the theoretical basis of IPT, proposes an interpersonal framework that 
integrates a number of theories, and research findings to explain the theoretical basis of 
IPT and its change mechanisms (Lipsitz and Markowitz, 2013). Four mechanisms were 
proposed:
# IPT increases social support.
» IPT decreases interpersonal stress.
# IPT facilitates the processing of emotions.
# IPT improves interpersonal skills.
Although some of the evidence they used to support their proposals was specific 
to IPT, most comes &om the wider literature and it remains unclear whether or not it is 
applicable to IPT.
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In order to explore how IPT practitioners use theory, it is first helpful to 
consider the literature concerning the development and epistemology of professional 
knowledge^ Wenger (1998) asserts that becoming a psychotherapist is a process of 
socialisation into a community of practice. This process involves the gradual learning of 
the attitudes, beliefs, and norms of their profession (Wollmer and Mills, 1966). In 
addition research has shown that therapists' professional, methodological and technical 
growth and personal development was a long and sometimes even life-long process 
(Skovholt and Jennings, 2004). This suggests that therapists' professional self is a 
product of their training and experiences in psychotherapy. Those wishing to train in 
IPT come flom a range of different professional backgrounds, and consequently, will 
already have been socialised into different communities of practice, which may 
influence their IPT practice.
Donald Schon's theories of reflective practice are directly concerned with the 
epistemology of professional knowledge. Reflective practice is a popular theory of 
professional knowledge; is the dominant model of practice across education, health and 
social care services (Bleakley, 1999). According to Schon and colleagues, therapists 
develop theories of practice composed o f 'espoused theories' (what one is able to say 
about what one knows), and 'implicit theories', which may be tacit, or unconscious and 
are revealed in action. Implicit theories can be compared to the use grammar in speech; 
they contain assumptions about self, others, and the environment (Argyris and Schon, 
1974).
Schon also suggested that two types of knowledge were required for competence 
in a given profession: technical-rational knowledge (e.g. learning of manualised therapy
 ^ In order to ascertain the current state of knowledge in this area literature searches of PsychlNFO, 
PsychArticles, PsychBOOKS, and MEDLINE were performed. Search terms included: (therapy OR
psychotherapy) AND (professional, OR knowledge OR development OR theory). Titles and abstracts 
were scanned for relevance, as were references of relevant papers.
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protocols, and formal theories), and professional artistry (e.g. timing of interventions, 
attention to the therapeutic relationship, and instillation of hope). Schon also made the 
distinction between 'reflection-in -action' and 'reflection-on -action'. Reflection-in- 
action, involves looking to our experiences, connecting with feelings and attending to 
theories in use, in order to generate new understanding and change the situation. 
Reflection on action occurs after the encounter, for example in supervision, and allows 
time to be spent examining why we acted as we did. As a result, a new set of ideas and 
questions are generated about our practice (Schon, 1983).
Schon's work has been subject to a number of criticisms such as failing to 
account for the importance of language and interaction in developing shared 
understandings (e.g. Solomon, 1987), or neglecting the interaction between the 
professional and the wider social setting (Carr and Kemmis, 1986). Despite this,
Schon's meditations on the epistemology o f professional knowledge have left an 
enduring legacy, that have implications for understanding what, if  anything IPT 
therapists might be drawing on to inform their practice. IPT therapists are required to 
have prior experience in the healthcare or therapeutic professions; Schon's ideas suggest 
that IPT practitioners might make use of a repertoire of 'espoused theories' that they 
have acquired over the course of their practice, that they use to reflect on their practice 
in a manner consistent with technical rationality. Schon's ideas indicate that, they might 
also draw on implicit theories that they are constantly forming, as they encounter, and 
reflect on new situations in their practice.
In a critique of the development of IPT, Stuart (2008) compares the process by 
which theory has been appended to IPT as comparable to the process of building the 
house and then digging the foundation. This is in direct contrast to many other 
therapies, which have been explicitly developed &om a theoretical basis, for example
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Cognitive Analytic Therapy (Ryle & Kerr, 2002), Compassion Focused therapy 
(Gilbert, 2009) and Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 
1999). Therapies such as these outline the theoretical basis for therapists to draw on to 
inform their practice, although whether and how therapists do this is unclear.
It has been suggested that in therapy, a comprehensive theory base is necessary 
because it informs clinicians about the nature of patient's difficulties and the different 
interventions that might be used to facilitate change (Stuart and Robertson, 2012). A 
psychotherapy theory is a systematic way of viewing therapy, of outlining therapeutic 
methods to intervene to help others. (Mikulas, 2002), and it helps to organise and to 
integrate the information therapists receive into a coherent body of knowledge that 
informs therapy (Prochaska & Norcorss, 2003). IPT practitioners have not been 
afforded the luxury of an empirically supported theoretical framework, and there has 
been little research directed towards establishing one. Consequently it is unclear 
whether and how IPT practitioners draw on theory and evidence to inform and explain 
their practice, or whether the lack of a coherent theoretical impacts on fidelity to the 
model.
Although attempts have been made to introduce theory to IPT within the last 
few years, the consequences of this for IPT practitioners are unclear. Literature 
pertaining to the nature and development of professional knowledge suggests that both 
implicit and espoused theories are acquired and developed throughout professional life. 
Consequently, IPT practitioners are likely to draw on previously acquired professional 
knowledge (espoused and implicit theories) to make sense of their experiences in IPT.
The focus on outcome research also suggests that IPT is seen as a set o f methods 
and techniques that are independent of the therapist using them. However, it has been 
shown that therapist variables contribute more to outcome than the techniques they use
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(Wampold, 2001). The diverse backgrounds of IPT practitioners means they are likely 
to hold equally diverse repertoires o f theories that they draw on to explain IPT and 
inform their therapeutic interventions. Therefore, understanding how practitioners are 
currently negotiating the gaps in theory is important because it is possible that as formal 
theory is appended to IPT, it will clash with the practitioners existing implicit theories, 
which could threaten fidelity to the model.
Objectives
The aim of the present study was to explore how practitioners draw on theory 
and evidence to inform their practice.
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Methodology
To date no research has been conducted examining the therapy experiences of 
IPT practitioners. Qualitative methodologies allow detailed exploration of phenomena 
that are not easily quantifiable, such as experiences of therapy. This is because they are 
concerned with the experiences of the individual as they live through them and the 
importance given to the interaction between the researcher and the participant as they 
negotiate an understanding of the meaning of those experiences (Elliot, Fischer, & 
Rennie, 1999). Furthermore, qualitative methodologies emphasise the participant's 
uniqueness and context, taking the position that reality consists of multiple truths and 
co-constructed meanings (Yardley, 2000). As such, the current study attempted to 
understand IPT practitioners' experiences of the therapy process from their own 
perspective (Elliot et al., 1999) using a qualitative research design.
IFA
rPA is a qualitative methodology designed specifically to facilitate rigorous 
exploration of idiographic subjective experiences and social cognitions (e.g. Smith, 
Harré and Van Langenhove, 1995). It is now well established within British psychology 
(for a full list of published studies seehttp://www.psyc.bbk.ac.uk/ipa).
IPA was selected because it was developed specifically to allow detailed 
examination of subjective experience and social cognitions (e.g. Smith, Harré and Van 
Langenhove, 1995). Furthermore, IPA is a phenomenological approach aiming to 
explore experience on its own terms rather than trying to reduce it to predefined and 
overly abstract categories (Smith, Flowers, Larkin, 2009). To do this, IPA implements a 
'double hermeneutic'; that is the researcher tries to make sense of the participant trying 
to make sense of their experiences. Fundamentally, IPA is committed to the exploring 
how individuals make sense of their life experiences (Smith et al., 2009).
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IPA was also selected because of its idiographic nature. IPA is committed to the 
specific and particular. It aims to facilitate an understanding of each individual 
participant's experience, and to say something in detail about the participant group. 
Depth of analysis and detail is one of the primary aims of IPA and it attempts to 
develop an understanding of how particular people, in a particular context understand 
particular experiential phenomena such as processes, relationships and events (Smith et 
al., 2009). Furthermore, rather than making generalisations about larger populations,
IPA arrives tentatively at more general conclusions, and only after rigorous analysis o f 
individual cases (Smith & Osborn, 2003; Smith et al., 2009). Thus IPA appears an 
appropriate tool for investigating the research question, especially given the idiographic 
and subjective nature of the processes, events and relationships that occur in therapy.
Discourse analysis (DA) was also considered as a method of analysis. However, 
in contrast IPA, which is concerned with sense-making and cognitions, DA questions 
whether cognitions can be accessed through language, focusing on language as a 
function of constructing social reality. Therefore IPA was chosen because it 
acknowledges cognitions are not transparently available flom verbal reports, but it 
engages with the analytic process in the hope of being able to say something about the 
sense- and meaning-making involved in such thinking (Smith, Flowers & Osborn, 1997; 
Smith g/ a/., 2009). As a result, IPA is considered well suited to research attempting to 
relate findings to bio-psychosocial theories dominant in current understanding in the 
healthcare professions (Smith, 1996; Willig, 2001).
Grounded Theory was also considered but was rejected because of its 
demanding sampling strategy, which stipulates that participants are recruited until no 
further information is found (Glasser and Straus, 1967). This would have been difficult, 
given the limited time for this study and the limited range of IPT practitioners to draw
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on. Therefore IPA was chosen above grounded theory because it strives to produce a 
more nuanced and detailed account of the personal experiences of a small sample 
(Smith et al., 2009).
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Method
Participants
A purposive sampling strategy was employed to recmit a narrowly defined group, 
for whom it was hoped the research question would be relevant (Smith et al., 2009). 
Participants were identified through word-of-mouth, with IPT practitioners providing 
introductions. The inclusion criteria were that participants must have achieved IPT 
practitioner status, meaning they had successfully completed four cases under the 
supervision of an accredited supervisor. Practitioners 6om different professional 
backgrounds were considered, which resulted in a sample that differed in some respects 
(e.g. professional training, preferred therapeutic orientation and past and present areas of 
clinical practice). However, this variation in professional training and experience is typical 
of IPT practitioners, who must have qualified in a relevant profession prior to IPT training. 
Therefore, the sample was considered representative of IPT practitioners and in line with 
requirements of IPA (Smith et al., 2009), was considered homogenous because all 
participants shared similar experiences of the topic in question (i.e. they all practiced IPT).
A total of eight practitioners agreed to participate. Seven participants were clinical 
psychologists, or trainee clinical psychologists and one was a counsellor. Two worked in 
private practice and had completed or were in the process of completing psychoanalytic 
training. The remaining six worked in NHS community settings. Six of the participants had 
achieved supervisor status, meaning they were approved to supervise the work of other IPT 
practitioners and trainees. All participants were female. The identification of participant 
characteristics is hoped to provide some context to participants' accounts .^ All participants 
were given a participant information sheet explaining details of the study and provided 
written consent. Opportunities for debriefing and responding to questions were provided.
2 The pool of IPT therapists in the UK is relatively small. Therefore, in order to protect anonymity 
only limited contextual and demographic information has been provided.
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Professional practice standards were followed, including procedures for data anonymisation 
and storage (BPS, 2010).
Ethical approval
IPT is still in the relatively early stages of implementation in the UK, which means 
that the pool of IPT therapists it was possible to draw 6om was relatively small. 
Consequently there was a risk that practitioners might be identified flom their comments. In 
order to protect the practitioners' confidentiality, all transcripts were fully anonymised and 
only minimal demographic information has been included in this paper. Furthermore 
because the study was enquiring into clinical practice, confidential clinical material was 
discussed at times. Care has been taken to ensure that all clinical material included in the 
write up has been fully anonymised. Practitioners were also informed of the limits of 
confidentiality, and that the researcher had a duty of care to break confidentiality should a 
situation arise where it was thought that a patient was at risk. Informed consent was 
obtained flom all participants (see Appendices C and D) and a favourable ethical opinion 
was granted by the University of Surrey Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences (FAHS) 
Research Ethics Committee (see Appendix E for ethics documents).
Procedure
Each IPT practitioner participated in a semi-structured interview conducted by the 
primary researcher. Semi-structured interviews were loosely guided by an interview 
schedule (see Appendix B for a copy of the schedule), developed according to principles 
outlined in Smith, Flowers and Larkin (2009), with the aim of facilitating opportunities for 
participants to speak reflectively and fleely about their experiences. The interview stmcture 
was designed to be flexible, to ensure that main areas of interest were covered, and allow 
participants to explore their experiences in an order that made sense to them. It was used 
flexibly to encourage participants' exploration of the research question, glean rich accounts 
of their perspectives and experiences and capture the vast array of experiences encountered
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by IPT practitioners in therapy. Questions followed a 'funneling' system (Smith et al., 
2009); general topics were tackled first and more focused questions asked towards the end 
(Smith & Osborn, 2003).
Interviews were between 41 and 63 minutes long. Seven interviews were conducted 
face-to-face and held at the participants' place of work; one interview was conducted over 
the phone. All interviews were carried out at a time convenient to participants. All 
interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed by the researcher.
Data Analysis
Transcripts were analysed according to the principles of IPA (Smith, Jarman, 
Osborn, 1999). Initially, transcripts were read and re-read in order to develop familiarity 
with the data. The next stage involved using the left hand margin notes of items of 
particular interest, associations and comments at a descriptive, phenomenological level. 
Following this, the interpretive stage was commenced; the right hand margin was used to 
document inferences made about the meaning of participants' accounts, and emergent 
themes were highlighted and connections between themes noted. A list of initial themes was 
then generated.
Once the above process had been completed for each transcript, similar themes were 
assimilated across transcripts, taking variability and repetition into account. Meaning was 
made of the connections and patterns between codes so that initial broad clusters are 
developed creating emerging superordinate themes and subthemes was developed. 
Transcripts were continually referred to throughout this process to ensure that interpretation 
did not lose or change the original meaning.
Yardley (2000) outlines four guidelines that were followed to ensure credibility of 
the research:
# coMrexL In order to ensure data was collected and analysed sensitively,
the research acknowledged the epistemological basis of IPA (Smith et al., 2009;
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Smith & Osborn, 2003; Smith et al., 1999; Smith, 1995) ontological matters 
inherent in qualitative research (Mason, 2002). In addition, sociocultural context 
was considered. Attention was paid to the researcher's current training in, 
understanding of and beliefs about therapy and therapeutic processes. Therefore 
efforts were made to step out of the 'natural attitude' of being a trainee clinical 
psychologist and adopt a phenomenological attitude (Smith et al., 2009).
# fo Rzgowr." Literature reviews and immersion in data via interviews, 
transcription and analysis facilitated a prolonged engagement with the topic.
# Co/zergMce aMcf The researcher kept reflective notes relating to the
experience, observations and reflections of diflerent elements in the research 
process including: recruitment, interviews, transcription and analysis. Supervisors 
and peers were consulted at each stage of the research to explore and scrutinise 
interpretations and developing themes, in order to establish credibility and validity. 
A transparent account of the process of interpretation and meaning making has been 
described above and is supported by examples of a worked transcript (see Appendix 
F), lists of initial themes for each participant (see Appendix G) and links between 
initial and final themes (see Appendix H). Verbatim quotations flom participants' 
transcripts have been provided to allow the reader to see the original source of 
interpretation
# /zMpacr aW This was assessed after a review of the literature identified
a gap in the current body of knowledge. The discussion section reflects on the 
importance and impact of the research.
Reflections
Prior to commencing this research I had previously worked as a qualitative research 
assistant and therefore felt reasonably comfortable adopting this methodological approach. 
Since graduating &om university I have developed an interest in social constructionism and
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had spent much time thinking about how language is used to constmct realities and how 
these constructions can become truth in their own right. As a result I believed that IPA 
fitted with my own epistemological stance.
I was aware of my own preconceptions and expectations about the research and how 
these were likely to be influenced by my experiences. I have previously accessed mental 
health services and I initially felt more compelled to explore aspect of IPT process 6om the 
perspective of those accessing therapy and initially saw little relevance in exploring the 
experience of IPT practitioners. In addition, during the literature review process I began to 
notice aspects of IPT that conflicted with my own understanding of human distress. For 
example, IPT is based on the medical model, promotes the use of the 'sick role' and places 
the clinician in the 'expert role'.
I was also aware of how my positions as a Trainee Clinical Psychologist, and later a 
Trainee IPT practitioner were likely to have influenced the way I viewed the interviews. As 
a result of these experiences I have been exposed to a range of espoused theories, developed 
my own implicit theories, and have my own relationship to theory. I was interested in how 
this may have shaped my analysis. For example, I became aware that I was initially paying 
particular attention to evidence that was consistent or that conflicted with my own ideas. I 
was mindful to engage deeply with the text when these assumptions occurred to me, in 
order to remain open to experiences of the participants.
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Results
The results of the analysis are presented below. In order to preserve anonymity, 
pseudonyms have been used to identify participants' quotes. Themes were grouped 
under two superordinate themes: ZTze Dzÿêz-gM/ q/"Re/atzMg to TTzeozy; and 
aWTMtggratzoM (see Table 1).
Superordinate Themes The different ways of 
relating to theory
Adherence and 
integration
Sub-themes Theory guides practice Sticking to the rules
Theory is sometimes 
applied retrospectively
The value and 
management o f integration
The application of theory 
requires experience
Comparison to other 
theories and models
Theory becomes implicit Repertoire of theories 
influenced by 
professional system
Not just about theory Attachment theory is 
key
Managing the 
elements that resonate 
or conflict
The different ways of relating to theory
There were differences and commonalities in the way that the practitioners 
described their relationship to theory. Their descriptions of the extent to which, and 
whether their practice is informed by theory and evidence varied with their level of 
experience of practicing IPT, and range of other professional training experiences. Most 
of the practitioners talked explicitly about how theory guided their practice.
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Theory guides practice. The practitioners’ accounts of the extent to which 
theory guided practice varied. Everyone except Jo gave examples o f times when theory 
guided their practice. For example Roxy discussed how attachment theory influenced 
the way she would conduct assessment and formulation, and Pippa described her use of 
mentalisation theory to guide her practice.
IFe// y /MgaM, q/"w/zez? yow rg a c/zgMy yow q/A:ggq azz
g a r  o w ty b r  w /z a t y o w  t/zmA: t/zgzr at^ac/zzMgMt .szy/g  zMzg/zt 6 g , wm J o  azzaf z/^t/zgy 
q q q g a r  to  /z a v g  az: zzzj^ggzzrg attac/zzMgMt, A:ZM(7 q /" z/jg  t/za t zzz t/zgybrzM w/atzoM  a m , 
azzz7 a/z ta/A: aZ zoat t/z a t wzt/z t/zg c /z g a t . R o x y  ( 4 0 9 - 4 1 2 )
y z^ g aag q/^ t/zg ^gy t/zzagj t/zat 7 <71(7 wzt/z .somg^ooy wa^  ^zacrga.szag /zz,s 
a6z/zty to zagata/zj^ g. Pippa (567-568)
Valerie’s view of how theory guided practice was more definitive; she was the 
only practitioner to clearly state that she thought IPT was theory driven.
O/z yg/z, a/z zt '.y t/zgazy zTrzvga. TTzgrg '.s aa qagjtzaa, t/zgrg aa qagjtzaa zt j  
t/zgazy zTrzvgayâr zag. Valerie (754-755)
Jo was the only practitioner who could not give an account of how theory guided 
her practice. Jo thought she was unable to answer the question of whether there were 
specific theories that she drew on to inform her work.
...w/zzc/z tataZ/y z7z6/a 7 aa^^wgryaar qagj t^zaa 6ggaa.yg 7 afaa 7 t/zzaA:7 caa. Jo 
(287-288)
Theory is applied retrospectively. It was evident that there were times when 
all of the therapists applied theory retrospectively, to explain phenomena that occurred 
during their practice. Kate explicitly acknowledged that there were times when she was 
not necessarily using her espoused theories in an explicit manner. Kate also
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acknowledged that she was later able to apply theory retrospectively back and apply 
theory when reflecting on their practice.
7 aware A^a/, rAa^  7 wa^ M^ 7y /?zaA:mg wp, zf wa  ^reaZ/y
wa  ^6a.yg(7 zzz j^ azzze/Zzzzzg mare eazzcrere. Kate (652-655)
Sheri also acknowledged that she does not always use her espoused theories to 
make sense of her practice. Sheri' comments suggest ±at she has developed her own 
tacit understanding of when things in her espoused theories (in ± is  case a theory about 
neuronal growth) might be occurring, based on the phenomena she has experienced in 
her practice.
...r/za^ 'j' w/zezz 7 reaZZy 6^ a ^^ ar/gerrZzzg zzz^ a /Zzaaz};, 6acaw.yg rZzezz jyazz ra 
raZ^ zzg aZzazz^  rZza pa/azz^ zaZyàr ZzarmazzaZ cZzazzgg.y zzz rZze 6razzz, wZzzcZz Zaaak a^ 
zzazzrazzaZ graw/Zz. 7 <7az7 V rZzzzzA: wZzezz yaw re jZr^ zzzg <7awzz a.y a rZzerapz^ y^aa re 
rZzzzzAzzzg rZza7 am, aZrZzaagZz .yame^ zma^  7 <7a, 6ar wZzaryaa re aware a/z^ Z^za7 
Z^za^  z^  '.y r/za^  mamezz^  a/aazzzzecrZazz Z^zar aa/aaZZy cZzaagej, Z^zar meaaj Z^zar /Zze 
cZzea^  Z.9 apea /a cZzaagzag rZze way /Zz  ^experzeaae jamerZzzag. Sheri (554-562) 
The application of theory requires experience. Several o f the therapists 
reported that they thought their ability to apply theory, either during practice, or on 
reflection, was influenced by their perceived level of expertise or experience. Sheri 
appears to place herself in the position of an expert; she explains that her experiences of 
teaching, supervision and authoring of academic texts allow her to more easily draw on 
theory to explain her practice, than those with less experience.
...rZzg^ ye az"g rZzzzzg^  7 rZzzzzA:arZzozzr aZZ fZzg z^mg 6ecazz.sg 7 e^acZz azz<7:yzzpezwz.yg 
azz<7 JO 7'm zzz /Zze yzojz^ zozz 7 'm zzz. TTzejg /Zzzzzgj oz"g mzzcZz moz-e Z^zg o/^ zz^  
rozzgzze, yozz Azzow 7 vo ozzZyyzzj//zzzzjZzg^ Z wz'z^ zzzg a cZzqp^ ez" Z^zzj wee^ gzz^ Z ozz TFT
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w/zo/7//zmA: /Zze c/zozzge mgcZzazzzjmj ore Z^zzzzgj ZzA:g /^zo7 joyozz Azzow, jo 
zzm z7 7 r/zzzzA:yôz" zzzo zCj a/ /^ze q/"zzzy /ozzgzze. 6'Zzgz'z (76&77.^
Roxy and Kate appeared to place themselves in the novice role. Kate questioned 
whether her perceived inexperience may explain the difEcnlties she has applying theory 
during her practice. Roxy though that the application of theory might become more 
automatic with experience.
...7&)zz 7 Azzow ^^Zzzj zj 6gcozzjg 7 'zzz z-eZo^ zve/y zzzgAyzez^ zezzcezTi 6zz^7 
jzzqpojg a/ rZze z^zzzeyozz 're cozzcezzrz'orzzzg ozzyzzjZ' «Tdzzzg z/ oZz'zgZz^  zZzo^ yozzyzzj^  A^zzz^Z 
q/^ocr qzzZre zzzj/zzzc/zveZy. Kate (645-658)
...Zzzz^ 7'zzz o z^"ozzzgg JOyzez'Zzqpj /^ Z^ze qqqZzco z^ozz q/ r^Zzeozy/ wzZZ 6ecozzzg 
zzzoz-g ozzrozzzarZc zzz rzzzze. Roxy (458-459)
Theory becomes implicit. For all of the therapists it was clear that the theories 
and models they had been exposed to throughout their careers became implicit and 
influenced their practice. Some of the therapists spoke directly about this process.
7 zZozz '/ Zzave ro Z^zzzzA: a6ozz  ^rZze rz'azz.^z'ezzce, /Zzar 'j /hzz'Zy azzfozzz(zrzc q/Zzow 
7zzzz6Zgz-jrazzzZjozzzgozzg. Sheri (70-72)
7 Z^zzzzA: a j weZZ zr Zzecozzzgj zzz^ ZzcZr zzz Z^zg wqy Z^zar yozz AfzzcZ q/^ woz"A: JO yozz 
<7ozz zzecejjaz-zZy /ZzzzzA^ oZz wgZZ z^  'j Z^za^  rZzeozy, jo  z^ yzzjZ A:zzzzZ q/"cozzzgj zzzz/zzz-aZZy, 
Z^zar ac/zzaZZy Zr Zzaj goZ rZzaZ 6ajzj. Kate (658-661)
For the other practitioners, their unselfconscious use of language reveals that 
they are informed by theories and discourses that they do not explicitly identify when 
asked about how they use theory. For example, in the following extract Mary uses the 
word 'containing'; she appears to be referring to the psychodynamic process of 
containment.
...7 rZzzzzA: zZzaZ'j vezy cozz/azzzzzzgybz" a  ZoZ q/^eqqZe. Mary (267-268)
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Another example is the use of the term 'positive reinforcement' by Pippa, 
which suggests she behavioural theory is informing her understanding.
Or zZzey geZ Z/ze yzojzfzve rgzz^rcemgzz/ Z/zaZ Z/zqy zzeez/ ozzZjz<7g q/Z/zgzr 
Zzvgj. Pippa (698-700)
Not just about theory. All of the practitioners gave examples of times when 
things other than formal theory and evidence influenced their practice. For example, 
Sheri, Roxy and Jo appeared to utilise their clinical experiences of what they found to 
be helpful to explain and guide their practice. Their comments indicate that at these 
times, they were making use of practice-based evidence, as opposed to conducting 
evidence-based practice.
7 jzzqqojg rZzaZ j  wZzere 7yh/Z ZzacA: o/z jqyzzzg weZZ yozz 7FT zj a 
yzr^ zgmaZzc qqqroacZz z/"zZ worAjyozz zZ. Sheri (471-473)
TZkzvzzzg jggzz zZ worA: Jo weZZ wzZZz /zaZzezz/j, zzzzz wZzzcZz zj zZzg cz^x q/zZTbz' zzze 
z'gaZZy a j a  rZzez-qqzjZ, z/"zZ woz-Aj^bz- rZze yzzzZzezzZ, zZzezz yozz czzzz cozzvzzzce zzze ozz zzzojZ 
rZzzzzgj. Jo (74-77)
All of the practitioners appeared to make use of implicit theories derived from 
their life experiences and personal values in order to explain the nature o f human 
distress and the process of change in therapy. For example, Jo and Roxy also spoke 
about times when they were drawing on evidence based on their experiences of life 
outside of the therapy room to make sense of their practice.
FzzZ zzZz, ybz" zZzg czzZZzzz'g cZajZz, zzzzz, zzo ^Zzeozy zzz yzzzr^ zczzZaz", yzzjr azz 
mvzzz'gzzgjj q//Zze zzzzpoz'^ zzzzcg q/^ czzZz'zzz'g zzz /zzzzzzzzzz Zz/b. Roxy (189-191)
7 Z/zzzzA: z/"jozzzgozzg acZzza/(y zj /zvzzzg ozz Z/ze yzovez'Zy Zzzze, zzzzz Jo zzzzzc/z q /  
w/zaZ wg zzz Zz/g, zzzzz/ ggr yz/gzzjzzz'g/z-ozzz zzzvo/vgj zzzozzgy zzzzz/ 7 /^zzzzA: z^  j  qzzz/g 
yZ^zzzz^ zzo/ zzgggq/ /^zzzr. To (651-654)
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Mary's understanding o f what constituted effective therapy was influenced by 
the IPT competencies (or techniques) outlined in the manual, rather than espoused 
theory. However her comments suggest that she has developed her own implicit theory 
about how the techniques outlined in the IPT manual can be used to practice 'good' 
therapy.
// 'j obow/ /ooA^ mg o/ //zg zzz/gnvgzzvg rgo/Zy, bgrwggzz //zg ggzzgm/ ozzz/ 
.^gg^c compg/gMCzgj, wm Z^/zg cozz^ gZgMCZgj /^zgybcwj ozzz/ Z/zg j/zzgg q/^ r/zgrqqy,
zzzzT z^ j  Z/zg ^ zzzT  q / Z / z g  c / z o r g o g r q q / z y  zzzzz/ Z/zg z z z Z g z iv g z z v g  b g Z w g g z z  Z /z o jg , w /z z c /z  7  
Z/zzzzA: z / 'y o z z , y o z z  A z z o w  zZ j  zz bzZ /zA:g co zzz /zzcZ zzzg  zzzz oz-g/zgjZ z-zz, z / 'y o z z  czzzz g g Z  z z / /  Z/zg 
pzzz'Z j Zo c o z z z g  zzz zzz Z/zg z-zg/zZ p / z z g g ,  z z z z z /y z /z ^  zzzzz/ /zzzz"zzzozzzjg, zzzzz/ j Z z / /  A :ggp  Z/zg  
Z g z z ^ o , Z/zgzz y o z z  v g  g o Z  zz z - g z z /^  bgzzzzZz/zz/ y z z g g g  z :^ zzzzzjzc , zzzzz/ ggz"Zzzzzz^ zzz Z/zgz-zayzy, 
y o z z  v g  g o Z  zzzz z:y:y?oz"ZzzzzzZyybz" z-gzz/Zy g ^ c Z z v g  Z/zgz-zzpy, z /^ y ozz  czzzz A :g gq  Z/zzzZ 
z z z Z g z ^ g z z v g  zzz Z/zzzZ jo z 'Z  opZ zzzzzz/ Z g z z ^ o . M a r y  ( 4 8 1 - 4 9 1 )
Fidelity versus integration
A meta-narrative about therapist's relationship to the IPT model was present in 
all interviews. The opinions that the therapists held regarding fidelity to the IPT model 
varied. Many appeared to hold contradicting beliefs about wanting to adhere to the IPT 
model, but also wanting to integrate aspects of theory and evidence that they had been 
exposed to before, during and after training in IPT.
Sticking to the rules. Many of the practitioners expressed a belief that they 
should be adhering to the IPT model and the theories they believed to have been 
associated to it. Those that were more experienced, for example Holly and Mary 
expressed that they thought it was important to adhere to the IPT model.
.yyozz gzzz6z"zzcg Z/zg zzzoz/g/, Z/zgzzyozz gzzzbrzzcg zZ. Holly (392-393)
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...yow vg goZ Zo jZ/cA Zo Z/zgybca/ zzrgzz, z/^ yow z/ozz 'Z jwz/TgM/y Z/zg Z/zgrqpy zjybzzr 
ygzzrj Zoo j/zorZ. Mary (288-289)
The practitioners that perceived themselves as less experienced appeared 
concerned about deviating from the model. For example Roxy appeared to think it was 
important that she refrained from applying theories that had not already been linked to 
the IPT model.
7 ZMgzzzz 7 z/g/zzzzZg/y z/z-zzw ozz Z/zojg /bZZzzc/zzzzgzzZ Z/zgozy, cozzzzzzzzzzzczzZzozz zzzzz/ 
joczzz/ Z/zgozy/ 7 Z/zzzzA: JO, zzzzz, zzzzz/ 7 wozz/z/ Zzy zzoZ jy?gcz/zczz//y z/rzzw ozz oZ/zgz^ j 
bggzzzzjgyozz Azzow Z/zzzZ j  Z/zg 7FT joz'Z q/^  Z/zgoz'zgj. Roxy (156-158)
Pippa appeared concerned that she might be falling back on theoretical models 
that she had more experience of.
7 z/zz/ o6vzozzj/y/zzzz  ^ zzj yozz z/o w/zgzz yozz ZzzA:g ozz zz zzgw Z/zgz-z^ gzzZzc zzzoz/g/, 
yozz Z/zzzzA:zzzg "zzzzz 7 z/bzzzg zzzzz 7yb//zzzg bzzcA: ozz Z/zzzzgj Z/zzzZ 7 ^ o w  bgZZgz'? 
Pippa (447-449)
The value and management of integration. All of the participants except Jo 
thought that they integrated other theories when practicing IPT. As noted above, the 
more experienced practitioners thought it was important to adhere to the IPT model. 
However, the more experienced practitioners also stated with confidence that they 
thought IPT not only allowed them to integrate other theories, but all theory and 
evidence they had acquired throughout their careers.
7zz/joyg/Z Z/zzzZ zZ bz-ozzg/zZ ZoggZ/zgz" zz// Z/zg Z/zzzzgj Z/zzzZ7'z/ gvgz- z/ozzg bg/bz-g. 
yozz A?zow /zzzzpzzzg bzzcA: Zo Z/zg gzzz"/y z/qyj q/^ zzzy yzz-zzcZzgg w/zgzz 7 wzzj zzjzzzg CBT 
zzzzz/ Z/zzzzAzzzg gogzzzZzvg/y, z-zzZ/zgr Z/zzzzz z^ zzzzzzzzczz//y, yozz Azzow bg/zzzvzozzz-zz/ 
gAyzgz"zzzzgzzZj zzzzz/ Z/zzzzgj /zA:g Z/zzzZ. 5"o zZ/g/Z zzj Z/zozzg/z 7 oozz/z/ z/z"zzw ozz gvgzyZ/zzzzg 7 
/zzzz/ gvgz" z/bzzg, w/zzg/z yb/Z vgzy^ÿz//zzzg zzzzz/ rgwzzz-z/zzzg. Sheri (33-40)
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Tow COM brzMg w/zoZyow /z/:c wbcM yozz rc Z/zm^mg obozzZ jomcZ/zz/zg, jo yozz 
^ow , cvczyZ/zzzzg, cvczyZ/zzzzg 7'vc ever /eorzzZ obozzZ ozzT Zo/ e^T obozz^  y?robob/y.
RzzZ zZ Toejzz 'Z jZqp yozz^om Tbzzzg TFT reoZ/y z/^ Z/zoZ moA;ej jezzje? Holly (163- 
166)
Pippa, a less experienced practitioner was also concerned about adhering to 
the model, and also thought that it was possible to integrate other theories. However, 
her comments show her concern that using theories not already attached to IPT 
might be seen by some as deviating from the model. This appeared to be related to 
power, and a fear that those further up the IPT hierarchy might disapprove of her 
stance.
5'c /  jzzqpoje w/zaZ T m Z/zzzzArzzzg zzow Z/zzzZ T'zzz Za/A:zzzg Zo yozz zzbozzZ 
w/zzc/z zj, T wozz 'Z geZ jZrzzcA: oz" ozyZ/zzzzg gozzzg Zo geZ zzzZo Zrozzb/e or
ozyZ/zzzzg om T? TTzzj zj Z/ze worjZ jzzz ever /7ozzg/z. ,^ Z/ze Z/zeozy, Zz^ e qqqZyzzzg 
zZze zZzeozy joerZzqpj, wzZZzozzZ Zzovzzzg Zo worZr wzZZzzzz zZzoZ zzzoz/eZ? Pippa (638- 
643)
Despite the tension Pippa appeared to feel, it was clear that she thought 
integration was possible without compromising fidelity.
...wZzezz T woj jpeoATzzg Zo oZZzeryzeqqZe obozzZ /worAizzzg ozz 
zzzezzZoZzjoZzoz:^  zZzey were Zz^ e, "ore yozz oZZowezZ Zo z/o ZZzoZ, Zo worA: ozz 
zzzezzZoZzjoZzozz zzz TFT) z/oejzz 'Z zzzezzZoZzjzzzg beZozzg Zo MFT? " zzzzz ozzT T z/ozz 'Z 
Z/zzzzA: ozzT T ZZzzzzA: we z/o Zzove zZzzj Zezzz/ezzcy, Zo cozre zZzzzzgj zzp ozzz/ jqy oZz "zZzzj 
yZZj wzzZz ZZzzj zZzeozy joyozz zzje zZzzj z/'yozz 're wor z^zzg zzz zZzzj wqy". Pippa (568- 
574)
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Kate, also one of the less experienced practitioners, thought that integration 
was possible. Kate's surprise suggests that she may have initially shared Pippa's 
view that integration might not be permitted.
T woj qw/Ze JwzprzjeT oZ bow mwcb jcope Zbere w oj/or ZbzMgj T 
ZbowgbZ Zbere wowZz/M 'Z be jcqpeyôr. 5"o ZbzMgj Zzbe ez-eoZzvzZy, Zbzzzgj Zzbe 
ojzMgyowr owM zz/eoj o/zzT o&'owzMg o/z Tzÿêre/zZ bz/zT q/^qqqrooeZzej evezz 
wzZbzzz zZzoZ zzzoz/eZ. Kate (47-50)
Roxy, Pippa and Holly made the distinction between drawing on theory to 
inform their thinking about their practice, and explicitly applying techniques &om other 
models. They appear to highlight a key difference between applying theory and 
technique.
/gzzcjj CBT zZoej oozzzc zzzZo zZ o ZzZZZc bzZ oj wcZZ. TzzjZyozz bzzow zZzzzzbzzzg 
obozzZ cogzzzZzvc yzz-occjjcj. 5"o T wozzZz/zz 'Z zzeccjJOZ'zZy qqqZy zZ, bwZ zzz Zbc bocb q/" 
zzy zzzzzzzT T Zbzzzb, weZZ Zbzj Zoc^  wojyozz bzzow woj bovzzzgybeZzzzgj ozzzZ zZzozzgZzZj, 
yozz Azzow zzegoZzvcybcZzzzgj ozzT ZbozzgZzZj obozzZ Zzcz^ jcZf ozzT oZbcz", ozzT woz'ZT vzewj 
ozzT T gzzcjj zZzoZ 'j Joz"Z q/^ zzz Zbc bocb q/^ zzy bcoz/ bzzZ T'zzz zzoZ Tzz^ ccZ/y zzjzzzg CFT 
Zcobzzzqzzcj, bzzZ Z/zoZ j bow T'zzz bzzzT q/^ zzzobzzzg jczzjc q/zZ reo/Zy zzz zzy bcoT. Roxy 
(164167)
/  Zbzzzbyozz cozz Zozzcb zzqozz Zbcjc Zbzzzgj /^ Zbeoz-zc.^  wzZbozzZ bovzzzg Zo 
zzcccjJoz-zZy jbz/Z zzzZo ZboZ zzzoz/g wbcz-g zzow /  'zzz z/ozzzg bcbovzozzz'o/ ocZzvoZzozz or 
zzow /  'zzz z/ozzzg cbo/Zczzgzzzg /gorzzgz/ bcÿz/cjjzzgjj. Tozz cozz re/ZecZ Zbczzz Zo pcqp/g, 
ozzTyow cozz Zozzcb ozz Zbczzz. Pippa (599-603)
...wg cozz/z/Zbzzzb obozzZ ZboZ zzz CFTZorzzzj, bzzZ/  wozz 'Zyow Azzow ZoZb obozzZ 
corg bg/zg/j ozzT JO ozz ozzT gvgzzZj bqqpgzzzzzg ozzT o/Z q/ZboZ bgzzzg cboZ/gzzggT. 
Holly (224-226)
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To summarise, all of the practitioners except Jo thought that they integrated 
other espoused theories to inform their practice. Two of the most experienced 
practitioners confidently stated that it allowed them to integrate everything they had 
ever learned, without compromising fidelity to the model. The less experienced 
practitioners also thought integration was possible. However, one of them appeared 
concerned that others might consider this heretical. This may be related to power, with 
the less experienced therapists feelings as though they needed to conform to the 
perceived rules of IPT dictated by more experienced practitioners.
Comparison to other models and theories. All of the practitioners had 
completed professional training prior to IPT that included: psychoanalytic training, 
clinical psychology, counselling psychology and counselling training courses. The 
practitioners' training would have included teaching on a variety of theories, models 
and evidence. IPT does not have formal foundations of espoused theory, so it is up to 
practitioners to make theory-practice links. One of the ways practitioners in this study 
appeared to do this, was to compare IPT to other theories and models in their repertoire 
of espoused theories. For example, Mary compares the experience of reconstructing an 
interpersonal event in IPT to the process of thought challenging in CBT.
/  jzzqpojg Ay Tg/zMzZzoM, Zbg rgcoMjZn/cZmg mzgbz mvoZva acZwürZ/y 
cbaZ/gMgmg, jomg Zbg wqyj ZbaZ jomaoMg baj rgmgrnbgrgT Zbmbmg azzTybaZmg 
abowZ Zbg gvgzzZ. Mary (365-367)
Jo and Kate rationalised the process o f getting patients to try out new things, by 
comparing it to behavioural experiments found in the CBT model.
/  Zbmb ZM a wqy bzzzT q/^ Zbe, zzz a jgzzzz-bebavzoz'aZ experzzzzezzZ bzzzT q/^wqy, 
wbzcb zjzz 7 jqgcz/zc zzz ZbaZ wqy, bzzZ ZbaZ Zzyzzzgyozz, yozz jqy "cozzyozz ocZzzo//yyzzjZ 
go jozzzowboz-g Zbzj weob ozzT Zo/b Zo jozzzoozzo". Jo (482-485)
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/FT zj vezy /zzwcb obozzZ gozzzg owZ Zbere ozzT Zzyzzzg Zbzzzgj ozzT 
/oobzMg oZ Z/ze zMzpocZ, JO zzz Z/zoZ wqy zZ j  goZ bzzzT q/^ a CFTzj/z bzzzT q / zzzzz 
zz z^zezzce oj we//. Kate (268-270)
Roxy compared the process of exploring role expectations and analysing 
communication to the theory o f mentalisation.
.../zzzezzZo/zjoZzoz^  zj bzzzTq/^w/zoZyozz re z/bzzzg zzz, yozz bzzow w/zezzyozz /oob 
oZ /zeqq/e j  z'o/e e;çzecZoZzozzj ozzT o// joz"Zj q/^ oZ/zer, ozzT eozzzzzzzzzzzeoZzozz ozzo/yjzj 
ozzT zzzzz, ye/z, Z/zoZ j  q/Zezz, yej /gzzejj Z/zoZ'j ozze q/'Z/ze Z/zeoz-zej. Roxy (304-307) 
Kate rationalised the process of diagnosis by comparing it to the process 
of externalising in narrative therapy.
/  woj Z/zzzzbzzzg obozzZ /Tzogzzojz^ zzz Vbz'Z'oZzve Zez"zzzj, jo zZ 'j /zbe 
exZez-zzo/zzzzzg zzz zzoz-z-oZzve Z/zez'qpy, yozz bzzow zZ j  zzoZ JozzzeZ/zzzzg obozzZ Z/ze 
joez-jozz Z/zoZ zzzeozzj Z/zey ve goZ z/ z^-ejjzozz," z%zrejjzozz 'j Z/zzj bzzzT q/^ Z/zzzzg, 
ozzTyozz zzzzg/zZ co// Z/zoZ Z/ze b/ocb zzzozzjZez" zzz zzozroZzve Z/zerqpy oz-yozz zzzzg/zZ 
gzve o Tzogzzojzj zzz /FT  / / »  MoZ jzzz-e Z/zere 'j Z/zoZ zzzzze/z Tz^z'ezzee zzz Z/ze 
eÿêeZ, zZ jeezzzj Zo be Z/ze jozzze. Kate (302-309)
Repertoire of theories is influenced by professional systems. All of the 
therapists except Jo reported that the theory and evidence that they drew to inform 
their practice o f IPT was influenced by their personal interests, and the interests of 
those in their professional systems such as supervisors and trainers.
Ozzcoyozz jZoz"Z woz"bzzzgyozz re zz z^zozzcoT by Zbo Zbzzzgj ZboZyozz ro 
zzzZorejZoT zzz ozzT Zbo Zbzzzgj ZboZyozz bzzow obozzZ ozzTyozz ro zz^ zzozzooT by Zbo 
Zbzzzgj ZboZyozzz- jzzqozi^ 'zjoz" J zzzZorejZoT zzz ozzT bzzow obozzZ. Pippa (678-681) 
/ocZzzroz' TzT o CF/) Zz-ozzzzzzg z/oy ozzT jbo jZoz-ZoT Zo Zo/b obozzZ zZ, ozzT 
wboZ j bqqqgzzoz/ jzzzco Zbozz zj, /  vo jZoz'Zgz/ Zo Zo/b obozzZ zZ wzZb zzy Zz-ozzzooj ozzT
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we re ZbmbzMg obowZ zZ zzzore, zzz ZezTzzj q/"ozzz' Z/zzzzbzzzg, zZ j zzzoz-e exp/zczZ/y z-q/bz'Z'gT 
Zo ozzT zzzzz, ozzT ooZzzoZ/y Zbqy Ye zzow Zzyzzzg Zo wz-zZe zZ zzz Z/zezz- coje jZzzTzej. Holly 
(295-300)
/  Z/zzzzb zbe pjyeboozzo/yZzc Zz-ozzzzzzg ZboZ /  ve boT zzzeozzj Zbez-e j  o wbo/e 
/ooT q/pz-oeejjej gozzzg ozz wzZbozzZ zzze evezz Zbzzzbzzzg obozzZ zZ. Sheri (68-70) 
Attachment theory is key. Jo was the only practitioner not to mention 
attachment theory, and this was because she was unable to provide a theoretical account 
of IPT. However the rest of the practitioners thought that attachment theory was a key 
theory that they drew on to guide and explain their practice.
1Tb// /  Zbzzzbyozz bzzow pojjzb/y zZ jZorZj wzZb oZZocbzzzozzZ. Holly (170)
ITbozz /  Zbzzzb obozzZ Zbo /zZgz"oZzzz"o ZboZ /  Tz'ow ozz yow bzzow ozzT Zbzj zjzz 'Z 
gozzzg Zo zzzobzzzgyozz jwzpz-zjoT bqpq^//y, zZ j  Zbo pjyoboz^zzozzzzo /zZoz'oZwz'g. /Z j  
the literature about attachment. Valerie (744-747)
Managing the elements that resonate or conflict. Most of the therapists spoke 
about the IPT model, or specific aspects o f it that resonated or conflicted with their 
personal and professional knowledge, values and experiences. For example, Mary 
though that IPT was compatible with her existing approaches to understanding and 
working with individuals with a diagnosis of depression
a pjycbo/ogzjZ Zbzzzbzzzg abowZ a bzqpjycbojocza/ zzzoTg/ q/^ zzzezzZa/ 
be6z/zb, zbe ezzzpbajzj ozz zzzzz zzzZezpez'jozzo/ z"e/oZzozzjbpj, zzzoTb Zbe zzzoTe/ q/TFT 
jeezzz cozzgrzzezzZ Zo oZbez" wqyj ZboZ 7 W beezz woz"bzzzg ozzT Zbzzzbzzzg obozzZ 
Teprejjzozz. Mary (99-103)
Valerie also thought that IPT was compatible with her existing knowledge and 
practice, and also with her vision of how she might develop as a practitioner.
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/FT coMze o/oMg ozzT /  /eqqZ oZ zZyrozzb/y becowje zZyzZZeT wzZ/z zzzy Zbzzzbzzzg 
abozzZ pjycboTyzzozzzzc, zZyzZZeT o/ozzgJzTe zzy zTeoj ZboZ boT gz-owzz zzz Zezvzzj q/^  
pjycboTyzzozzzzc pjycboZbez-qpy ozzT zZ woj a brze/^ Zz-eoZzzzezzZ, zZ woj evzTezzce bojez/ 
/ z^zz/azzzezzZo7/y vzew zzzyje//^oj ozz evzTezzce bojeTpz-ocZzZzozzer, evezz Zbowgb Fzzz 
zzow Zz"ozzzzzzg Zo becozzze o pjycboozzo/yjZ zzzzz ozzT JO zZ/zZZeT wzZb oF q/Zboje Joz"Zj 
q/^ Zbzzzgj reo/Zy. Valerie (57-65)
However, Roxy described how the medical model, the basis for 
understanding distress in IPT, conflicted with her own understanding of the nature 
of human distress.
/  zzzeozz 7 Fozz 'Z jee Fepz'ejjzozz zzz ozy wqy jbape oz'/bz-zzz oj ozz zFzzejj, 
zzyje/fpez"Jozzo//y, 7 jee zZ oj ozz expez'zezzoe q/"FzjZz'ejj ZboZ j  oozzjeF joczo/Zy ozzF 
ZboZ zZ jyz/jZ joz"Z q/^ zzoZzzroZ ozzFprobobZy evoZzzZzozzozy bojeF z"eocZzozz, Jo, bzzZyozz 
bzzow JO zZ 'j zzoZ zzz ozz zZZzzejj zzz Zbe jozzze wqy ZboZ o coZF zj ozz zZZzzejj, jo 7 Fozz 7 
Zbzzzb q/^ zZ oj ozz zZZzzejj pbzZojqpbzeoZZy. Roxy (500-505)
Kate described the discomfort she felt about utilising the medical model and the 
sick role. Kate's attempts to resolve her discomfort can be seen above, when she 
compares the process of diagnosis to externalising in Narrative Therapy.
7 zzzoozz 7 woj joyzzzg ZboZ zZ cozzybeZ o bzZ zzzzcozz^ z'ZobZo wozzZzzzg Zo 
Fzogzzojo F^z"gjjzozzj ozzF gzvo jozzzoozzo Zbo jzob z"oZe becozzjg ZboZ^g/j 
qwzZg zzzoFzcoZ ozzT we zzzqybo, ZboZ 'j zzoZ jozzzgzbzzzg ZboZ wg zzzqybg wozzZ Zo 
oZzgzz ozzz-jgZvgj wzZb. Kate (285-289)
These results demonstrate a range of ways that the IPT practitioners interviewed 
negotiate the gaps in IPT's theoretical foundations. The relevance and implications of 
these results will be explored in the discussion.
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Discussion
This study aimed to investigate how IPT practitioners draw on theory and 
evidence to inform their practice. The results show how the practitioners negotiated the 
gaps in the theoretical underpinnings o f IPT in a conscious and unconscious manner.
The way that the practitioners drew on theory and evidence was elucidated by their use 
of explicit narratives and their uninhibited use of language. Consistent with existing 
theories of professional knowledge (Agyris and Schon, 1974; Schon, 1983), the 
practitioners drew on formal espoused theories, their own implicit theories, and applied 
theory retrospectively and 'in-the-moment' during their practice. The way in which the 
practitioners drew on theory and evidence appeared to be related to a number of factors, 
such as: their professional context, perceived level of experience, and their values and 
experiences.
Understanding the links practitioners make between theory and practice in IPT 
are important because of the atypical relationship IPT has to theory compared to other 
therapeutic models, which has resulted in a relative lack of theorisation about why or 
how IPT works. Consequently the job of plugging the gaps in IPT's theoretical basis 
has largely been left to practitioners. The results of this study demonstrate the ways in 
which practitioners negotiate this task.
Comparison to existing literature
The range of espoused theories that the practitioners drew on appeared to be 
influenced by their professional systems such as supervisors and training experiences. 
This is consistent with research in which therapists have rated supervision as one of the 
most influential factor in their professional development (Orlinsky, Ronnestad et al., 
2005), and the idea that therapists become socialised into a community of practice 
(Wenger, 1998). IPT practitioners are required to have completed previous training in a
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relevant field. This means that they will have had previous experiences o f supervision 
and training and professional practice, which, in addition to their experiences of training 
and supervision in IPT, were likely to have influenced the range of theories that they
had to draw from.
Although a range of espoused theories were mentioned, attachment theory was 
the only theory referred to hy all o f the practitioners (with the exception of Jo, who 
could not explicitly refer to espoused theory). This may reflect the fact that attachment 
theory has been adopted as a key theory underpinning IPT (Stuart and Robertson,
2012). The implication of attachment theory in IPT is beginning to gain empirical 
support (e.g. McBride, Atkinson, Quilty & Bagby, 2006; Ravitz, Maunder, & McBride, 
2008). However, it might also reflect the current fashion in the understanding of human 
distress that is highlighted by the fact that there are more than 20000 journal articles on 
attachment theory listed in EBSCO, an international electronic research database 
(Keller, 2012).
The practitioners' prior professional training may also have impacted on the 
extent to which they perceived their practice to be guided by espoused theory. Jo was a 
counsellor prior to commencing IPT training, whereas the other practitioners had all 
completed or were in the process of completing professional qualifications in clinical 
psychology. Since the notion of the scientist-practitioner was introduced in 1949 
(Raimy, 1950), clinical psychology training programs have prided themselves on 
producing psychologists that are able to systematically apply espoused psychological 
theory to their practice. Therefore it is likely that the practitioners that came from a 
clinical psychology background were experienced in making theory-practice links, and 
thus were more likely to approach their IPT work in this way, or feel that this was what 
they ought to convey when interviewed.
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Practitioners who considered themselves less experienced, expressed uncertainty 
or anxiety about integrating other espoused theories. This is consistent with research 
that has demonstrated that novice therapists are concerned with their therapeutic 
efficacy, anxious in their new role, self-critical, and filled with self-doubt (Bischoff, 
Barton, Thober & Hawley, 2002; Hill, Knox & Schlosser, 2007; Howard, Inman & 
Altman, 2006). Others have found that therapists gain more confidence in their abilities 
and feel more fleedom to develop their own style as they become more experienced 
(Carlsson, Norberg, Sandell, & Schubert, 2011). This may explain why the more 
experienced practitioners felt more comfortable with integration. Furthermore, the less 
experienced practitioners may also have been influenced by power. The discourse 
surrounding fidelity and integration that came from the more experienced practitioners 
was that it was important to adhere to the IPT model, and that the application of theory 
requires experience. The less experienced practitioners may have experienced similar 
discourses &om those in their professional system, resulting in the anxiety the therapists 
expressed.
The range of different implicit theories held by the practitioners is congruent 
with suggestions that all therapists are theoreticians who have unique ideas about how 
the world works and how therapy should be conducted (Burrell, 1987; Kottler. 1986; 
Schon , 1983). Regardless o f which theories the practitioners espoused, they all had 
individual notions about how to practice. N^avits (1997) argues that therapists' implicit 
theories are their private assumptions about how to conduct therapy that can be 
distinguished from, but coexist with their espoused theory. The practitioners' use of  
implicit theory may be to be related to the fact that IPT does not have an empirically 
supported espoused theory. It has been suggested that therapists develop these implicit 
theories because the formal or explicit theories do not always address the problems that
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therapists encounter in practice (Sandler, 1983). Therefore, one of the ways that IPT 
practitioners appear to plug the theoretical gap they are faced with, is by generating 
their own implicit theories.
N^avits (1997) suggested that the theories proposed in a particular therapy 
might compete against the implicit theory held by a therapist. This was something the 
practitioners in this study appeared to experience, particularly in relation to the medical 
model and sick role (two of the only espoused theories in IPT). They resolved the 
conflict they experienced over the use of the medical model and sick role by either 
drawing on other espoused theory to rationalise its presence (e.g. narrative therapy); or 
by generating implicit theories about how it facilitated change. This supports the idea 
that the extent to which therapists rely on espoused theory varies, and that whether and 
which espoused theory they choose is partly based on how well it corresponds with their 
implicit theories (Shohen, 1962). Research has also shown that therapist choice of 
theoretical orientation is in part determined by how it fits with their existing implicit 
theories (Poznanski and McLennon, 1995).
Implications
It is important to explore the links IPT practitioners make between theory and 
practice because of the atypical nature of IPTs development. Other therapies, such as 
CBT, are comprised of a collection of strategies and procedures that directly focus on 
different aspects of human distress (such as thoughts and behaviours), that have been 
designed to be used in concert with the aim of addressing the maintaining mechanisms 
proposed by the model. In contrast, we know that IPT works, but we do not have a 
coherent understanding of why or how. Furthermore, the lack of clear theory or 
evidence underpinning IPT makes it difficult to assess which aspects of IPT result in 
successful outcomes and which aspects distinguish it flom other therapies. As a result
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IPT has to be used as the whole manualised package each time, because it is not 
possible to discriminate bet\\ een the important and unimportant aspects.
The nature of the development of IPT means that it is possible that some of its 
components were incidental, and were added to the manual for general clinical use 
because they fitted the Zeitgeist at the time. For example IPT was developed in the 
1970s when the medical model prevailed, hence the assumption that 'depression' has a 
biological basis and the inclusion of the sick role. This means that practitioners might 
be reluctant to use parts of IPT because they disagree with aspects o f it, such as the sick 
role, or diagnosis, which may not be crucial to IPT. On the other hand they might avoid, 
or adapt the aspects of IPT that they have a problem with. However it is then not clear 
whether what they are practicing is really 'IPT', because the aspects they omit may be 
crucial to the process of change.
This study provides evidence that practitioners sometimes replace or amend 
espoused theories such as these, if  they conflict with their own implicit theories. This is 
something that has actually happened at the top of the IPT hierarchy; Stuart and 
Robertson (2012) have abandoned the sick role &om the iteration of IPT because it does 
not fit with their own implicit theories, despite others in the field maintaining that it is 
important.
Lipsizt and Markowitz, (2013) acknowledge that one approach to understanding 
the mechanism of change in IPT is to dismantle the therapeutic components, in the same 
way that Jacobson did in his study comparing cognitive behavioural therapy for 
depression to its behavioural component alone (Jacobson, 1996). To date, no such 
research has been carried out in IPT and some have suggested that it would be too 
difficult to dissect the intervention into viable parts (Murphy, 2009). Even if  it was 
possible to carry out research that assessed contribution of individual components of
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IPT, if  this was done in the absence of theory there is a danger that it would produce a 
miscellany of techniques that lacked theoretical coherence. Furthermore, in research 
settings fidelity is examined, but in clinical settings clinicians may be poor observers of 
their own practice.
Due to the nature o f development of IPT, it is possible that theory might be 
added in because it is currently in fashion (e.g. attachment theory). As a result IPT 
might be fundamentally changed for some, whilst others may resist embracing it 
because they are reluctant to move away from the implicit theories they have developed 
over the course of their careers.
Consideration of how practitioners make use of espoused and implicit theories 
could be helpful in establishing theoretical underpinnings for IPT. However the less 
experienced therapists were concerned that others in the field might judge them 
negatively if they were to find out they deviated from the model, or that they utilised 
their own implicit theories or espoused theories from other orientations. This is 
congruent with suggestions that therapists hide their implicit theories because they 
believe that their actions in therapy are not "kosher" and that they would be criticised 
by colleagues if  they found out (Sandler, 1983) and that less experienced therapists feel 
the need to conform to their chosen model (Carlsson, Norberg, Schubert, & Sandell,
2011). However, as others have argued these implicit theories could give birth to 
espoused theories (Sandler, 1983; Sternberg, 1985), which could lead to increased 
understanding and innovation in IPT.
Limitations of study and directions for future research
Although the results of this study are likely to have transferability, the nature of 
the qualitative methodology used in this study limits the ability to generalise flom these 
findings. The nature o f IPA allowed for a rich understanding of how IPT practitioners
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draw on a rich array of formal and implicit theories, in a variety of different ways. 
However the consideration of the epistemology of professional knowledge only 
occurred after it was noted to be relevant to the practitioners' dialogues. Consequently, 
the questions asked during interviews were not necessarily aimed at exploring the 
practitioners' espoused and implicit theories specifically; this would be an area that 
warranted further examination. Furthermore, although psychology originated in implicit 
theory, there has been little research on this topic as it relates to therapists. Further 
research into the implicit theory concept might establish whether it can he used to 
increase effectiveness or to create research that would help us to understand the 
variability amongst therapists. It might also be helpful to explore how therapists' 
implicit theories differ &om their espoused theories, and whether their implicit theories 
could be used to fill gaps in formal espoused theories such as IPT.
Conclusion
The present study's exploration of how IPT therapists account for theory and 
evidence provides an insight into how practitioners negotiate working within a 
therapeutic model that does not have a clear theoretical basis. The practitioners drew 
flom a number of different implicit and espoused theories in order to inform their 
practice. A number of factors influenced which theories they chose to adopt, and those 
that they adapted or dismissed. This highlights potential implications of appending new 
theories to IPT, and indicates that it may be helpful to consider how practitioners 
already make use of theory, when trying to establish the theoretical basis o f IPT.
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Psychotherapy Research 
Instructions for au thors
: : \  ' - - - . .  : .
T h is  j o u r n a l  u s e s  S c h o i a r O n e  M a n u s c r i p t s  ( p r e v i o u s l y  M a n u s c r i p t  C e n t r a l )  t o  p e e r  
r e v i e w  m a n u s c r i p t  s u b m i s s i o n s .  P l e a s e  r e a d  t h e  g u i d e  for  S c h o i a r O n e  a u t h o r s  
b e f o r e  m a k i n g  a s u b m i s s i o n .  C o m p l e t e  g u i d e l i n e s  f o r  p r e p a r i n g  a n d  s u b m i t t i n g  y o u r  
m a n u s c r i p t  t o  t h i s  j o u r n a l  a r e  p r o v i d e d  below .
U s e  t h e s e  i n s t r u c t i o n s  if y o u  a r e  p r e p a r i n g  a m a n u s c r i p t  t o  s u b m i t  t o  
Psychotherapy Research  . To  e x p l o r e  our  jou rn a ls  por t fo l io ,  v is i t  
h t tp : / /w w w .t a n d f o n l in e .c o m /  , and  for m o re  au th or  r e s o u r c e s ,  v is it  our Author
S e r v i c e s  w e b s i t e .
Psychotherapy Research  c o n s i d e r s  all m a n u s c r i p t s  o n  t h e  s t r i c t  c o n d i t i o n  t h a t
t h e  m a n u s c r i p t  is y o u r  o w n  or iginal  work, a n d  d o e s  n o t  d u p l i c a t e  a n y  
o t h e r  p r e v i o u s l y  p u b l i s h e d  w o r k ,  inc lud in g  you r  o w n  p r e v i o u s l y  p u b l i s h e d  
work.
t h e  m a n u s c r i p t  h a s  b e e n  s u b m i t t e d  o n ly  t o  Psychotherapy Research  ; 
it is n o t  u n d er  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  o r  p e e r  r e v i e w  o r  a c c e p t e d  f o r  p u b l i c a t i o n  o r  in 
p r e s s  o r  p u b l i s h e d  e l s e w h e r e .
t h e  m a n u s c r i p t  c o n ta in s  n o t h i n g  t h a t  is a b u s i v e ,  d e f a m a t o r y ,  
l ibe l lous ,  o b s c e n e ,  f r a u d u l e n t ,  o r  i l legal .
P l e a s e  n o t e  t h a t  Psychotherapy Research  u s e s  CrossCheck^"^ s o f t w a r e  t o  s c r e e n  
m a n u s c r i p t s  fo r  unoriginal m a t e r i a l .  By s u b m i t t i n g  y o u r  m a n u scr ip t  to  
Psychotherapy Research  y o u  a r e  a g r e e i n g  t o  a n y  n e c e s s a r y  originality c h e c k s  y o u r  
m a n u s c r i p t  m a y  h a v e  t o  u n d e r g o  d u r i n g  t h e  p e e r - r e v i e w  a n d  p r o d u c t i o n  p r o c e s s e s .
A ny a u th o r  w h o  fai ls t o  a d h e r e  t o  t h e  a b o v e  c o n d i t i o n s  will b e  c h a r g e d  w i th  c o s t s  
w h i c h  Psychotherapy Research  in c u r s  f o r  t h e i r  m a n u s c r i p t  a t  t h e  d i s c r e t i o n  of  
Psychotherapy R esearch 's  Ed i t o r s  a n d  T a y l o r  & Fr an c is ,  a n d  t h e i r  m a n u s c r i p t  will 
b e  re je c te d .
This journal is compliant with the Research Councils UK OA policy. Please 
see  the licence options and embargo periods here .
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M a n u s c r i p t s  a r e  a c c e p t e d  in Engli sh  ( fo r  n on -E n g lish  s u b m i s s i o n s  
s e e  M a n u s c r i p t  s u b m i s s i o n  s e c t i o n  be lo w ) .  O x fo rd  Engl i sh  D ic t i o n a ry  o r  US 
spe l l ing  a r e  preferred . P l e a s e  u s e  d o u b l e  q u o t a t i o n  m a r k s ,  e x c e p t  w h e r e  "a  
q u o t a t i o n  is 'within' a  quotation" . Long q u o t a t i o n s  of  4 0  w o rd s  o r  m o r e  
s h o u l d  b e  i n d e n t e d  w i t h o u t  q u o t a t i o n  m arks.
T h e r e  is n o  w o r d  l imit  fo r  a r t i c l e s  b u t  a u t h o r s  s h o u l d  in c lu d e  a  w o r d  
c o u n t  wi th  th e ir  m a n u s c r i p t .
M anuscripts s h o u l d  b e  c o m p i l e d  in t h e  fo l lowing  o r d e r :  t i t l e  p a g e  
( in c lu di ng  A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t s  a s  well a s  F u n d i n g  a n d  g r a n t - a w a r d i n g  
b o d i e s ) ;  a b s t r a c t ;  k e y w o r d s ;  m a i n  t e x t ;  r e f e r e n c e s ;  a p p e n d i c e s  ( a s  
a p p r o p r i a t e ) ;  t a b l e ( s )  wi th  c a p t i o n ( s )  (on  ind iv idua l  p a g e s ) ;  f ig u re  
c a p t i o n ( s )  ( a s  a l is t) .  P l e a s e  s u p p l y  all d e t a i l s  required by  a n y  f u n d i n g  a n d  
g r a n t-a w a rd in g  b o d i e s  a s  a n  a c k n o w le d g e m e n t  in a  s e p a r a t e  F u n d in g  
p a r a g r a p h  a s  fo l lows:  For  s in g le  a g e n c y  g r a n t s  Th is  w o r k  w a s  s u p p o r t e d
b y  t h e  < F u n d i n g  A g e n c y >  u n d er  G r a n t  < n u m b e r  x x x x > .  For  m u l t ip l e  
a g e n c y  g r a n t s  T h is  work w a s  s u p p o r t e d  by  t h e  < F u n d i n g  A g e n c y  # 1 >  
u n d e r  G r a n t  < n u m b e r  x x x x > ;  < F u n d i n g  A g e n c y  # 2 >  u n d e r  G r a n t  < n u m b e r  
x x x x > ;  a n d  < F u n d i n g  A g e n c y  # 3 >  u n d e r  G r a n t  < n u m b e r  x x x x > .
A b s t r a c t s  o f  1 0 0 - 2 0 0  w o r d s  a r e  r e q u i r e d  fo r  all m a n u s c r i p t s  
s u b m i t t e d .  T h e  a b s t r a c t  s h o u l d  b e  s t r u c t u r e d  wi th  t h e  fo l lowing h e a d i n g s :  
Objective , Method , Results , Conclusions.
Each  m a n u s c r i p t  s h o u l d  h a v e  5 t o  6 k ey w o rd s  .
S e a r c h  e n g i n e  o p t i m i z a t i o n  (SEO)  is a  m e a n s  o f  m a k i n g  y o u r  article  
m o r e  v i s ib le  t o  a n y o n e  w h o  m i g h t  b e  looki ng  fo r  it. P l e a s e  c o n s u l t  o u r  
g u i d a n c e  h e r e  .
S e c t i o n  h e a d i n g s  s h o u l d  b e  c o n c is e .
All au th o rs  of  a m a n u s c r i p t  s h o u l d  in c lu d e  t h e i r  full n a m e s ,  
a ff i l i a t ions ,  p o s t a l  a d d r e s s e s ,  t e l e p h o n e  n u m b e r s  a n d  e m a i l  a d d r e s s e s  o n  
t h e  c o v e r  p a g e  of  t h e  m an u scr ip t .  O n e  a u t h o r  s h o u l d  b e  id en t i f ied  a s  t h e  
c o r r e s p o n d i n g  a u t h o r .  P l e a s e  g iv e  t h e  aff i l ia t ion  w h e r e  t h e  r e s e a r c h  w a s  
c o n d u c t e d .  If  a n y  o f  t h e  n a m e d  c o - a u t h o r s  m o v e s  a ff i l i at ion d u r i n g  t h e  p e e r  
r e v i e w  p r o c e s s ,  t h e  n e w  af fi l iat ion c a n  b e  g i v e n  a s  a  f o o t n o t e .  P l e a s e  n o t e  
t h a t  no  c h a n g e s  t o  a ff i l ia t ion c a n  b e  m a d e  a f t e r  t h e  m a n u s c r i p t  is a c c e p t e d .  
P l e a s e  n o t e  t h a t  t h e  e m a i l  a d d r e s s  of  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  a u t h o r  will n o r m a l l y  
b e  d i s p l a y e d  in t h e  a r t i c l e  PDF ( d e p e n d i n g  on  t h e  j o u r n a l  s t y l e )  a n d  t h e  
o n l in e  a r t ic le .
All p e r so n s  w h o  h a v e  a r e a so n a b le  c la im  to  au th o rsh ip  m u s t  be  
n a m e d  in t h e  m a n u scr ip t  a s  c o -a u th o r s ;  th e  c o rresp o n d in g  a u th o r  m u s t  be
a u t h o r i z e d  by  all c o - a u t h o r s  t o  a c t  a s  a n  a g e n t  on  t h e i r  b e h a l f  in all m a t t e r s  
p e r t a i n i n g  t o  p u b l i c a t i o n  of  t h e  m a n u s c r i p t ,  a n d  t h e  o r d e r  of  n a m e s  s h o u l d  
b e  a g r e e d  by  all a u t h o r s .
B io g ra p h ic a l  n o t e s  on  c o n t r i b u t o r s  a r e  n o t  required for th is  journal.
A uthors m u s t  a lso  in corp orate  a D isc lo su re  S t a t e m e n t  w hich will 
a c k n o w le d g e  a n y  f ina nc ia l  i n t e r e s t  o r  b e n e f i t  t h e y  h a v e  arising f r o m  t h e  
direct a p p l i c a t i o n s  of  t h e i r  r e s e a r c h .
For  all m a n u s c r i p t s  n o n - d i s c r i m i n a t o r y  la n g u a g e  is m an d atory .  S e x i s t
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o r  r a c i s t  t e r m s  m u s t  n o t  b e  u s e d .
Authors m u s t  a d h e r e  t o  SI  u n i t s  . Uni t s  a r e  n o t  i ta l ic i sed .
W h e n  u s i n g  a w o r d  w h ic h  is o r  is a s s e r t e d  t o  b e  a  p r o p r i e t a r y  t e r m  or  
t r a d e  m a r k ,  a u t h o r s  m u s t  u s e  t h e  s y m b o l  ®  o r  TM.
A u t h o r s  m u s t  n o t  e m b e d  e q u a t i o n s  o r  i m a g e  f i les wi th in  t h e i r  
m an u scr ip t .
Informed consent and anonymity
M a n u s c r i p t s  m u s t  i n c lu d e  a s t a t e m e n t  t h a t  i n f o r m e d  c o n s e n t  w a s  
o b t a i n e d  f r o m  h u m a n  s u b j e c t s .  Ethica l  a n d  lega l c o n s i d e r a t i o n s  r e q u i r e  
ca r e fu l  a t t e n t i o n  t o  t h e  protect ion  of  a p a t i e n t ' s  a n o n y m i t y  in c a s e  r e p o r t s  
and e l s e w h e r e .  Identify ing  inform ation  su ch  a s  n a m e s ,  initials, hosp ita l  
n u m b e r s ,  a n d  d a t e s  m u s t  b e  a v o i d e d .  In a d d i t i o n ,  a u th o rs  s h o u l d  d i s g u i s e  
id en t i f y i ng  i n f o r m a t i o n  a b o u t  t h e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  a n d  p e r s o n a l  history of  
p a t i e n t s .  M a n u s c r i p t s  t h a t  r e p o r t  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  e x p e r i m e n t a l  i n v e s t i g a t i o n s  
wi th  h u m a n  s u b j e c t s  m u s t  i n c l u d e  a s t a t e m e n t  t h a t  i n f o r m e d  c o n s e n t  w a s  
o b t a i n e d  a f t e r  t h e  p r o c e d u r e ( s )  h a d  b e e n  fully e x p l a i n e d .  W h e r e  c h i l d r e n  a r e  
in v o lv e d ,  a u t h o r s  a r e  a s k e d  t o  in c lu d e  i n f o r m a t i o n  a b o u t  w h e t h e r  a s s e n t  
w a s  a l s o  o b t a i n e d  f r o m  t h e  ch i ld ' s  l ega l  g u a r d i a n
Code of experimental ethics and practice and confidentiality
C o n t r i b u t o r s  a r e  r e q u i r e d  t o  fol low t h e  p r o c e d u r e s  in f o r c e  in t h e i r  
c o u n t r i e s  w h ic h  g o v e r n  t h e  e t h i c s  o f  w o r k  c o n d u c t e d  wi th  h u m a n  o r  a n i m a l  
s u b je c t s .  T h e  C o d e  of  E th ic s  of  t h e  Wor ld  Medica l A s s o c i a t i o n  ( D e c l a r a t i o n  of  
Hels inki )  r e p r e s e n t s  a  m i n i m a l  r e q u i r e m e n t .
For  h u m a n  s u b je c t s  o r  p a t i e n t s ,  d e s c r i b e  t h e i r  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .  For  
h u m a n  partic ipants  in a r e s e a r c h  s u r v e y ,  s e c u r e  t h e  c o n s e n t  f o r  d a t a  a n d  
o t h e r  m a t e r i a l  - v e r b a t i m  q u o t a t i o n s  f r o m  i n t e r v i e w s ,  e tc .  - t o  b e  u s e d .  
Sp ec i f ic  p e r m i s s i o n  f o r  a n y  facial  p h o t o g r a p h s  is r e q u i r e d .  A l e t t e r  o f  c o n s e n t  
m u s t  a c c o m p a n y  a n y  p h o t o g r a p h s  in w h ic h  t h e  po ss ib i l i ty  of  ide n t i f ic a t io n  
e x i s t s .  I t  is n o t  su f f ic ie n t  t o  c o v e r  t h e  e y e s  t o  m a s k  id en t i t y .
I t  is y o u r  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  t o  e n s u r e  t h a t  t h e  c o n f i d e n t i a l i t y  of  p a t i e n t s  is 
m a in ta in ed . All cl inical m a t e r i a l  u s e d  in y o u r  a r t ic le  m u s t  b e  d i s g u i s e d  so  
t h a t  it is n o t  r e c o g n i s a b l e  by  a t h i r d  p a r t y .  W h e r e  p o s s i b l e  a n d  a p p r o p r i a t e ,  
t h e  p e r m i s s i o n  of  t h e  p a t i e n t  s h o u l d  b e  o b t a i n e d .  A u t h o r s  a r e  in v i te d  t o  
d i s c u s s  t h e s e  m a t t e r s  wi th  t h e  e d i t o r  if t h e y  wish.
2. Style guidelines
tBack to top.
Description o f  th e  Journal's  article s ty le .
Description o f  th e  Journal's  r e fe r en ce  s ty le .
An EndN ote o u tp u t  s ty le  is ava i la b le  for th is  journal.
Guide to us ing  m a th e m a t ic a l  scr ip ts  and e q u a t io n s .
Word t e m p la t e s  are  a v a i la b le  for th is  journal. If you  are  n o t  a b le  to  
u s e  t h e  t e m p l a t e  via t h e  l inks  o r  if y o u  h a v e  a n y  o t h e r  t e m p l a t e  q u e r i e s ,  
p le a s e  c o n ta c t  a u th o r te m p la te @ ta n d f .c o .u k .
3. Figures
tBack to top.
P l e a s e  p r o v i d e  t h e  h i g h e s t  q u a l i t y  f i g u re  f o r m a t  p o s s i b l e .  P l e a s e  b e  
s u r e  t h a t  all i m p o r t e d  s c a n n e d  m a t e r i a l  is s c a n n e d  a t  t h e  a p p r o p r i a t e  
r e s o l u t i o n :  1 2 0 0  dpi  fo r  l ine a r t ,  6 0 0  dpi  fo r  g r a y s c a l e  a n d  3 0 0  dpi  fo r  
co lou r .
F i g u r e s  m u s t  b e  s a v e d  s e p a r a t e  t o  t e x t .  P l e a s e  d o  n o t  e m b e d  f i g u r e s  
in t h e  m a n u s c r i p t  file.
Files s h o u l d  b e  s a v e d  a s  o n e  of  t h e  fo l lowing f o r m a t s :  TIFF ( t a g g e d
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i m a g e  file f o r m a t ) ,  P o s t S c r i p t  o r  EPS ( e n c a p s u l a t e d  P ostS cr ip t) ,  a n d  s h o u l d  
c o n t a i n  all t h e  n e c e s s a r y  f o n t  i n f o r m a t i o n  a n d  t h e  s o u r c e  file o f  t h e  
a p p l i c a t i o n  ( e .g .  Corel D raw /M ac, Core l  D r a w / P C ) .
All f i g u r e s  m u s t  b e  n u m b e r e d  in t h e  o r d e r  in w h ic h  t h e y  a p p e a r  in t h e  
m a n u scr ip t  ( e .g .  Figure 1, Figure 2 ) .  In m u lt i-p art  f ig u res ,  e a c h  part sh o u ld  
b e  la be l le d  ( e .g .  F ig ur e  1 ( a ) ,  F i g u re  1 (b ) ) .
F igu re  c a p t i o n s  m u s t  b e  s a v e d  s e p a r a t e l y ,  a s  part of  t h e  file  
c o n t a i n i n g  t h e  c o m p l e t e  t e x t  o f  t h e  m a n u s c r i p t ,  a n d  n u m b ered  
c o r r e s p o n d i n g l y .
T h e  f i l e n a m e  fo r  a  g r a p h i c  s h o u l d  b e  d e s c r i p t i v e  of  t h e  graphic ,  e .g .  
F i g u r e l ,  F i g u r e 2 a .
4. Publication charges 
jBack to top.
Submission fee
T h e r e  is no  s u b m i s s i o n  f e e  fo r  Psychotherapy Research  .
Page charges
T h e r e  a r e  n o  p a g e  c h a r g e s  fo r  Psychotherapy Research  .
Colour charges
A u t h o r s  s h o u l d  r e s t r i c t  th e ir  u s e  of  c o l o u r  t o  s i t u a t i o n s  w h e r e  it is n e c e s s a r y  on  
sc ien ti f ic ,  a n d  n o t  m e r e l y  c o s m e t i c ,  g ro u n d s .  C o l o u r  f i g u r e s  will b e  r e p r o d u c e d  in 
c o l o u r  in t h e  o n l i n e  e d i t i o n  of  t h e  j o u r n a l  f r e e  of  c h a r g e .  If  it is n e c e s s a r y  for  t h e  
f i g u r e s  t o  b e  r e p r o d u c e d  in c o l o u r  in t h e  p r i n t  vers io n ,  a  c h a r g e  will a p p l y .  C h a r g e s  
for  c o l o u r  f i g u r e s  in p r i n t  a r e  £ 2 5 0  p e r  f igure  ( $ 3 9 5  US Dol la rs ;  $ 3 8 5  Australian  
Dollars; 3 1 5  Euros). I f  y o u  w i sh  t o  h a v e  m o r e  than  4  co lour  f i g u r e s ,  f i g u r e s  5 a n d  
a b o v e  will b e  c h a r g e d  a t  £ 5 0  p e r  f i g u re  ( $ 8 0  US Dol la rs ;  $ 7 5  A u s t r a l i a n  Dol la rs ;  6 3  
E uros ) .  W a i v e r s  m a y  a p p l y  fo r  s o m e  artic les  -  p l e a s e  c o n s u l t  t h e  P r o d u c t i o n  Editor 
r e g a r d i n g  w aivers .
D e p e n d i n g  on  y o u r  l o c a t i o n ,  t h e s e  c h a r g e s  m a y  b e  s u b j e c t  t o  V a lu e  A d d e d  T a x  .
6. Reproduction of copyright material
îBack to top.
If  yo u  w is h  t o  i n c l u d e  a n y  m a t e r i a l  in y o u r  m a n u s c r i p t  in w h ic h  y o u  d o  n o t  ho ld  
c o p y r i g h t ,  y o u  m u s t  o b t a i n  w r i t t e n  p e r m i s s i o n  f r o m  t h e  c o p y r i g h t  o w n e r ,  prior to  
s u b m i s s i o n .  S u c h  m a t e r i a l  m a y  b e  in t h e  f o r m  of  t e x t ,  d a t a ,  t a b l e ,  i l l u s t r a t io n ,  
p h o t o g r a p h ,  l ine d r a w i n g ,  a u d i o  clip, v i d e o  clip,  f i lm still, a n d  s c r e e n s h o t ,  a n d  a n y  
s u p p l e m e n t a l  m a t e r i a l  y o u  p r o p o s e  t o  include. This  a p p l i e s  t o  d i r e c t  (v erb a t im  o r  
fa c s i m i l e )  r e p r o d u c t i o n  a s  well  a s  " d e r i v a t i v e  r e p r o d u c t i o n "  ( w h e r e  y o u  h a v e  
c r e a t e d  a n e w  f ig u r e  o r  t a b l e  w h ic h  d e r i v e s  s u b s t a n t i a l l y  f r o m  a c o p y r i g h t e d  
so u r c e ) .
You m u s t  e n s u r e  a p p r o p r i a t e  a c k n o w l e d g e m e n t  is g i v e n  t o  t h e  p e r m i s s i o n  g r a n t e d  
t o  y o u  fo r  r e u s e  by  t h e  cop yr igh t  h o l d e r  in e a c h  f i g u r e  o r  t a b l e  c a p t i o n .  You a r e  
so le l y  r e s p o n s i b l e  fo r  a n y  f e e s  w h i c h  t h e  c o p y r i g h t  h o l d e r  m a y  c h a r g e  f o r  r e u s e .
T h e  r e p r o d u c t i o n  o f  s h o r t  e x t r a c t s  o f  t e x t ,  e x c l u d i n g  p o e t r y  a n d  s o n g  lyrics,  f o r  t h e  
p u r p o se s  of  criticism  m a y  b e  p o s s i b l e  w i t h o u t  f o r m a l  p e r m i s s i o n  on  t h e  b a s i s  t h a t  
t h e  q u o t a t i o n  is r e p r o d u c e d  a c c u r a t e l y  a n d  full a t t r i b u t i o n  is g i v e n .
For further i n f o r m a t i o n  a n d  FAQs on  t h e  r e p r o d u c t i o n  of  c o p y r i g h t  m a t e r i a l ,  p l e a s e  
c o n s u l t  o u r  G u i d e  .
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7. Supplemental online material
jBack to top.
A uthors are  e n c o u r a g e d  to  su b m it  a n im a t io n s ,  m o v ie  f i les ,  so u n d  files  or a n y
a d d i t i o n a l  i n f o r m a t i o n  for  on l in e  p u b l i c a t i o n .
Inform ation  a b o u t  s u p p le m e n ta l  o n lin e  m aterial
Manuscript submission
tBack to top.
All s u b m is s io n s  sh ou ld  b e  m a d e  on line  a t  th e  P syc /io t /zerapy  Researc/z  S ch o la r  O ne  
M anuscripts w e b s i t e .  This s i t e  can a lso  b e  r e a ch ed  th ro u g h  th e  S o c ie ty  for 
P sy ch o th era p y  R esea rch  w e b s i te .  N ew  u s e r s  sh o u ld  first c r e a te  an a c c o u n t .  O nce
l o g g e d  on  t o  t h e  s i te ,  s u b m i s s i o n s  s h o u l d  b e  m a d e  v ia  t h e  A u t h o r  C e n t r e .  On l in e  
u s e r  g u i d e s  a n d  a c c e s s  t o  a h e l p d e s k  a r e  a v a i l a b l e  on  t h i s  w e b s i t e .
M a n u s c r i p t s  m a y  b e  s u b m i t t e d  in a n y  s t a n d a r d  e d i t a b l e  form at, in c lud ing  W o rd  a n d  
E n d N o t e .  T h e s e  fi les  will b e  a u t o m a t i c a l l y  c o n v e r t e d  in to  a PDF file fo r  t h e  r e v i e w  
p r o c e s s .  LaTeX files s h o u l d  b e  c o n v e r t e d  t o  PDF p r io r  t o  s u b m i s s i o n  b e c a u s e  
S c h o i a r O n e  M a n u s c r i p t s  is n o t  a b l e  to  c o n v e r t  LaTeX fi les in to  PDFs directly . All 
LaTeX s o u r c e  fi les s h o u l d  b e  u p l o a d e d  a l o n g s i d e  t h e  PDF.
Editorial policy for non-English subm issions
M anuscripts s u b m i t t e d  in a l a n g u a g e  o th e r  th an  Engl i sh  s h o u l d  b e  a c c o m p a n i e d  by  
a n  e x t e n d e d  s u m m a r y  ( i . e . ,  d e s c r i p t i o n  of  t h e  m e t h o d o l o g y ,  s a m p l e ,  r e s u l t s ,  m a i n  
f i n d i n g s )  s o  t h a t  a  m e m b e r  of  t h e  ed i tor ia l  b o a r d  c a n  r e v i e w  it fo r  r e l e v a n c e  t o  t h e  
j o u r n a l  b e f o r e  a s k i n g  t h e  a u t h o r s  t o  s u b m i t  a  full Engl ish  t r a n s l a t i o n  fo r  re v ie w .  
S u m m a r ie s  sh ou ld  b e  s e n t  to  p sy r e s@ a d e lp h i .e d u
After submission
P a p e r s  a r e  ini t ially e x a m i n e d  by  t h e  ed i to r i a l  s t a f f  a n d  a r e  t h e n  u s u a l l y  s e n t  t o  
o u t s i d e  p e e r  r e v i e w e r s  fo r  a n o n y m o u s  r e v ie w .  A u t h o r s  a r e  u s u a l l y  no t i f ied  wi th in  
t h r e e  t o  f o u r  m o n t h s  a b o u t  t h e  a c c e p t a b i l i t y  o f  a  p a p e r .  After a c c e p t a n c e  by  t h e  
a c t i o n  e d i t o r ,  t h e  a u t h o r  is resp o n s ib le  f o r  preparing  a n  Engl i sh  v ers ion .  T h e  
t r a n s l a t e d  m a n u s c r i p t  is t h e n  p a s s e d  o n  t o  t h e  e d i t o r ,  w h o  c a n  b e  e x p e c t e d  t o  
require f u r t h e r  r e v is io n s .
Click h e r e  fo r  i n f o r m a t i o n  r e g a r d i n g  a n o n y m o u s  p e e r  r e v ie w .
Copyright and authors' rights
tBack to top.
To a s s u r e  t h e  in tegrity ,  d i s s e m i n a t i o n ,  a n d  p r o t e c t i o n  a g a i n s t  c o p y r i g h t  
i n f r i n g e m e n t  o f  p u b l i s h e d  a r t i c l e s ,  yo u  will b e  a s k e d  t o  a s s i g n  t o  t h e  S o c i e t y  for  
P s y c h o t h e r a p y  R e s e a r c h ,  v ia  a  Pu bl i sh in g  A g r e e m e n t ,  t h e  c o p y r i g h t  in y o u r  a r t ic le .  
Yo ur  Art ic le  is d e f i n e d  a s  t h e  f inal ,  d e f in i t i ve ,  a n d  c i t a b l e  V e r s io n  of  R e c o r d ,  a n d  
in c l u d e s :  ( a )  t h e  a c c e p t e d  m a n u s c r i p t  in i ts  f inal f o r m ,  i nc lud i ng  t h e  a b stra c t ,  t e x t ,  
b i b l i o g r a p h y ,  a n d  all a c c o m p a n y i n g  t a b l e s ,  il lustrations, d a t a ;  a n d  (b )  a n y  
s u p p l e m e n t a l  m a t e r i a l  h o s t e d  by  Taylor & Fr anc is .  O u r  P u b l i s h in g  A g r e e m e n t  wi th  
you will c o n s t i tu te  t h e  en t ire  a g r e e m e n t  and t h e  s o le  u n d ers ta n d in g  b e tw e e n  th e  
S o c i e t y  fo r  P s y c h o t h e r a p y  R e s e a r c h  a n d  y o u ;  n o  a m e n d m e n t ,  a d d e n d u m ,  o r  o th er  
c o m m u n i c a t i o n  will b e  t a k e n  in t o  a c c o u n t  w h e n  in terpreting  your  a n d  t h e  S o c i e t y  
fo r  P s y c h o t h e r a p y  R e s e a r c h  r i g h t s  a n d  o b l i g a t i o n s  u n d e r  t h i s  A g r e e m e n t .
Copyright policy is ex p la in e d  in detail h ere  .
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Free article access
TBack to top.
As a n  a u t h o r ,  y o u  will r e c e i v e  f r e e  a c c e s s  t o  y o u r  a r t ic le  on  T a y l o r  & F r a n c is  O nl in e .  
You will b e  g iv e n  a c c e s s  t o  t h e  My authored works s e c t i o n  o f  T aylor & F ra nc is  
O nl ine ,  w h ic h  s h o w s  y o u  all y o u r  p u b l i s h e d  artic les .  You c a n  e a s i l y  v i ew ,  r e a d ,  a n d  
d o w n l o a d  y o u r  p u b l i s h e d  a r t i c l e s  f r o m  t h e r e .  In a d d i t i o n ,  if s o m e o n e  h a s  c i t ed  y o u r  
a r t ic le ,  y o u  will b e  a b l e  t o  s e e  t h i s  i n f o r m a t i o n .  W e  a r e  c o m m i t t e d  t o  p r o m o t i n g  a n d  
in creas in g  th e  visibility o f  y o u r  article and h a v e  provided  g u id a n c e  on how  you  can  
h e l p  . Also wi th in My authored works , a u t h o r  ep rin ts  a l low y o u  a s  a n  a u t h o r  t o  
qu ick ly  a n d  ea s i ly  g i v e  a n y o n e  f r e e  a c c e s s  t o  t h e  e lec tron ic  v e r s i o n  of  y o u r  a r t i c le  
s o  t h a t  y o u r  f r i e n d s  a n d  c o n t a c t s  c a n  r e a d  a n d  d o w n l o a d  y o u r  p u b l i s h e d  a r t ic le  fo r  
f re e .  Th is  a p p l i e s  t o  all a u t h o r s  ( n o t  j u s t  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  a u t h o r ) .
Reprints and journal copies
tBack to top.
C o r r e s p o n d i n g  a u t h o r s  c a n  r e c e i v e  a c o m p l i m e n t a r y  c o p y  of  t h e  i s s u e  c o n t a i n i n g  
t h e i r  a r t i c le .  Ar ticle r e p r i n t s  c a n  b e  o r d e r e d  t h r o u g h  R ights link®  w h e n  y o u  r e c e i v e  
y o u r  proofs .  If  y o u  h a v e  a n y  q u e r i e s  a b o u t  r e p r i n t s ,  p l e a s e  c o n t a c t  t h e  T a y l o r  & 
F ranc is  A u t h o r  S e r v i c e s  t e a m  a t  r e p r i n t s @ t a n d f . c o . u k  . To o r d e r  a  c o p y  of  t h e  i s s u e  
c o n t a i n i n g  your a r t i c le ,  p l e a s e  c o n t a c t  o u r  C u s t o m e r  S e r v i c e s  t e a m  a t  
A d h o c@ ta n d f .co .u k
Open Access
tBack to top.
T a y l o r  & F ra n c is  O p e n  S e le c t  p r o v i d e s  a u t h o r s  o r  t h e i r  r e s e a r c h  s p o n s o r s  a n d  
f u n d e r s  w i th  t h e  o p t i o n  of  p a y i n g  a p u b l i s h i n g  f e e  a n d  t h e r e b y  m a k i n g  a n  a r t ic le  
p e r m a n e n t l y  a v a i l a b l e  fo r  f r e e  o n l i n e  a c c e s s  -  open access  -  i m m e d i a t e l y  on  
p u b l i c a t i o n  t o  a n y o n e ,  a n y w h e r e ,  a t  a n y  t i m e .  T h i s  o p t i o n  is m a d e  a v a i l a b l e  o n c e  
a n  a r t ic le  h a s  b e e n  a c c e p t e d  in p e e r  r e v i e w .
Full d e ta i ls  o f  our  O pen A c c e s s  p r o g r a m m e
BOOKS FOR REVIEW
B o o k s  in Engli sh  s h o u l d  b e  s e n t  to :
M a r i a n e  K r a u s e
E s c u e l a  d e  Ps ico logia
Ponti ficia U niversidad Ca to l ic a  d e  Chile
V ic u n a  M a c k e n n a  4 8 6 0
Macul
S a n t i a g o
CHILE
B o o k s  p u b l i s h e d  in G e r m a n  o r  F r e n c h  s h o u l d  b e  s e n t  t o :  H e n n i n g  S c h a u e n b u r g ,
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Taylor & Francis
A uthor Sendees
Visit our A uthor S e r v ic e s  w e b s i t e  for further  r e s o u r c e s  and g u id e s  to  t h e  c o m p le te
pu b l i c a t i o n  p r o c e s s  a n d  b e y o n d .
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Interview Schedule
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Interview Schedule
# Tell me a brief history of you practice o f psychotherapy to date, from when you 
started to now?
# Describe what it is like to practice IPT in your own words?
PmzTzpt." TTow w/zat are yow t/zzzzA:zzzg?
# What is it that you are trying to do when you practice IPT?
# What effect do you think your practice of IPT has on your patients?
# Could you tell me about a time when you feel IPT has facilitated change in a
patient?
# What do you think happens in your practice o f IPT that produces change in
patients?
PgAveezz yozz azz^ Z rZze c/zezzr? Tzz }'ozzr c/zgzzr? PeAveezz ^ o^zzz- cZzezzr 
azz^ Z or/zgz' peqpZe?
# What informs your understanding of how change happens in IPT?
# If you had to describe key elements o f process in IPT, what would you say?
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Participant Information Sheet
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UN IVER SITY O F
SURREY
Participant Information Sheet
Full Project Title: W h a t  is th e  experience  of  delivering IPT like for therap is t s  and w h a t  informs 
thei r  unde rs tand ing  of  t h e  the ra py  process?
Researcher: Jenni fer  Foster  (Trainee Clinical Psychologist)
Email: i . e . foster@surrev.ac.uk
Research Supervisors: Dr. Kate Gleeson and Susan Howard
My n a m e  is Jen Foster and I am a Trainee Clinical Psychologist.  I would like to  invite you to  
take  par t  in a research study. I am in te res ted  in learning a b o u t  IPT therap is t s '  th er apy  
experiences
Consent
You are  invited to  take  par t  in this research project.  This s t a t e m e n t  contains detai led 
information a b o u t  t h e  research project  and its purpose  is to  explain to  you as clearly and 
openly as possible all t h e  procedures  involved in this project so t h a t  you can make  a fully 
informed decision w h e t h e r  you a re  going to  participate.
Purpose
I am planning on interviewing a sample  of in te rpersonal  psychotherapy  (IPT) therap is ts  ab o u t  
their exper iences of  practicing IPT and  w h a t  informs thei r  unde rs tanding  of th e  process of  IPT. 
To date, most  IPT research  has focused  on outcom es. Whilst  dem ons t ra t in g  efficacy is 
imp or tan t  it a pp ea r s  to  have be en  at  th e  expense  of  research th a t  focuses on deve loping an 
unders tanding  of  th e  process  of change  in IPT from t h e  perspect ive of  th e  therapist .  
Importantly, everyone ' s  exper iences  of  t he ra py  will be different. I would like to  find ou t  a b o u t  
your  experience  of  practicing IPT. I am conducting this research  project  unde r  t h e  supervision  
of Dr. Kate Gleeson and Susan Howard.  A tota l  of  10 IPT the rap is t s  a re  es t ima ted  to  part icipate 
in this project.
Why have I been invited?
I am asking IPT therap is t s  to  take  par t  in this study.
Do I have to  take part?
No. It is up to  you to  decide  w h e t h e r  or  not  you  w a n t  to  take  part. If you decide  to  take  par t  
you will be  given this information sh e e t  to  keep and asked  to  sign a consent form. The cons en t  
form is a way  of making sure you know w h a t  you have  agreed  to. If you decide to  take  part  you 
will be f ree to  wi th dr aw up to  tw o m o n th s  af te r  th e  d a te  of  th e  interview and  you do not  have 
to  give a reason.
What will happen next?
If you would like to  take  par t  please  tell t h e  person  w ho gives you this information sh e e t  and I 
will ge t in contact. Or you are welcome  to  contac t  m e  directly. We  can the n  a r range a t ime  and 
place to  conduc t  t h e  interview th a t  is convenien t  to you.
Who is funding this research?
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This research is primarily funded  by t h e  University of  Surrey Clinical Psychology Training 
Programme.
What does  taking part involve?
Participation in this project  will involve taking part  in one  semi-s tructured  interview, which 
may last up to  o n e  hour.  The interviews will be recorded  so t h a t  t h e  dialogue will be 
t ranscribed.  You will be  free to  s top  th e  recording a t  any t ime during th e  interview. The 
th e m e s  of th e  interviews will be  focused on your  exper iences  and  unders tanding  of  w ha t  
happ ens  in IPT sessions b e t w e e n  you and  your  client.
All information will be  s tored  and processed  in th e  s tr ictest  conf idence and held in accordance  
with th e  da ta  pro tec t ion act  (1998). All identifying information will be removed  during th e  
transcr ipt ion process and quo te s  may be  used for t h e  wri te  up of this research and any 
resulting journa l articles. Only my supervisors and  represen ta t ives  f rom academic  and 
professional bodies, and  I will be privy to  anonymised  transcripts. I will only share  information 
obta ined  during t h e  interview process if I th o u g h t  s o m e b o d y  was  at  risk of  harm.
What are the  disadvantages to  taking part?
There is a small possibility t h a t  our  meet ing  may cover  topics th a t  a re difficult o r  distressing for 
you to talk about. However  if you do not  cont inue  you can end  t h e  interview a t  any t ime.  You 
can also take  a break a t  any time.
What are the  benefits to  taking part?
There  are  no direct  benefi t s to  taking par t  in this study.  However, t h e  interviews may provide 
you with an oppor tun i ty  to  reflect on your clinical work.  The information we  learn f rom this 
study may help plan fu tu re  research  and inform fu ture  psy chotherapy  and  service 
deve lopments .
What will happen to  the  results of  this study?
If you wish, I will p roved you with a su m m ary  of  th e  results of  t h e  study.  The final results and 
conclusions of  t h e  s tudy may be published in a peer - rev iewed academic  journal  and will form 
par t  of my qualification in clinical psychology.
Who has reviewed the  study?
This s tudy  has b een  reviewed by th e  Univeristy of  Surrey Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences 
Ethics Committee (FAHS EC) to  ensu re  t h a t  it m e e ts  imp or tan t  s tandards  of  ethical conduct.
Thank you very much for reading this and for any further involvement with this study.
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Consent Form
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U N IVER SITY OF
SURREY
Consent form
Name of study: What is the  experience of delivering IPT like for therapists and w hat informs their
understanding of the  therapy process?
Name of Researcher: Jennifer Foster (Trainee Clinical Psychologist at the  University of Surrey).
•  I agree to  being interviewed for the  research project to  explore therapist experiences o f IPT.
•  I have read and understood the  Information Sheet.
•  I understand tha t  my decision to  take part in this project is entirely voluntary
•  I have been given information by th e  researcher about w hat the  project is about, where and why it
is being done, and how long it is likely to  take.
•  I have been given information by the  researcher of w hat I will be expected to  do.
•  I will tell the  researcher immediately if I becom e upset or worried by any questions th a t  I am asked
during the  interview, or if I have any concerns afterwards. I have been given the  opportunity  to  ask 
th e  researcher questions about the  research and have understood th e  answers to  all of the  
questions I have asked.
•  I understand th a t  all personal data is held and processed in th e  strictest confidence, and in 
accordance with th e  Data Protection Act (1998). I have been informed tha t  audio recordings will be 
destroyed once the  study has been com pleted and th a t  written transcripts will have any 
information th a t  could identify me will be taken out to ensure my anonymity.
•  I am happy for the  researcher to  write about w hat I say during the  interview and publish this as long 
as this information remains anonymous. I understand th a t  quotes  from the  interviews may be 
used, but these  will be made anonymous.
•  I understand th a t  I can change my mind abou t participating in the  study up to  two months after I 
sign this consent form and I don 't  have to  give a reason for wanting to  do this.
•  I have read and understood everything written above and have chosen to consent to  participating 
in this study. I have been given enough time to  think abou t this and agree to  comply with the  
instructions and restrictions of th e  project.
Name of participant (BLOCK CAPITALS)
Signed
Date
Name of researcher/person  taking consent (BLOCK CAPITALS)
Signed
Date
Jennifer Foster, Trainee Clinical Psychologist, University of Surrey. Phone Number:
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Ethics Documents
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U N IV E I^ IT Y  O F
SURREY
Professor Bertram Opitz
Chair: Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences Ethics 
Committee 
University of Surrey
Jennifer Foster
Trainee Clinical Psychologist
School of Psychology 
University of Surrey
Faculty of
Arts and Human Sciences
Guildford, Surrey GU2 7XH UK
T: +44 (0)1483 689445 
F: +44 (0)1483 689550
www.surrey.ac.uk
4 December 2012
Dear Jennifer
Reference: 809-PSY-12
Title of Project: What informs IPT therapists understanding of the therapy 
process?
Thank you for your submission of the above proposal.
The Faculty of Arts and Human Sciences Ethics Committee has now given a 
favourable ethical opinion.
If there are any significant changes to your proposal which require further scrutiny, 
please contact the Faculty Ethics Committee before proceeding with your Project.
Yours sincerely
Professor Bertram Opitz 
Chair
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Chair's Action
Ref:
Name of Student:
Title of Project:
Supervisor:
Date of submission: 
Date of re-submission:
809-PSY-12
JENNIFER FOSTER
What informs IPT therapists 
understanding of the therapy process? 
DR KATE GLEESON
6™  NOVEMBER 2012
The above Project has been submitted to the FAHS Ethics Committee.
A  favourable ethical opinion has now been given.
Signed: Professor Bertram Opitz 
Chair
Dated: 04/12/12
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Example of a Worked Transcript
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j: And did, w hen you think about that now, when you k x *  back at on 
It, or at the time do think there are any theories that underpin that?
L Yeh, w ell theories underpinning it, well possibly, um, 
communication theory and looking at patterns o f communication and 
how they work. Um, I m ean of course attachm ent theory cam e into it 
for her som ewhat. She had, uh, attachment issues and she uh, you 
know had difficulty in forming relationships, s o  th e w om en that she 
sort o f quite liked, sh e tended to  sort avoid or not make overtures 
towards, because she assum ed that she'd be rejected, you know the 
way that her m other had been. So, so It was a way o f not getting kind 
of close to  people. So, and also m aybe social theory, the kind of social 
support or lack o f cam e into it som ew hat.
1: And um do you think that they're just related to  that client In 
particular or do you think its som ething that you s e e  in all your 
clients?
1: Well, I mean like a lot o f theories if you use It, you can see  it. So 
you can use th ose lenses to  sort of make sen se o f quite a few  
different situations. So you know I do  see  it applying definitely. Yeh, 
yeh.
j: Um, so  are, um in gerreral when you're working with IPT are they  
the theories that you're drawir% on? If you're drawing on any?
L: Yeh, um, I mean I definitely drawing on th ose three. I tNnk so, um, 
and I would try not specifically draw on odiKrs because you know 
that's th e  IPT sort o f theories Um, but I guess that I just more 
generally draw on the w ider ideas or theories about you know human 
beings being social animals. So you know, just [long pause) I guess 
CBT d oes com e into it a little bit as well, lu st you know thinking about 
cognitive processes. So I wouldrrt necessarily apply It, but in the back 
of my mind I think, wcM this lady was you Imow w as having feelings 
and thought, you know negative feelings and thoughts about herself 
and other, and world views and I guess that's sort of in th e back of
rvLu's.
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167 my head, but tm  ncA directly using CBT techniques, but that's how
168 I'm kind o f  making sen se o f it really in my head.
169 J: So you kind of m ade sen se o f  how  your clients are presenting sort
170 o f using th e  CBT theory that you w ere first taughL
171 L Yeh, yeh, bid just som ew here in th e back o f my mind yeh.
172 J: One thing I noticed when you w ere talking about the lady w ho w as
173 having problems at work. You talked a little bit about the difference
174 betw een her and her colleagues
175 L Yes, yes
176
177
178
*,  ^  ^I y  ^ 180
181
L k . vKfl 182
f-D
184
185
Ne 186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
Cu W
In It (' I
j <_ A. fL
J: Yeh, and I wondered w hether you can sort o f tNnk o f any theories 
that would encom pass that.
L Um, well [lor% pause] weM I'm not sure about the theory. I mean 4 I
basically it was a clash o f  tw o  cultures, she was a middle d ass girl,
woman should I say, and she because of her various difhculties she 
didn't get a middle class job, she got a job workir^ with more kind of 
working d ass  people. So she didn't feel as though she fitted in and 
she didn't, she had a whole different se t o f assumptions and world 
views and hobbies. And that was one o f the problems you know, she  
didn't fit in she was culturally quite different. So th a f  s one o f th e  
things w e ca m eto  understand, but I don't know w hether I had a Mat
particular theory for, just you, maybe role expectations, trying to  u se  
IPT, the role expectations o f  som e o f from a middle class colleague 
are quite different to  th ose of a working class coNeague. So I guess I 
used role expectations. But uh, for th e  culture clash, um, no theory in 
particular, just an aw areness o f  the importance o f culture In human 
IHe.
J: u huh. So I guess w e  re talking about IPT today, but um my 
understanding o f how It w as developed was that th e  theory w as kind 
o f  appended to  It
t»-'
Y
ri 196 U Yes, yes like lots o f  the therapies
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Appendix G 
Tables of Themes for each Practitioner
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Table G l. Initial Themes - Pippa.
T T z e o r y  g w z t T g j  p m c Z / c e C e t Z 'Z M g  z ^  r z g A ^
. B g / z e v e  zzz z M ^ e g r a Z z o z z  6zzZ^ 
M O / j ' Z / r g z C . y  a Z / o w g z / '
Theory becomes implicit Comparison to other 
Z / z e o n g j "  6ZM z7 z M 0 i 7 g / .y
/ y  / z / g R ^ e r Z ^ o z r e  q / ^ ^ / z g o n g . y  
z z ^ z z e M c e z 7  6 y  
/ ) r q / 6 j ^ . y z o M a /
Attachment theory is
T P r y z t J
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Table G2. Initial Themes - Kate
/zz tg g m tzo zz
/  /Mfg/zt g e t  b e t t e r  w /t/z  
g jcp er/g M ce
C o z z ^ ^ z n jo z z  to  o t /z g r  
tA gorzgj^ oMc/ zMoofg/^
q/^ t/z g o ry
/(g p g r to z z -g  q /" t/zg o / zg.9 
zzz/Zzzgzzgg^/ trozzzzzzg 
OM^y j^ZZqgZTZJZOZZ
TTzgoz}' 6 g co m g j^  zz?^ /zczt Attachment theory is 
Agy
/z^zv gzzcg ^ / 6 y  /z/g  
gA^pgrzgzzggj^
/ p r y z t ^
T F T  cozz/Zzctf
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Table G3. Initial Themes - Jo
Not theory driven C ozzyzon^ozz to  ot/zgz"
t/zgoz-zg^ ozz^y /zzoo^g/^
qqp/zg^y rg tro^ /?gctzvg^
/zzzp/zczt t/zgozy
F m c t z c g  66z^gc/ gvzz/g/zcg
/z^zzgzzcgzy 6 y  /z/g
gjcpgrzgzzcgj
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Table G4. Initial Themes - Holly
5"tzaA7zzg to t/za ziz/a^
77zgozy o^/Mgtz/Mg^  
qqp/fgzy z'gtrojpgctzvgyy
/zztagz-otzozz
ZTzg qqp/zcotzoM q / t/zaozy 
z"gqzzzz"g^  gxqgz'zazzca
Cozz^oz-z^ozz to ot/zaz" 
tAaoz-zaj  ^ozzzf zzzoüfa/^
Theoiy becomes implicit Faqaz-tozz-a q/ t^Aaoz-za^  ^
zz^zzazzaazy tz-ozzzzzzg 
ozz^ y j^ zzqazTz^ zozz
Practice based evidence /Ittoc/zzzzazzt t/zaozy z^  
^ay
/z^wazzcazy 6y /z/a 
ajcpaz'zazzca y^
yPT/ztj
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Table G5. Initial Themes - Mary
TTzaozy q r o c tz c a Fzzya/zty to  tAa zzzotya/ zj 
zzz^oz-tozzt
7% aozy zj ^oma/z/zzay 
qqq/zaz7 r a tr o jq a c tz v a ^
/zztagz-otzozz
TTzaozy 6acoz?za^ zzz^/zazt Cozzzqoz-zjozz to  o tA a r  
tAaoz-zaj^ ozzo^ zzzo^ya/j^
Cozzzqatazzazaj^ o r a  
zzz^ortoM t
Faqaz-tozz-a q/^t/zaoz-za.y 
zz^zzazzcazy trozzzzzzg 
ozz^y jzzqazTZj-zozz
/z^zzazzcazy 6 y  /z/a  
ajçzaz-zazzcaj^
ytttoa/zzzzazzt t/zaozy  zj^  
A:ay
F z-oatzca  6o ja zy  avio^azzca y p r y z t j
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T F T  t/zaozy  zyrzvazz izztagrotzozz
Retrospec tive application 
q/" t/zaozy
C ozz^ orzjozz  to  ot/zaz' 
t/zaoz-za^ ozzzy zzzozya/j
TTzaozy 6acozzza^ zzz^/zczt Repertoire o f  theories 
zz^zzazzaazy 6 y  tz-zzzzzzzzg 
ozzzy jzzqazTZ^zozz
yVot zz/w q yj z-a/zozzt ozz 
t /zaozy
^ttoa/zzzzazzt t/zaozy  zj 
A:ay
T F ryzt^
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Table G7. Initial Themes - Roxy
TTzaozy gwzzya^ qroatzca &zaA:zzzg to  t/za z-zz/aj^
TTzaozy zj^  ^ozzzatzzzzaj  ^
qqq/zazf r a tm ^ a c tz v a ^
Tzztagz-otzozz q /t /za o zy  6zzt 
zzot tac/zzzzqzza
1 might get better with 
axqanazzca
Cozzzqoz-zj^ozz to ot/zaz' 
t/zaoz"zaj ozzzf z/zoz a^/j^
Theory becomes implicit F^az-tozz-a q/ t^/zaoz-za^  ^
zz^zzazzaazf Zy tz-ozzzzzzg
/z^zzaMcazf Zy /z/à 
axqarzazzca.9
v4ttoa/zzzzazzt tAaozy z^  
A:ay
yVot zz/w zyj ra/zoz/z o/z 
t/zaozy
TFTTztj
TFT aoz^zat^
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Table G8. Initial Themes - Sheri
TTzaozy gz/zzyzzzg /zmctzca TF T  o/Zovyj zzztagz-otzozz q/  ^
avazyt/zzzzg
Fatrojqactzva qqq/zcotzozz 
q /  t/zaozy
Cozz^oz'zjozz to ot/zaz" 
t/zaoz'zaj  ^ozzzT zzzozTa/j^
TTza qqq/zaotzozz q/t/zaozy  
z-aqzzzz-a^  axqaz-zazzaa
Faqazfozz-a q/ t^/zaoz'zaj  ^
zz^zzazzcazT /y  tz-ozzzzzzg
77zaozy 6aaozzzaj zzzzq/zazt ylttoa/zzzzazzt t/zaozy zj 
A:ay
Practiced based evidence TFTyztj
Tz^zzazzcaz/ / y  /z^  
axqaz"zazzaa
5"tzaATzzg to t/za zzzoz/a/
Z^  ZZZ^ OZ'tOZZt
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Appendix H
Table demonstrating Links Between Initial and Final Themes
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Table HI. D em onstrating links betw een  initial and final them es
Superordinate Themes The different ways of 
relating to theory
Adherence and 
integration
Sub themes Theory guides practice
- TTzaozy gz/zz/m g qrzzctzca
- TFT zj^  t/zaozy zi^zvazz
- yVot t/zaozy a&'zvazz
Sticking to the rules
- Gattzzzg zt z-zg/zt
- Fzzya/zty to t/za zzzoz/a/ zj 
zzz^ oz-tzzzzt
Theory is sometimes 
applied retrospectively 
- Fatz"Oiqactzva zzqq/zczztzozz 
z^ t/zaozy
The value and 
management o f integration
- Tzztagrzztzozz
- Fa/zai'a zzz zzztagz'zztzozz 6zzt 
zzotj'zzz'azt'.y o//owazF
- yVbt zz/woyj^  z"a/zzzzzt ozz 
t/zaozy
- Tzztagrzztzozz z^t/zaozy 6zzt 
zzot taa/zzzzgzza
The application of theory 
requires experience 
- T zzzzg/zt gat /zattaz" wzt/z 
axqaz'zazzaa
Comparison to other 
theories and models
Theory becomes implicit 
- Tzzzq/zazt t/zaozy
Repertoire of theories 
influenced by 
professional system 
- F^ az-tozz-a z:^  
t/zaoz-zaj^  zz^ zzazzcaz/ 6y 
tz'ozzzzzzg zzzzzy/bz" 
z^zqazTZJZozz
Not just about theory
- Froctzaaz/ /zzzjaz/ avzz/azzaa
- Tz^ zzazzaazT 6y /z/a 
axqaz-zazzaaj"
- Cozz a^tazzaza.y oz-a 
zzzzqoz-tzzzzt
Attachment theory is 
key
Managing the 
elements that resonate 
or conflict 
-TFTyztj 
- TFT aoz^zct.y
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Major Research Project Proposal
What is the experience of delivering IPT like for therapists and what informs their
understanding of the therapy process?
Year 1 
August 2012 
Word Count: 2663
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Background and theoretical rationale
Interpersonal psychotherapy (IPT) is a brief psychological intervention aiming 
to reduce distress and improve interpersonal functioning. Although initially developed 
for treatment o f individuals with a diagnosis of depression, it has recently been adapted 
for use with individuals with a range of presenting difficulties and is recommended by 
the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE; 2009) for individuals 
with a diagnosis of depression and has been adapted for use with a variety of presenting 
difficulties. The focus of IPT is on interpersonal relationships as a way of bringing 
about change; the goal is to help patients improve their interpersonal relationships or 
change their expectations about them. IPT also aims to facilitate improvements in 
patients' social support networks in order that they can better manage interpersonal 
distress (Stuart and Robertson, 2003).
IPT formulates distress and interpersonal difficulties as arising out a 
combination of interpersonal and biological factors, following the bio-psychosocial 
stress-vulnerability model. Social factors, including existing social and support and 
relationships provide the context for this stress-vulnerability interaction to occur. At the 
end of the assessment phase of therapy, patients choose one of four interpersonal areas 
to work on for the remainder of therapy: role disputes, grief, role transitions or 
sensitivities. The premise of IPT is that it facilitates an improvement in mood by 
tackling current interpersonal difficulties and helping patients develop strategies for the 
future (Weissman, Markowitz, & Klerman, 2000).
IPT was first developed for use in research settings. Researchers combined the 
'common factors' of psychotherapy process, which were then codified in the IPT 
manual developed by Klerman and colleagues (1984). Other than employing 'common 
factors', theory underlying IPT process was not considered until after efficacy was
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established. Stuart (2008) describes this as analogous to building a house before digging 
the foundations. Despite this, theory is beginning to be appended to IPT and it is now 
widely believed there are a triad of underpinning theories including: attachment theory 
(McBride, Atkinson, Quilty & Bagby, 2006; Ravitz, Maunder, & McBride, 2008), 
communication theory (Kiesler and Watkins, 1989), and Social theory (Henderson, 
Byrne, & Duncan-Jones, 1982; Weissman and Paykel, 1974).
Research shows that most patients undertaking psychological therapies make 
improvements and this is true for IPT. Of the outcome studies conducted over the last 
three decades, most indicate IPT is an effective therapy for individuals with a diagnosis 
of depression across the lifespan, cultures and settings (Bolton et al., 2003; Frank, 
Kupfer, Perel & Comes, 1990; Mufson et al., 2004; Weissman, Markowitz & Klerman, 
2007). Comparatively few studies have produced negative or ambiguous results 
(Lesperance et al., 2007; Markowitz, Kocsis, Bleiberg, Christos & Sacks, 2005). In 
addition, a recent meta-analysis indicated IPT is a well-evidenced intervention for 
individuals with a diagnosis of depression (Cuijpers, et al., 2011).
The focus on outcome in psychotherapy research appears to have been at the 
cost of cultivating an understanding of the process of change in therapy. Most existing 
process research is quantitative and nomothetic; attempting to evaluate process using 
pre-determined categories, or by using pre- and post-treatment measures of 'symptoms'. 
IPT is no exception with the majority of process research focusing on associating 
predefined elements of process with outcomes (see Ravitz et al., 2011 for a review), 
describing IPT process using objective measures (e.g. Albon & Jones, 1999) or looking 
for differences in process between IPT and CBT (e.g. Connolly-Gibbons et al., 2002; 
Connolly-Gibbons, Crits-Christoph, Levinson, & Barber, 2003; Coombs eta/., 2002; 
Crits-Christoph et al., 1999; Crits-Christoph, Gibbons, Temes, Elkin, & Gallop, 2010).
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Although the majority of IPT research has employed quantitative 
methodologies, four studies have looked at IPT process using qualitative methods.
These were conducted in New Zealand and used thematic analysis and discourse 
analysis to look at the process of change over IPT sessions (Crowe and Luty, 2005a, b, 
c, d). After analyzing therapy transcripts researchers proposed that the process change 
in IPT involved the deconstruction and reconstruction of patient subject positions in 
relation to others. However the participants in these studies were all women who had 
chosen the area of role-disputes as the focus of their therapy. Therefore little is known 
about the process of change in IPT for men or individuals focusing on grief, role 
transition, or sensitivities.
An alternative source o f information about the process in change in 
psychotherapy is to explore experiences of those involved in therapy; that is the 
therapist and the patient. Although there has been an increase in importance placed on 
research into patient experiences of psychotherapy over the last two decades (McLeod,
2001) relatively little attention has been paid to this in IPT. Only two studies have 
investigated patient experiences of IPT and both o f these involved administering a post­
intervention questioimaire comprised of pre-defined objective measures with the aim of 
assessing which aspects of IPT and CBT patients in a randomized controlled trial found 
helpful (Gershefski et al., 1996) or unhelpful (Levy, Glass, Amkoff & Gershefski,
1996). Whilst this is useful for determining whether patients find their experiences of 
IPT acceptable, it does not capture how patients experience and make sense of therapy.
There appears to be no research that explores therapist experience of IPT, 
qualitative or quantitative. This is interesting given that the theory underpinning IPT 
was only introduced after outcomes were demonstrated. IPT therapists come from a 
range of theoretical and professional backgrounds and have been exposed to a variety of
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therapeutic models, theories and ideologies. The lack of exploration into how therapists 
experience and make meaning in IPT means there is little understanding of what 
theories they are drawing on to do so, and whether these are congruent with the 
proposed theoretical underpinnings of IPT.
One criticism of the extant IPT process literature is the apparent privileging of 
quantitative research designs that do not facilitate exploration of the richness of 
individual experiences. It appears that the performance driven society we live in may 
have resulted in a drive to find the psychological therapies that work the most quickly 
and cheaply. There is undoubtedly some clinical, ethical and economical validity to this, 
but research that explores and values individual experiences should not be overlooked.
Furthermore, the focus on ‘evidence-based practice’ in the NHS may be 
maneuvering us towards the premature implementation of techniques and models that 
seek to uniform therapy rather than explore diversity. A consequence of this is that the 
primacy of the therapeutic relationship is in danger of being neglected. Qualitative and 
process research exploring the unique experiences of those involved in therapy might 
address this (Paley & Lawton, 2001). The absence of literature exploring IPT therapists’ 
experiences forms the basis of the rationale for this research, which aims to serve as an 
introductory study.
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Research Question 
With the above aims in mind, the research questions have been h-amed as:
• What is the experience of delivering IPT like for therapists?
• What informs their understanding of the process of IPT?
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Method
Participants
Approximately 10 IPT therapists will be recruited. All IPT therapists will be 
considered regardless o f the setting they work in, their professional background, or their 
amount of experience. Participants will be recruited using the regional IPT interest 
group and training course held at the University of Surrey and members of the clinical 
psychology course team practicing IPT. In the event this does not produce sufficient 
numbers of participants, NHS trusts will be approached through their Research and 
Development (R&D) departments.
Design
Qualitative studies of IPT remain relatively few in number compared to the 
volume of quantitative studies. Whilst quantitative studies have contributed to progress 
in the establishment and development of IPT, they have limitations. With this in mind, 
and considering how best to address the research question, a cross-sectional qualitative 
research design will be implemented. An advantage of qualitative methods is that they 
can facilitate detailed and in-depth exploration of phenomena that are not easily 
quantifiable. The also allow unanticipated findings to unfold (Barker, Pistrang & Elliot, 
2002). The empirical work of this study will follow the qualitative approach of 
Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis (Smith, 1996). IPA requires a relatively small 
and homogenous sample; therefore a purposive sample o f participants will be used. 
Interviews
Semi-structured interviews will be conducted because they may facilitate the 
capturing of the complex topics and rich themes o f psychotherapy process (Smith & 
Osborn, 2003). Semi-structured interviews also provide the interviewer with the 
flexibility to enquire about interesting avenues as they unfold; consistent with IPA’s
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double hermeneutic of the researcher trying to make sense o f the participant making 
sense of their world (Smith et al., 2009). All interviews will loosely follow the 
interview (see Appendix B for a copy of the schedule). This interview schedule is 
indicative and will be modified as data is collected and analysed.
Procedure
Prior to commencing the interviews, participants will review information sheets 
and sign consent forms (see Appendices C and D). Interviews may be conducted in a 
variety of settings using a variety o f mediums. The first choice will be face-to-face with 
interviews being conducted on university campus or a location convenient to the 
participants. In the event that circumstances do not permit this interviews may take 
place over the telephone, voice over Internet protocol services (for example SKYPE). 
All interviews will be audio recorded, transcribed verbatim and analysed by the author. 
If none of these options are possible, interviews may be conducted using email, with the 
dialogue in these emails being recorded. Participants will be debriefed at the end of 
interviews and given the opportunity to ask questions.
Ethical Considerations
Informed consent to participate will be ensured through providing a participant 
information sheet, clearly setting out information about the study. It will include the 
purpose of the research, what their participation will involve, how data will be stored 
and who will have access to it. All participants will be fully informed about 
confidentiality and its limits. This will include information that quotes will be used for 
the write up of the MRP and any resulting journal articles, but all identifying 
information will be removed. Furthermore, they will be informed that my supervisors 
and representatives from academic and professional bodies will be privy to anonymised 
transcripts. Lastly, they will be informed of the limits of this confidentiality in that the
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researcher would share information with the appropriate services if they thought 
somebody was at risk of harm.
Ethical approval for this study will be sought h"om University of Surrey Faculty 
of Arts and Human Sciences Ethics Committee (FAHS EC). An application will be 
submitted between September and November.
R&D considerations
NHS R&D approval will not be needed for recruiting therapists through the 
University of Surrey IPT south interest group, training course, or course team. In the 
event that this does not provide enough participants, NHS trusts will be approached 
directly and an application for approval will be submitted to the relevant R&D 
departments.
Proposed Data Analysis
The qualitative approach of IPA (e.g. Smith & Osborn, 2003; Smith, Flowers & 
Larkin, 2009) has been chosen for the analysis of transcripts for the following reasons:
# IPA is a phenomenological approach; it is focused on 'exploring experience in 
its own terms’ as opposed to attempting to reduce it to 'predefined and overly 
abstract categories’ (Smith et al., 2009, pg. 1). IPA is interpretative and 
implements a 'double hermeneutic’ in which the researcher is trying to make 
sense of the participant trying to make sense of their experiences. IPA is 
committed to the exploration of how individuals make sense of their life 
experiences (Smith et al., 2009).
# IPA is committed to the particular and specific. It aims to reveal something 
about the experience of each individual participant, and to say something in 
detail about the participant group. It is commitment to depth of analysis and 
detail, and to developing an understanding of how particular people in a
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particular context understand particular experiential phenomena (events, 
processes or relationships; Smith et al., 2009). Therefore the aim of IPA is to 
cautiously arrive at more general claims, as opposed to making premature 
generalisations about larger populations. Furthermore, these generalisations are 
only proposed after rigorous analysis of individual cases (Smith & Osborn,
2003; Smith et al., 2009). In sum, the idiographic nature of IPA is consistent 
with the aims of the study.
# Although IPA focuses on personal experience, it also involves interpretations. 
Interpretation requires a consideration of context. Therefore IPA can be 
considered phenomenological and social constructionist. My own 
epistemological stance lies somewhere between critical realist and social 
constructionist. This is compatible with the epistemological position of IPA.
# Finally the utility of IPA has already been demonstrated within clinical 
psychology research (e.g. Rhodes & Jakes, 2000; Pearce, Clare & Pistrang,
2002), this suggests its use in this study is feasible.
Other qualitative methodologies were considered but IPA was selected over 
these for a variety of reasons. Grounded Theory appears to be a more sociological 
approach than IPA (Willig, 2003) in that it draws on convergences within a larger 
sample to evidence wider conceptual explanations. IPA was chosen over Grounded 
Theory because it is considered to be a more psychological approach. IPA strives to 
produce a more nuanced and detailed account of the personal experiences of a small 
sample (Smith et al., 2009); this is felt to be more in keeping with the study’s aims.
Discourse analysis was also considered as a method of data analysis. IPA is 
concerned with sense-making and cognitions. In contrast, discourse analysis questions
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whether cognitions can be accessed through language, focusing on language as a 
function of constructing social reality. IPA was chosen because although it 
acknowledges cognitions are not transparently available from verbal reports, however it 
engages with the analytic process in the hope of being able to say something about the 
sense- and meaning-making involved in such thinking (Smith, Flowers & Osborn, 1997; 
Smith et al., 2009).
Service User and Carer Consultation/involvement
Service users were given the opportunity to feedback on this project when it was 
presented in July 2012. The coordinator of service user and carer involvement was 
consulted as this proposal was being developed.
Feasibility Issues
In order to maximize the potential that the target number of participants (10) is 
reached, the sample will be recruited through a number of avenues and interviews 
conducted using a variety of methods. However, if  it is not possible to recruit ten 
participants in time for submission six to eight participants will be accepted based on 
the existing IPA literature that proposes that IPA can be conducted using single case 
studies (Smith, 2004).
Dissemination strategy
It is planned that the results of this study will be presented to the regional IPT 
interest group at one of their quarterly meetings. It is also planned that a paper will be 
submitted to a peer review journal. Examples of such journals include: Fqyc/zo//zerqqy 
Fg.ygarc/z and azzzT TTzeozy, Fgjearc/z azzz/ Frac/zce, however
the exact journal has yet to be decided.
Study Timeline
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Below is an estimate of the time line the project will follow.
Sept 12 -  Nov 12: Course approval 
Write ethics form
Submit application for ethical approval 
Finalise first interview schedule 
Write draft method section and give to supervisor 
Nov 12- Sept’ 13: Conduct interviews
Transcribe interviews 
Analyse transcripts 
Revise interview schedule as needed 
Write draft introduction and give to supervisor 
Sept 13 -  Dec 13: Finish data analysis
Write up results section and give to supervisor 
Dec 13 -  Jan 14: Write up discussion
Amend other sections of paper 
Submit a ftill draft to supervisor 
Feb 14: Amend MRP
Compose MRP portfolio 
A pril’14: Submit portfolio
University Supervisor: Dr. Kate Gleeson 
Second Supervisor: Susan Howard
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Abstract
Interpersonal psychotherapy (IPT) is an evidence-based psychological therapy 
recommended by NICE for the treatment of depression in the UK. Much research has 
focused on the Efficacy of IPT and there has been little focus on how it facilitates 
recovery. The present review examined the IPT psychotherapy process literature in 
order to evaluate the current state of understanding. Much of the research focused on 
comparing IPT to CBT and has identified common and specific psychotherapy process 
correlates that appear to be interrelated. Qualitative research is minimal but has started 
to explore the process of recovery in depression and suggests that IPT might facilitate a 
reconstruction of patients' sense of self in relation to others. Little attention has been 
paid to patients' experience of IPT and none to therapists'. Future research might move 
away from the objective and nomothetic and focus on idiographic, in-depth and critical 
exploration of IPT process in order to facilitate development of the intervention and 
inform clinical practice.
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What are the processes involved in IPT and how have researchers characterised
them?
IPT is a psychological therapy for depression recommended by the National 
Institute of Clinical Excellence (NICE, 2009). It was developed specifically as a 
treatment for individuals with depression (Klerman, Weissman, Rounsaville &
Chevron, 1984; Weissman, Markowitz, & Klerman, 2000) that could be reliably 
delivered by across settings and providers (Swartz, 1999). Outcome research has been 
conducted on IPT for depression for almost 30 years. Although a few, some trials 
demonstrated ambiguous or negative results, (Lesperance et al., 2007; Markowitz, 
Kocsis, Bleiberg, Christos & Sacks, 2005), most indicate that IPT is an effective 
method of treating depression across the lifespan, cultures and settings (Bolton et al, 
2003; Frank, Kupfer, Perel, & Comes, 1990; Mufson et al., 2004; O'Hara, Stuart, 
Gorman & Wenzel, 2000; Weissman, Markowitz & Klerman, 2007;). A recent meta- 
analysis demonstrated the effectiveness of IPT versus other treatment conditions 
(Cuijpers, van Straten, Smit, Mihalopoulos, & Beekman., 2011).
In IPT, depression is formulated within a triad of bio-psychosocial, 
predisposing, precipitating and perpetuating factors. Depression is conceptualised as 
resulting from an interpersonal life stressor and the ability for the patient to manage this 
is affected by underlying biological and psychological vulnerabilities. Social forces, 
including current social support and significant relationships provide the setting for a 
stress-vulnerability interaction to occur. Thus it is assumed that IPT facilitates an 
improvement in mood by tackling current interpersonal difficulties and developing 
strategies for the future (Weissman et al., 2000).
The focus of IPT is on the here and now of interpersonal relationships and 
current life situation as opposed to the past. Patient and therapist work through
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interpersonal difficulties related to loss, change, isolation or conflict. One o f the areas is 
chosen as the focus of the therapy. IPT also aims to facilitate the recruitment and 
utilization of social support. IPT manuals specify therapeutic strategies that therapists 
might employ during IPT and include: psycho-education of the effect of interpersonal 
difficulties on symptoms; emotionally guided exploration of social-roles and 
expectations; reducing stigma surrounding depression; interpersonal problem solving; 
role-playing, communication analysis and instilling hope.
The aims of IPT are to help patients cope with problems; clarify wishes; correct 
misinformation and explore alternative ways of improving current interpersonal 
relationships (Klerman et al., 1984). Perhaps because of its standing next to Cognitive 
Behavioural Therapy (CBT) on the NICE guidelines for depression, they are h-equently 
compared. However, there are conceptual differences between the two. The primary 
targets of IPT are not, as in CBT, the experiences of distress. Rather interpersonal 
relationships and social support are the first targets with reduction in distress expected 
as a result.
Early iterations of IPT were predominantly atheoretical. Theory was considered 
only after IPT was deemed effective. Thus there is an emphasis on efficacy as opposed 
underlying theory. Stuart (2008) used the analogy of building a house before digging 
the foundations. Despite this counter-intuitive process recent research has started to 
explore the theoretical underpinnings of IPT; attachment theory is now largely 
recognised as central to the relationship to change in IPT. Attachment theory proposes 
that distress arises h"om disruptions to individuals' attachments to others. Individuals 
with patterns of relating to others classified as insecure, have increased vulnerability to 
interpersonal conflicts and losses as a result of fragile primary relationships and social 
networks (Bowlby, 1973). This corresponds with the four problem areas addressed in
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IPT. Attachment research specific to IPT supports this link (McBride, Atkinson, Quilty 
& Bagby, 2006; Ravitz, Maunder, & McBride, 2008). Communication theory (Kiesler 
and Watkins, 1989) and social theory (Henderson, Byrne, & Duncan-Jones, 1982; 
Weissman and Paykel 1974) are conceptualized as offshoots o f attachment and are also 
considered to be salient theoretical components in IPT.
Although little is known about the mechanism of change in IPT, research has 
demonstrated that the largest proportion of variance of treatment outcome is accounted 
for by the "common factors" (frank, 1971) shared by all psychotherapy (Castonguay, 
Gold&ied, Wiser, Raue, & Hayes, 1996; Messer & Wampold 2002).
Given that most research has focused on the efficacy of IPT, this review focuses 
on research exploring the psychotherapeutic process of IPT. Defining psychotherapy 
process is difficult. Jones (2003) acknowledges that the subjective experience of 
psychotherapy consists of an infinite number of intricately related interactions between 
therapists and patients that therapists are aware of, but struggle to capture in research. 
However attempts have been made to examine aspects of the therapeutic process. Dallos 
and Vetere (2005) provide a concise account of the many facets of process research and 
propose seven categories for process research.
The first of these is therapeutic alliance, thought to be a common active 
ingredient across therapies and perhaps the most explored area in process research. The 
second type of research includes studies that examine how shifk in meaning occur 
during therapy. They consist of exploratory, qualitative studies, along with those using 
more structured approaches looking at range of dimensions. The third type of research 
looks at significant events in therapy and how these are related to change. Systemic or 
process studies are the fourth and focus on what therapists actually 'do' in therapy in 
contrast to what they believe they do. This can reveal differences between actual
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practice of therapy and theory. Studies that look at patient and therapist variables form 
the fifth group and often link these to outcome with the aim of uncovering the 
fundamental features of'good' therapy. The penultimate category 'interpersonal models 
of change' involves studies that investigate the fit between patient and therapist factors 
and may include structured observations, case designs and in-depth case studies. The 
final category, involves studies that see patient-change as a cyclical process.
As noted, much work has focused on the efficacy of IPT rather than the process. 
A recent review examined existing evidence on possible predictors (moderators) and 
mechanisms (mediators) of change and provided some information on who might 
benefit from IPT and how (Ravitz et al., 2011). A review has also been conducted that 
compared features of psychodynamic interpersonal therapies (including, but not 
exclusive to IPT) to cognitive behavioural therapies (Blagys and Hilsenroth, 2000). 
However, there has been no review that specifically explores phenomena occurring 
during IPT sessions. Although we are beginning to develop theoretical foundations for 
IPT and have an idea of how IPT is supposed to be administered according to manuals, 
how this is actually implemented in therapy is unclear. Therefore, the aim of the current 
review was to summarise research examining processes occurring within IPT sessions; 
that is to investigate what the work of IPT involves.
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Search Strategy
A search of the following electronic databases was performed via the Ebsco 
interface: Psychinfo, Psychology and Behavioural Science Collection, Medline and 
CINAHL. Search terms were kept broad to maximize the number of articles included. 
The search strategy search included all articles published between January 1970 and 
March 2012. Titles and abstracts of papers were searched using the terms "interpersonal 
psychotherapy OR interpersonal therapy" and "process OR change OR mechanism OR 
case". Reference lists of relevant papers were also scanned and individuals with 
expertise were consulted.
Given that there has been very little research focusing specifically on the process 
of IPT, all types o f process research were considered and any papers examining 
phenomena occurring within IPT. This includes therapy non-specific factors such as 
therapeutic alliance; therapist and patient behaviours; specific therapy components or 
events and patient experiences. Samples characterised by all diagnostic categories were 
considered as were non-clinical samples. Studies that exclusively examined patient 
variables and pre-post treatment designs were omitted because the author felt these 
provided little information about process phenomena occurring within IPT treatment 
sessions, as were studies of exclusively focusing on therapist competence or adherence. 
Only journal articles published in English between January 1970 and March 2012, 
which reported primary research were included. Books, book chapters, reviews, theses 
and commentaries were not included.
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Results
The search yielded a total of 716 unique research papers. After applying the 
exclusion criteria, 13 primary research papers remained. Five papers were added after 
searching the reference lists of the papers included and asking experts, which gave a 
total of 18 papers to be reviewed. These are presented in table 1.
A large proportion of the research examined the process of IPT in relation to 
CBT or pharmacotherapy. Therefore, data was extracted from comparative process 
research if it was felt to provide some understanding of the process of IPT specifically. 
Because so few relevant studies were found, none were excluded on the basis of quality.
The included studies were categorised according to the seven areas o f process 
research delineated by Dallos and Vetere (2005). The m^ority (12) were categorised as 
'systemic/process' studies; two as 'analysis of shifts in meaning; two as 'therapeutic 
alliance'; one as 'patient and therapist variables' and one as 'interpersonal models of 
change'. None of the papers reviewed examined 'significant events' or 'cycles of 
change'.
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Therapeutic alliance
Only two studies explored therapeutic alliance as a process factor in IPT. 
Therapeutic alliance was compared between all treatment conditions in the TDCRP 
using a modified version of the VTAS. The TDCRP was a randomized controlled trial 
comparing psychological and pharmacological treatments for depression. A pilot study 
using 56 participants was conducted and suggested that the therapeutic alliance was 
significantly stronger in IPT than CBT, IMI-CM and PLA-CM (Krupnick et al., 1994). 
Inter-rater reliability was good. However, when the complete sample of 162 participants 
was examined, no significant differences were found between any of the groups. Lower 
reliability and variability of therapist factors may have contributed to this (Krupnick et 
al., 1996). The results suggest that therapeutic alliance is related to processes that are 
independent of type of therapy, for example patient and therapist variables. Further 
exploration of therapeutic alliance using an interpersonal model of change approach 
may prove useful 
Systemic/process studies
Discriminating IPT process. Two studies examined the process of IPT 
sessions in relation to that described in the manual. The first implemented the MTRS to 
explore whether theoretically meaningful differences could be established between 
audio and videotaped sessions of IPT and CBT (Derubeis et al., 1982). Relatively 
inexperienced raters were able to spot procedural differences between IPT in CBT in 
clinical practice. Factor analysis produced a four-factor solution that accounted for 69% 
of the variance and included: 1) CBT technique, 2) therapist interpersonal skill, 3) 
therapist directiveness and 4) IPT technique. IPT group was rated higher on factor 4 and 
lower on the remaining factors than CBT. There were significant differences between 
IPT and CBT, but there was some overlap. The study indicates that IPT involves
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common and specific therapist processes, but has some limitations. The sample was 
extremely small and the CBT therapists had considerably more experience than the IPT 
therapists, this might explain the unexpected difference in therapist interpersonal skill. 
Furthermore, 50% of raters expressed that their theoretical orientation was CBT but 
none IPT; a potential source of bias. Some of the factor scores also had low reliability.
Another study examined the relationship between specific and general 
dimensions of the psychotherapy process in IPT (Rounsaville et al., 1987). General 
psychotherapy process ratings measures (VPPS) and therapist adherence to the IPT 
manual (TSRF) was measured. Supervisor ratings of therapist competence (including: 
quality of IPT techniques, skills in assisting patient-self^disclosure; ability to tend to 
therapeutic relationship; ability to focus session; ability to maintain IPT stance) were 
positively correlated with VPPS patient factors: hostility, participation, exploration and 
distress. Greater supervisor ratings of competence were associated with higher ratings 
for VPPS therapist processes including: warmth, exploration and hiendly attitude.
These relationships were consistent across the course of IPT and the strongest 
associations were seen with therapist processes. Individual subscales were not reported 
so it is difficult to assess which specific interventions IPT therapists utilised, and 
whether these were congruent with IPT manuals. The range of therapists was good and 
TSRF inter-rater reliability was adequate. However, the study was correlational, thus 
direction of the relationship cannot be established. Furthermore, supervisors completed 
both competence and VPPS ratings of videotaped sessions, thus findings may have been 
produced by a halo effect. The study provides some understanding that IPT processes 
vary across therapists and highlights the complex interaction of specific and conunon 
process factors.
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Describing IPT process. Several studies looked at the systemic process of IPT 
and found a variety of common and specific factors. Albon and Jones (1999) 
investigated IPT and CBT psychotherapy process in the TDCRP. They used the 100- 
item Psychotherapy Process Q-Sort (PQS) designed to assess therapist-patient 
interactions in sessions. Judges were relatively inexperienced but reliability across all 
PQS items was high. The study described the 10 PQS items that were most 
characteristic of IPT. These included therapist interventions and stances that could be 
described as common factors of psychotherapy. Three o f the 10 most common PQS 
items appeared to be IPT specific. They were related to the topics covered in therapy 
sessions and included a focus on interpersonal and romantic relationships. This is a 
useful starting point in understanding the systemic process of IPT. It also provides some 
evidence that therapists using IPT implement interventions described in manuals. PQS 
ratings for IPT and CBT were also compared. Forty-eight o f the 100 PQS items were 
significantly different (p <.01). It is beyond the scope of the present review to report 
differences on all PQS 48 items; the results suggest that although IPT shares many 
common systemic processes with CBT, but there are differences in manner and 
frequency they are delivered. Within treatment analyses were not conducted but may 
have increased our understanding of the salience o f systemic process variables in IPT. 
Furthermore, the external validity of the results is limited because the sample was taken 
from the TDCRP that used strict criteria for therapist adherence. Therefore in-vivo 
research with more varied samples is needed.
Crowe and Luty (2005d) used thematic analysis to examine transcripts for one 
female patient that completed 12 sessions of IPT. The focus o f the sessions was 
'interpersonal disputes'. The analysis identified and followed the interventions 
implemented by the therapist and their effect on the patient. These interventions were
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compared to manualised descriptions of particular foci for interpersonal disputes 
(Weissman, Markowitz, & Klerman, 2003): .ygeAmg z/ /^vzzarzozz ozz 
ExpZorZzzg ^ araZZeZ.y Zzz ozZzgz" z-gZaZZozz.yZz^ ; ExpZoz'Zzzg z-gZaZZozz.yZzZp /zaZZgz"zz.y; gjcpZoz-Zzzg zZze 
cozzzzzzMzzZcaZZozz /zaZZerzzj zZzaZ zZze ^ aZZezzZ 6Zz"mv.y ozz. The results indicate the session 
involved therapist processes speciEc to IPT; consistent with those outlined in the 
manual. In addition the study describes therapist processes that are common across 
psychotherapy. The therapist appeared to vary her interventions depending on the phase 
of therapy and the way the patient presented in sessions. This supports the notion the 
process in IPT is a complex matrix of therapist-patient interactions that are also 
influenced by the IPT manual. Description of the process of analysis was limited so 
methodological validity cannot be assumed. In addition this was a single case design so 
the findings have limited transferability. Similar qualitative studies support the presence 
of specific and common therapist processes in IPT (Crowe and Luty 2005a). Although 
the authors state these interventions were drawn from the transcript they were not 
evidenced by quotes, making it impossible to assess validity.
Connolly Gibbons and colleagues (2002) anlaysed therapist speaking-tums in 
CBT and IPT using transcripts from the TDCRP. Therapist speaking-tums were coded 
using previously defined response mode categories (Elliot, Barker, Caskey, & Pistrang, 
1982). Therapists in both IPT and CBT used questions, clarifications and learning 
statements to assist patients to explore their life. They also focused more on the 
patients' current as opposed to past situations. This suggests that IPT shares some 
therapist process factors with other therapies. The study had high methodological 
validity. Raters were experienced and inter-rater reliability was good. The therapists 
were well trained in manual-guided therapies and consistently used manual specific
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interventions, across phase of therapy. However, a significant amount of variance in 
therapist response-mode could was explained by therapist and patient differences.
An attempt has been made to explore the effect of patients on IPT process and 
demonstrated levels of therapist response-modes in IPT and CBT are associated with 
patient process variables including measures of their involvement and the level of 
empathy they perceived in sessions (Connolly Gibbons et al., 2003). No relationship 
was found between patient levels of depression and interpersonal problems. This 
suggests that therapist processes were influenced by the perceptions and actions of 
patients in sessions rather than their pre-treatment characteristics. Unfortunately, there 
was no within-treatment analysis o f patient response mode so it is difficult to ascertain 
whether the results apply specifically to IPT. In addition, patient perception of empathy 
was only measured at session 2 and may have been different at different phases of 
treatment. External validity is also limited because no non-manualised control group 
was used as a comparison, and the patients were part of a research rather than 'real life' 
sample. Despite these limitations, the combined results of these studies provide a 
tentative indication that therapists follow IPT manuals and implement IPT specific 
techniques, in addition to common factors. However, their actions in therapy appear to 
be related to patient differences. Thus it seems process in IPT is an interwoven mix of 
patient and therapist factors.
Coombs et al (2002) compared in-session patient expression of and therapist 
stance towards emotion in IPT and CBT. Factor analysis of PQS ratings of 128 
transcripts from the TDCRP, revealed 3 primary factors, accounting for 35% of the 
variance across treatments. IPT therapist were rated higher on the factor describing a 
stance taken by therapist that encourages emotional exploration and lower on the factor, 
reflecting a stance that de-emphasises emotion and provides advice and education.
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Inter-rater reliability was good and the results indicate that IPT therapists often take a 
stance and employ techniques that are consistent with manuals. However, the primary 
factors were not inextricably linked to IPT and CBT; the authors found exceptions when 
they analysed the transcripts. The study also measured patient levels of affect in IPT and 
CBT sessions and found no significant differences. However, factor 1 and factor 2 
decreased as painful affect increased; in order to navigate displays o f painful emotions, 
therapists veer away from modality specific interventions. This further highlights the 
effect of patient variables on therapist processes in IPT.
Crits-Christoph and colleagues (1999) identified relationship episodes or 
interpersonal narratives (IPN) from IPT and CBT transcripts taken from the TDCRP. 
Inter-rater reliability for narrative completeness ratings was acceptable and the results 
indicate a positive therapeutic alliance may facilitate discussion of patient interpersonal 
problems. Consistent individual differences were found in narrative frequency, length 
and completeness. The results point towards a complex relationship of positive 
therapeutic alliance and the therapy process. It appears that therapist processes in IPT 
include fostering a safe environment and encouraging patients to talk about distressing 
interpersonal experiences. The findings are consistent with a model of reciprocal 
causation between alliance and interpersonal techniques; positive alliance may facilitate 
the use of IPT techniques and accurate interpersonal interventions may contribute to or 
maintain the alliance.
A later study (Crits-Christoph et al., 2010) expanded on the idea of this 
reciprocal relationship. It investigated the relationship between interpersonal accuracy 
of therapist interventions in response to patient IPN in IPT and CBT using the same 
sample, hiterpersonal accuracy was defined as therapists' responses being appropriate to 
the content of each IPN. Inter-judge reliability was good for accuracy ratings but the
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study provides little information about specific processes in IPT. Few differences in 
interpersonal accuracy were found between IPT and CBT. This indicates that 
interpersonal accuracy may be dependent on therapist, rather than therapy. That is 
accuracy that it might be a therapist process factor present across psychotherapy. The 
studies used tlie same TDCRP sample from 20 years ago so the findings should be 
generalised with caution. Research with more recent and varied populations is needed to 
strengthen this finding.
Patient experience of IPT process. Participants from the TDCRP completed a 
post-treatment questionnaire that included an open-ended question asking which 
aspects, if  any, o f their treatment they found helpful (Gershefski et al., 1996). Narrative 
responses were coded by two experienced raters to very high levels of rater agreement 
and arranged into categories of common and specific categories. The most commonly 
coded responses were those congruent with common rather than specific therapy 
processes. This did not differ between CBT and IPT. Patients reported that they found 
interpersonal aspects o f therapy helpful as frequently in CBT as IPT, but less frequently 
in the clinical management groups. This suggests that interpersonal processes may not 
be restricted to IPT. Interpersonal aspects of process were defined as: 'gained an 
awareness of and/or change in interpersonal relationships', 'learned associations 
between problems in interpersonal relationships and depression', and 'interpersonal 
interventions'. These processes are consistent with those outlined in IPT manuals and 
suggest that an interpersonal focus is acceptable to patients, regardless of the specific 
therapy they receive. Participants found cognitive aspects helpful less often in IPT than 
CBT. IPT manuals do not specify cognitive techniques, so whether cognitive processes 
were present is unclear. Within treatment analyses were not performed so it is difficult 
to establish whether patients had a preference for common or specific process IPT.
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However, the means were reported and indicate that common factors were more 
acceptable. This is consistent with the idea that process factors most important to patient 
change are common, rather than specific factors and exploratory research could bolster 
this argument.
A complementary study using the same sample and a similar methodology 
revealed patients in the TDCRP did not rate aspects of interpersonal therapy as 
unhelpful in either IPT or CBT (Levy, Glass, Amkoff, & Gershefski, 1996). This 
provides further evidence that an interpersonal focus such as the one taken in IPT may 
be an important and acceptable psychotherapeutic process factor. Very few patients 
reported unhelpful aspects of IPT. Those that did, felt common process factors such as 
attributes of themselves or the therapist hindered therapy. The apparent acceptability of 
interpersonal process factors to patients in this limited sample warrants further 
exploration. If this is the case for more recent and varied samples it would provide more 
evidence for extending the use of IPT in the UK clinical practice.
Although these studies (Gershefski et al, 2006; Levy et al, 2006) begin to 
explain helpful aspects of IPT process in the eyes of patients, they were primarily 
designed to evaluate differences across and between treatments. Thus, there was no 
examination of within treatment differences. The categories reported were also broad 
which may be related to the written nature of the questionnaire. If examples of patient 
responses were included; this could have enhanced our understanding by clearly 
defining what patients found helpful or otherwise. Qualitative research using interviews 
might yield greater information and prove useful in addressing this in the future. 
Interpersonal models of change
One case study examined therapist use of immediacy events; defined as 
disclosure within the therapy session of how the therapist was feeling about the patient.
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him- or herself in relation to the patient, or about the therapy relationship (Kasper, Hill, 
& Kilvlighan, 2008). Transcripts were analysed to find immediacy events using a 
measure developed by the author. The therapist used immediacy events in just over a 
third of all his speaking turns and tended to focus on asking the patient to explore the 
therapeutic relationship, rather than revealing his immediate feelings to the patient. 
Patient immediacy was more likely to occur in response to therapist immediacy, but 
only when the therapist inquired about their relationship or used intimately self­
involving statements. Therapist immediacy appeared to stimulate the patient to be 
immediate. Inter-rater reliability for therapist immediacy, patient immediacy, and 
patient involvement was good. However, the same judges coded therapist immediacy 
and patient involvement, which is a potential source of bias.
The study begins to explore the process of immediacy in IPT but causal 
conclusions are not possible because it was correlational in design. It was a single case 
and the patient did not meet criteria for diagnostic criteria. None-the-less, this in-depth 
exploration serves as a good base for further research and indicates that immediacy is an 
important process in IPT. The relationship between patient and therapist is complex and 
it is difficult to untangle therapist and patient processes. Further research might examine 
immediacy in different therapeutic dyads and in a natural setting to enhance address 
issues o f external validity.
Patient and therapist variables
Karlsson and Kermott (2006) examined reflective functioning (RF) as a patient 
variable during the process of IPT. RF (or mentalising) is defined as the ability to 
recognize the occurrence of mental processes in self and others (Fonagy, 1999). The RF 
manual was used to rate transcripts of early and late IPT and CBT sessions. Overall 
levels o f RF were significantly higher in IPT than CBT, but when stage of treatment
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was taken into account this was only true of early sessions. This was an unexpected 
finding. The sample was taken 6om the TDCRP randomized controlled trial so is 
unlikely to have arisen from pre-treatment group differences. The difference may be 
associated with differences in therapeutic technique (i.e. therapist processes). The focus 
of IPT is on understanding interpersonal relationships, particularly during the first 4 
sessions when an in-depth interpersonal history is gathered (Klerman et al., 1984), 
whereas the focus of CBT is on identifying and challenging cognitions (Beck, Rush, 
Shaw, & Emergy, 1979). A further explanation of this difference is the finding of a 
greater number of IPNs with less interruption in IPT than CBT (Crits-Christoph et al., 
1999), because IPNs are vital for rating RF. RF levels in IPT actually decreased as 
therapy progressed. The increase in therapist provision of structured and supportive 
techniques in later stages of IPT (cf. Albon & Jones, 1999) may have reduced the 
patient's wish to reflect on themselves and others in interpersonal interactions.
The PQS was used to identify systemic process variables correlated with low 
and high RF and indicated RF is may be a patient process variable. The results do 
support the notion that development of RF is affected by therapist skill and empathy. 
However, the study is not without limitations. The RF scale was designed for use with 
the adult attachment interview transcripts; thus construct validity is questionable. 
Furthermore, narratives were rated as mutual constructions so the therapist is an active 
participant as opposed to an observer in the Adult Attachment Interview (AAI) and may 
thus impact on the patient's expressed RF. Research using the AAI at different points in 
therapy may address this issue.
Analysis of shifts of meaning
A series of qualitative papers explored shifts in meaning in IPT using transcripts 
from the Psychotherapy for depression study (CPDS); a randomized clinical trial
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conducted in Christchurch, New Zealand. (Crowe and Luty 2005; 2005a; 2005b; 
2005c;). Crowe and Luty (2005a) performed a discourse analysis on a set o f transcripts 
for a woman who chose interpersonal disputes as the area she wanted to work on. The 
authors proposed that the process of fPT involved assisting a reconstruction of her 
subject position in relation to others. They argued that her subject positions in the early 
stages of therapy were representative of self-reflexivity that obstructed action and 
reinforced a sense of detachment. The analysis also demonstrated that IPT fostered the 
development of subject positions in relation to others that were more meaningful to the 
participant. For example changing her constructions of her relationship with her 
husband. Discourse analysis o f a different set o f transcripts provides further evidence 
that the process of recovery in IPT involves assisting the participant to deconstruct 
interpersonal issues they are unhappy with, practice and develop new subject positions 
and reconstruct a sense o f self that is less likely to factor in future episodes o f low 
mood. (Crowe & Luty, 2005b). The process of deconstructing and reconstructing 
meaning in IPT is also supported by thematic analysis o f patients' progression through 
therapy sessions (Crowe and Luty, 2005c,d)
These discourse analyses (Crowe & Luty, 2005a,b) take an interesting 
idiographic approach to exploring social and cultural influences on the 
psychotherapeutic process involved in the recovery from depression in two individual 
cases. They also appear to show a common pattern of deconstruction followed by 
reconstruction in IPT. However, the methodological validity of these papers is limited. 
The papers provide little clarity on how and by whom the data were analysed. There is 
no mention of how quotes were selected. Patient quotes were reported in isolation and 
minimal attention was paid to the therapists' contribution to the construction of 
meaning. Antaki, Billig, Edwards and Potter (2003) argue this is a sign that the texts
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have been nnderanalysed. Furthermore, all participants were female and all chose 
interpersonal role disputes as the area that was the fbcns for therapy.
This is a good place to start and allows comparison of like with like. However it 
would be interesting to explore subject positions and the process o f shifts in meaning 
for male participants or those who chose to focus on grief, interpersonal deficits, or role 
transitions as opposed to role disputes. Both patients were taken from the same research 
sample and it is unclear whether a similar process would occur in everyday practice of 
IPT. Despite methodological issues, the papers complement existing qualitative research 
by taking a more in-depth approach to examining the process of shifts in meaning as 
part of the IPT process. They indicate that IPT process may also include individuals not 
in the therapeutic dyad (such as family and friends) and cultural factors. This highlights 
an area of future research exploring IPT processes external to the therapeutic dyad.
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D i s c u s s i o n
Review summary
This review examined the state of the extant IPT process literature. The paucity 
of research in this area meant the term 'process' was applied in its broad sense. 
Consequently, the included papers are heterogeneous in design and epistemologies. In 
contrast, the samples were relatively homogenous, the majority being taken from the 
TDCRP and CPDS. Furthermore most studies were conducted in a research as opposed 
to clinical setting and subject to rigorous control of extraneous variables in an attempt to 
minimise bias. IPT research has been criticised for its rigid adherence to protocols and 
diagnostic criteria as opposed to an emphasis on treatment of individual patients and 
unique formulations (Stuart, 2008). The review findings suggest little has changed.
C a n  w e  i d e n t i f y  s p e c i f i c  p r o c e s s e s ?
The review suggests that although it is possible to differentiate IPT from other 
therapies (namely CBT), many of the processes involved are common across 
psychotherapies. As expected IPT therapist processes included exploring patient 
interpersonal experiences and affect. Most of the research suggests that psychotherapies 
have more in common than not. It has been suggested that common therapy factors are 
responsible for the majority in variance in outcome (Messer & Wampold, 2002). 
Therefore focusing on distinctive features of therapy may not be the most ûuitful line of 
research. It may be more appropriate to explore how these common processes are 
implemented and co-vary with each other and processes specific to IPT. In addition it 
might be useful to explore whether they are experienced as acceptable to patients and 
therapists. One way to approach this would be qualitative analysis of patient and 
therapist experiences of IPT, or qualitative analysis of transcripts of actual clinical 
practice.
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Is IPT process associated with the therapist or the p a t i e n t ?
Despite adhering to IPT manuals it appears that experienced therapists are able 
to maintain a degree of flexibility in their work. Their actions in therapy seem to be 
associated with those of their patients. Only one study directly examined IPT in relation 
to an interpersonal model of change but it revealed the complexity of therapist-patients 
interactions. Results of systemic process studies support this. Qualitative research began 
to explore processes extraneous of the therapeutic dyad including outside relationships 
and cultural influences. It therefore seems that process in IPT is a hard to delineate web 
of exchanges between techniques specified in manuals, therapist-patient interactions, 
social and cultural influences. Further research exploring the relationships and 
interactions between patients and therapists would enhance our understanding of 
processes involved in the therapeutic dyad. This may involve structured observations of 
therapy or inventories of patient and therapist variables. Research moving away from 
the presumed vacuum of the consulting room, exploring the influence of external 
processes might also prove useful. For example discourse analyses of transcripts with 
different populations or qualitative work including experiences of those in relationships 
with the patient.
The process of change in IPT.
Little research explored the process of change in IPT, but steps have been made 
to understand the process of change in IPT using qualitative designs. It appears that 
shifts in patient experiences of meaning are part of the process of IPT. Patients appear 
to reconstruct their view of themselves in relation to the world following similar 
patterns. No papers looked at the relationship of significant events to tlie process of 
change. It might be interesting to explore tliis further using interpersonal process recall 
methods (interviews assisted with audio or video replay).
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Future directions
This review started by outlining the popularity and efficacy of IPT across 
settings and different individual experiences of distress. Despite this, it highlights a 
paucity of research focusing on measurement and exploration of processes involved in 
IPT. Perhaps this is the result of IPT being initially developed as a theoretical placebo 
for use in therapy research (Klerman et a i, 1984). This means the evolution of IPT is 
comparable to that of pharmacotherapy. Much of the existing research is centred on 
comparing IPT with CBT. This is useful in determining common and specific factors of 
different therapies and for developing psychometrically sound tools for assessing 
adherence and competence in different therapies^, but provides little information about 
the complex interaction of processes in IPT.
The majority of research made use of existing data from RCTs. Much of this had 
good internal reliability. Using samples h-om this type of study has the benefit of 
maximizing therapist adlierence to the IPT manual. This is especially important because 
high therapist competence is considered an important part of the IPT process (Klerman 
et a i, 1984). However, the samples were not recent so whether the results are 
generalizable to today's population is questionable. Furthermore repeated use of the 
same data makes it difficult to argue that their findings have external validity. Research 
with different, particularly in-vivo samples, would develop our understanding of IPT 
process in the wider clinical population.
Only two studies examined patient experience of IPT and none looked at 
therapist experience. It seems to be presumed that a reduction in depressive 
symptomology indicates patient satisfaction with IPT and an overall improvement in 
wellbeing. Further research in this area, for example qualitative investigation of which
 ^For example the Patient Psychotherapy Process Scale (Carter et ai, 2012).
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aspects of IPT patients perceive to facilitate or inhibit recovery could assist 
development of the intervention. In addition, qualitative research focusing on 
developing an understanding of the experience of IPT from a therapist or supervisory 
position could be useful for those aiming to improve their clinical practice.
Attempts have been made at understanding IPT process within cultural and 
social frameworks but more is needed. IPT appears to utilize medical discourse, for 
example the 'sick role'. However, a comparison of IPT manuals to patient identified, 
recovery facilitating and hindering factors, suggests that IPT is compatible with the 
recovery movement (Bledsoe, Luken, Onken, Bellany, & Cardillo-Geller, 2008). IPT 
was developed over 30 years ago and it is important to remember that the Zeitgeist 
surrounding psychotherapy at the time may have changed. Therefore critical analysis 
and deconstruction of therapy manuals; transcripts and experience could improve our 
understanding of IPT in the context of today, its relevance and acceptability to the 
current population and thus facilitate evolution of the therapy. One example of this 
might be a discourse analysis of the sick role.
Stuart (2008) argues that because IPT has been developed in research settings 
the "critical balance between clinical development and research based evaluation has 
been lost". Although IPT was initially developed for depression and diagnosis is said to 
be an essential part of the process, IPT efficacy has since been established in research 
settings for individuals who fit other diagnostic categories. The majority of 
psychotherapy research continues to use diagnostic systems to allow convenient 
connection to the extant literature (Roth & Fonagy, 1996). A move away from this 
convention might further our understanding of the processes occurring in IPT and 
enhance therapeutic creativity. It might also examine whether diagnosis is an essential 
part of the psychotherapeutic practice. Furthermore IPT like other branches of
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psychotherapy conceptualises patient difficulties using formulation as opposed to 
diagnosis. Although this may be more palatable to psychotherapists it is unclear whether 
this is actually a better alternative. Therefore, research exploring and critiquing 
formulation in IPT and across psychotherapy could be beneficial.
In conclusion, the majority of IPT research has focused on effectiveness and 
efficacy. Therefore many areas of theory require empirical and exploratory research.
The research that has focused on theory and process is largely quantitative in nature, 
aiming to define and measure specific units of process. The results of this review 
suggest IPT process involves complex interactions between therapists and patients and 
is also influenced by culture. It therefore appears the processes involved in IPT will 
remain elusive if  research continues to focus on nomothetic; objective; process- 
outcome; and pre-treatment predictive research at the expense of idiographic, 
exploratory, in-depth, critical research.
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Abstract
Dialectical behavioural therapy (DBT) is a time and resource intensive intervention for 
individuals with a diagnosis of borderline personality disorder (BPD). The National 
Health service (NHS) is becoming increasingly performance driven. Thus there is 
pressure to demonstrate effectiveness of interventions. The aim of the current study was 
to evaluate the effectiveness of a DBT service. BPD symptomology was measured at 
assessment and at 16 weeks and at the end of treatment, using a within subject, repeated 
measures design. Single case statistics were used to analyse symptomatic change. 
Subjective weekly ratings of self-injury and DBT skill-use, and use of other services 
was also reported. All four clients demonstrated reliable improvements in BPD 
symptomology; three clients demonstrated clinically significant change at the end of 
treatment. Three clients demonstrated a reliable improvement in impulsivity scores. 
There also appeared to be a reduction in the number of services used and self-injury. 
Participants also appeared to practice DBT skills more &equently as the intervention 
progressed. The results tentatively suggest that DBT is an effective service for 
individuals with BPD. The limitations and implications of the evaluation are discussed.
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Introduction
Borderline personality disorder (BPD) is a diagnosis given to individuals with 
severe and complex mental health difficulties. Symptoms include impulsive risking; 
suicide attempts; self-injury; severe disturbances to identity; chronic feelings of 
emptiness and a fear of abandonment (DSM-IV; American Psychiatric association, 
1994). Linehan (1993) hypothesises that these experiences are at least partly due to 
invalidating environments, which prevent individuals from developing helpful ways of 
coping with their emotions.
Linehan (1993) devised DBT in order to offer individuals diagnosed with BPD a 
comprehensive psychological intervention aimed at increasing emotional regulation and 
promoting acceptance of the self, the emotional state of the individual and the 
environment. DBT also aims to reduce psychological distress and frequency of self- 
injury through behavioural and acceptance strategies. The intervention includes: 
individual therapy, telephone consultations administered by qualified staff members, 
and group skills training.
Outcome research has demonstrated that DBT can be an effective psychological 
intervention for individuals with a diagnosis of BPD (Linehan et al., 1991; Linehan et 
al., 2006). Furthermore, the National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE) 
recommends DBT as an intervention for individuals with a diagnosis of BPD, but 
advises further research is needed (NICE, 2009). Individuals with a diagnosis of BPD 
have until recently been considered 'untreatable' (see NICE, 2009). In addition, DBT is 
both resource and time intensive (see Brazier et al., 2006). Therefore it is important that 
services evaluate the effectiveness of DBT. In addition, current National Health Service 
(NHS) policies indicate a need to measure outcomes of psychological treatments (for
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example No Health Without Mental Health, HM Government, 2011). The evaluation of 
services is therefore becoming increasingly important.
The DBT service to be evaluated is based between two Community Mental 
Health Recovery Services (CMHRSs). The service offers assessment, weekly individual 
sessions and a skills group. The skills group consists of four modules that clients repeat 
twice over the period of a year. The modules include: core mindfulness, distress 
tolerance, emotional regulation and interpersonal effectiveness. Four therapists 
delivered the service. Their professional backgrounds included three clinical 
psychologists and a social worker.
The DBT service has been evaluated on two previous occasions (2007/8 and 
2011). The latest evaluation demonstrated high client satisfaction and reliable 
improvement for BPD symptoms and self-destructive and impulsive behaviours for 
some individuals (Hale, Eke & Warren, 2012). However this evaluation was completed 
half way through the DBT programme and so the overall effectiveness of the service 
was not evaluated. This evaluation recommended standardised outcome measures be 
supplemented with subjective measures taken from weekly diary cards, and information 
on use of other services in order to evaluate effectiveness more comprehensively. 
Therefore the current evaluation was conducted based on these recommendations and a 
need to demonstrate effectiveness.
The current evaluation was designed to evaluate the effectiveness of the DBT 
service for treating individuals with a diagnosis of BPD. It was developed in response to 
the need for routine outcome-based evaluation of the effectiveness of the DBT service. 
The service hoped to gather 'snapshots' of data over the course of the DBT programme 
to gain a sense of how individuals using the service responded to treatment.
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Objectives
To evaluate the effectiveness of the DBT service for individuals with a diagnosis of
BPD by investigating:
# Whether service users' experience symptomatic improvement after completing 
the DBT program,
# Whether DBT reduced service users' risk to themselves (i.e. reduced self 
destructive/impulsive behaviours); measured by weekly diary cards and outcome 
measures.
# Patterns of use of other services, for example inpatient and crisis house 
admissions, accident and emergency, and police.
# The extent to which skills taught in the DBT group is practiced between 
sessions.
Hypotheses
1. Reliable improvements in BPD symptomatology would be shown for a m^ority
of clients.
2. Reliable improvements in impulsive and destructive behaviours would be shown 
for a majority of clients.
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Method
Design
A within-siibject, repeated measures design was used to gather a 'snapshot' of 
data at three time points. The dependent variables were the levels of BPD 
symptomatology; the levels of self-destructive and impulsive behaviours. The 
independent variable was the time-point (i.e. commencement of the group; following 
the end of the second module of the group at week 16; at discharge from the DBT 
service).
Participants
The sample included four clients with BPD attending the DBT service in 
November 2010. All clients were new referrals to the service. All four clients agreed to 
participate.
Measures
The ZazzarzMf ybr ferjo/za/z/y Dz.sor<7gr (ZAN-BPD;
Zanarini, 2003) was used to measure BPD symptoms. The ZAN-BPD is a 9-item, 
clinician-rated clinical interview schedule that measures severity of BPD symptoms 
over the previous two weeks. It is comprised o f questions relating to the BPD diagnostic 
criteria as defined in DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association, 1994). It 
demonstrates high internal consistency (a= .85), test-retest reliability (r = .59-.93), and 
significant discriminant and convergent validity (Zanarini, 2003). The total ZAN-BPD 
score (maximum score = 36) and the ZAN-BPD impulsivity sub-scale score (maximum 
score = 8) were used.
Procedure
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DBT therapists completed the ZAN-BPD at assessment, 16 weeks after the end 
of the second module of the first cycle o f the DBT group, and at discharge from the 
DBT service.
The researcher gathered information on number of skills used and subjective 
frequency of self-injury from weekly diary cards. Completing these diary cards forms 
part of the monitoring of behaviours in DBT, which is integral to the model.
Information on use of other services was gleaned from the electronic patient record 
system.
Ethical Considerations
This service evaluation did not require ethical approval. All data were 
anonymised to maintain participant confidentiality. The evaluation was approved by the 
relevant NHS trust (see Appendix A) and peer reviewed by the University of Surrey.
The data analysed for this evaluation were collected as part of routine clinical practice. 
The purpose of data collection was explained to clients and it was made clear that 
participation was voluntary.
Analysis
Individual case statistics were conducted on total ZAN-BPD and impulsivity 
subscale scores. These were chosen because of the limited sample size and the 
importance of assessing within-participant variability over the course of an intervention 
(Long & Hollin, 1995). Symptom change was analysed in terms of reliable change and 
clinical significance. The reliable change index (RCI; Jacobson & Traux, 1991) was 
used to determine whether the level of change for each client was statistically reliable 
(i.e. not likely to be due to chance). A change of more than 1.96 (Jacobson & Traux, 
1991) &om one measurement to the next was taken as indication that the change was 
reliable at a 95% significance level (p<.05). The clinical significance criterion was used
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to verify whether the reliable change was o f a sufficient degree to indicate movement 
across clinical and non-clinical ranges (Jacobson & Tranx, 1991).
The test-retest reliability scores reported by Zanarini (2003) were used in the 
single- case calculations. Because the sample size for the current study was limited, 
norms were also taken from Zanarini (2003) to calculate the RCI and the clinically 
significant change index (Jacobson & Traux, 1991; see Appendix B). The thresholds 
between clinical and non-clinical scores for the ZAN-BPD total and the impulsivity 
subscale score were 8.29 and .86 respectively. These were used to determine clinically 
significant change for clients who showed reliable change (see Appendix C, Table 1 & 
2).
Weekly frequencies of self-injury and DBT skills used were recorded from 
weekly diary cards completed by each client &om the time of assessment to their 
discharge from the service. The f-equency of other services (including Accident and 
Emergency, mental health inpatient stays, home treatment team, crisis house and crisis
line) was also counted for each client for the year before they entered DBT, the duration 
of the DBT programme and three months post discharge from the team.
Clinical mean ZAN-BPD total score = 14.3 (sd. =6.8); non-clinical mean = 5.2 (sd. 
=3.5); Clinical mean ZAN-BPD impulsivity score = 1.7 (sd. =1.4); non-clinical mean 
.5 (sd. =.7).
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Results
Demographic Characteristics
The sample consisted of four White British females aged 19, 28, 45 and 52 who 
had all engaged in psychological interventions in the past.
Single Case Analyses
Reliable change was calculated as outlined by Jacobson and Traux (1991; see 
Appendix B).
Table 1 . c/zazzgg /or  /^za tora/
azzü( 7mpzzAzvz(y 5'zz6j'ca/g 5'cora.y.
Total ZAN-BPD 
(r=.93)
Pre Mid Post
Client 1 24 10 g Mc+, CSC,
Client 2 25  ^Rc+, CSC, 9
Client 3 17 16 g Rc+,CSC,
Client 4 23
TH . J RC+
^8Rc+ r Rc+, CSC,
time point (p<.05); Reliable deterioration at time point 6om previous time point 
(p<.05); *CSC = Clinically significant change from previous time point (p<.05).
Table 1 shows that &om pre to mid intervention the total ZAN-BPD scores for 
clients 1, 2, and 3 improved reliably. This change was clinically significant for client 2. 
From mid- to post-intervention the total ZAN-BPD score for clients 2 appeared to 
deteriorate however this change was not reliable. From mid- to post-intervention the
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total ZAN-BPD scores for 1, 3 and 4 improved reliably and the change was clinically 
significant for all clients.
Table 2 . azzc/ C/mzcaZ/y .yzgMz/zca/zf c/zazzga /M(7zca/zozzjybr //za Z47V-.BPD 
//7zpzz/.yzvz(y '^zzZz^ 'ca/a 3cora^.
ZAN-BPD Impulsivity Subscale 
(r=.86)
Pre Mid Post
Client 1 6 Y Rc+, 1
Client 2 7 2 1
Client 3 4 5 Q Rc+, CSC
Client 4 2
. ' Rc+
3 2
time-point (p<.05); Reliable deterioration at time point h-om previous time point 
(p<.05); *CSC = Clinically significant change from previous time point (p<.05).
Table 2 shows that Clients 1 and 2 demonstrated reliable improvements on 
impulsivity scores from pre- to mid-intervention. However, these changes were not 
clinically significant. Clients 1 and 2 showed no reliable change between mid- and post­
intervention. Clients 3 and 4 showed no reliable change between pre- to mid­
intervention. However, client three showed a reliable and clinically significant 
improvement from mid to post intervention. Clients 1, 2 and 4 did not demonstrate any 
reliable change in their impulsivity scores h"om mid to post intervention.
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Subjective self-injury
Subjective ratings of Eequency of self-injury &om weekly diary cards were 
combined into 3-month blocks for each participant to provide a more stable measure of
behaviour. Figure 1 shows the mean rates of self-injury per 3-month treatment block for 
each client. Only client one had ratings for every three month period. Clients 1, 3 and 4
reported a reduction in frequency of self-injury over the course of DBT. Client 2 
reported no self-injury behaviours for all three-month periods with the exception of 
months 7 to 9.
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Figure 1. Mean subjective weekly episodes of self-injury as rated on diary cards over
the course of the DBT programme.
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DBT Skills
Subjective ratings of &equency of skill use &om weekly diary cards were 
combined into 3-month blocks for each participant to provide a more stable measure of 
behaviour. Figure 2 shows the mean rates of skill use per 3-month treatment block for 
each client. Only Client one had ratings for every 3 month period. The mean number of 
skills used increased over the course of the intervention for each client.
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Figure 2. Mean subjective number of DBT skills used per week as rated on diary cards 
over the course of the DBT programme.
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Use of other services
Table 3. Number of services accessed including police, emergency department and 
crisis house.
Year Prior to DBT Intervention period 3 months post DBT
Client 1 0 0 0
Client 2 9 0 0
Client 3 1 0 0
Client 4 2 0 0
Table 3 outlines services used by the clients before, during and after DBT. Three 
clients accessed services before DBT. There was no record of any of the clients using 
services during the intervention or after discharge. In addition, three months post-
intervention client 3 had been discharged from the CMHRS, the rest remained in the 
service.
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Discussion
Summary of Results
All clients' total ZAN-BPD scores were lower at the end o f treatment than the 
start. Three out of four clients demonstrated clinically significant change at this point. 
One client's score was not in the clinically significant range at the end o f treatment. 
However, this client had achieved reliable and clinically significant change by the mid 
time point and increased only slightly at the end o f treatment. A reduction in impulsivity 
sub-scale scores was demonstrated by three out of four clients.
In terms of subjective ratings from weekly diary cards, three out o f four clients 
demonstrated a reduction in h"equency of self-injury and all four clients demonstrated 
an increase in the number of skills used across treatment. This suggests that clients 
experience a reduction in self-injury and that they practice the DBT skills taught in the 
groups more h"equently as the intervention progresses.
There also appeared to be a reduction in the number of services used; none of 
the clients used any other services during and post intervention. This suggests that 
although DBT is an expensive intervention, it may prevent costs to other services.
Over all the results suggest a decrease in both overall symptoms of BPD and 
impulsive and self-injurious behaviours. Therefore the results support both the initial 
hypotheses.
Strengths and Limitations
Three out of four clients remained engaged with the service at the end of DBT. 
Client three disengaged a month early but was able to provide a ZAN-BPD score at the 
end of DBT. This indicates that clients found DBT acceptable, despite its intensity and 
duration. This reflects the extant literature which has demonstrated significantly higher 
drop-out-rates for control interventions compared to DBT (Linehan et al., 2006).
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The small sample size of the present study means the results of this study have 
limited generalisability. A further limitation is that data was collected to provide a 
'snapshot' at only three time-points. Change over time in a long-term treatment is 
unlikely to be linear throughout the treatment process, and some scores may have 
reflected fluctuations in state. In addition, there was no symptomology data for the 
months following the end of the intervention. Therefore it is unclear whether the 
improvements seen at the end of treatment continue, or whether individuals experience 
relapse without the intensive input of DBT.
Finally data gleaned &om diary cards on number of skills used and &equency of 
self-injury was subjective and often incomplete, therefore it is not possible to be certain 
of the accuracy of these ratings.
Implications
Given that 100% of clients appear to experience benefits and that subjective 
self-injury goes down and skill use goes up, the DBT service appears to be effective.
The results challenge the perception of this client group being 'untreatable' (see NICE, 
2009). However, the deterioration of one client from mid- to post-intervention warrants 
further investigation to identify the factors that may explain this.
Recommendations
Given that diary cards were often incomplete it could be useful to discuss the 
rationale using diary cards in the DBT group. This suggestion was also highlighted in 
the previous evaluation (Hale et al., 2012) after qualitative investigation, which suggests 
this may be an area that needs to be repeated regularly.
The current evaluation looked at use of other services. However, these services 
are funded in different ways so it may also be useful to look at use of services within the
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CMHRS; for example amount of medication taken and &equency of contact with other 
professionals in the team. This may provide a measure of prescribing costs, use of 
resources and a better indication of the overall and service-level economic impact of the 
intervention.
It may be useful for future evaluations to include additional time points for data- 
collection; specifically fbllow-up measures are recommended to gain an understanding 
of whether any benefits observed at the end of the intervention remain at a later date. 
On-going evaluation is also recommended, to increase the sample size; build upon 
findings described here and provide a more reliable estimate-effectiveness o f the 
service. Qualitative investigation into therapist and client experiences may provide 
valuable information about the process of DBT and what they experience to be effective 
and ineffective may be useful. Finally, diary cards could be used to track idiosyncratic 
target behaviours, in addition to monitoring self-iiyury and skill use; see Stepp, Epler, 
Jahng & Trull (2008) for possible methodology.
Dissemination to Service
The project will presented to the DBT service team and manager at their 
monthly meeting on the October ,2012 (see Appendix D).
Conclusion
The data suggests that the DBT service is effective. However the sample size 
was small which means the results are not generalisable. On-going evaluation of the 
DBT service is needed to provide more reliable estimates of effectiveness and cost- 
effectiveness of the service.
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APPENDIX A
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APPENDIX B
ZAN-BPD Clinically significant change Data for Calculations
Table 1
5"zgMz/zcaz7t C/zazzgg /zzzTgx /zzz/zcatzoMJybr Z4V-BPD Tbta/ azzzf zzMpzz/,yzvzty
5'zz6s'ca/g
ZAN-BPD
Score
Clinical norms (sd.) Non-clinical norms 
(sd.)
CSC
Total ZAN- 14.3 (6.8) 5.2 (3.5) 8.29
BPD Score
Total 1.7 (1.4) .5 (.7) .9
Impulsivity
Score
Vote. Sd. = Standard deviation; CSC= Clinically signiEcant change.
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APPENDIX C
Reliable Change and Clinically significant change Calculations
The fbllowing calculations were used for both the SCL-90 and ZAN-BPD scores (based 
on method outlined in Jacobson & Traux, 1991).
Reliable Change Calculation (Jacobson & Traux. 1991, nn. 141:
RC= X2 -X 1 
Sdiff
Sdiff = V2(SE)^
SE = S,Vl-r 
Where:
RC = Reliable change 
r= Test-retest reliability 
xi= Score at time 1 
X2= Score at time 2
Sdiff= Standard error of the difference between test scores 
SE= Standard error
Clinically Significant Change Calculation (Jacobson & Traux. 1991. nn. 131:
C= ^„Mi_+S,M„
So + Si
Where:
C= Clinical change
Mo= Mean of non-clinical group ('dysfunctional')
Mi= Mean of clinical group ('functional')
So = Standard deviation of non-clinical group norm 
S] = Standard deviation o f the clinical group norm
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APPENDIX D
Confirmation of plan to disseminate
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Final Reflective account
On Becoming a Clinical Psychologist: A Retrospective Developmental Reflective 
Account of the Experience of Training
Year 3 
April 2014
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When I started training I could not have anticipated the amount that I would 
change and develop over the three years. It would have been impossible to cover all 
aspects of my development in this account, so I have chosen to discuss how some of the 
critical ideas I held at the start o f training have evolved and influenced my practice 
throughout training, and how I think these experiences have shaped the practitioner I 
hope to become once qualified.
Starting at ‘antipsychiatry’: When I wrote my application form for the clinical 
psychology doctorate the biomedical understanding of human distress was something 
that I took for granted and had given little thought to. Prior to my interview for the 
Surrey course, I read 'Doctoring the Mind’, a critique o f the biomedical understanding 
of human distress (Bentall, 2009). The book fundamentally changed the way I thought 
about distress. As a result I positioned myself as taking an 'antipsychiatry’ stance, and 
approached the start o f training with a naïve excitement that I was joining the profession 
that I perceived to be the antithesis to psychiatry.
The illusion that clinical psychology had all the answers quickly dissipated. 
Despite the course team encouraging us to be critical of the medical model, I was 
frustrated to find that much of our teaching was structured around diagnoses. At the 
time I felt angry at the course team because I thought their verbal critique was just 
rhetoric, and viewed the teaching as evidence that they implicitly endorsed the medical 
model. However later conversations with members of the course team revealed that the 
intention was to expose us to the reality of working in medically dominated NHS 
mental health teams. This made me realise that it was unrealistic to expect to be able to 
start placement without being prepared for the context we had to work in, and that it 
was impossible to think about how to change services without first understanding their 
current nature.
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I also felt frustrated when others in my cohort expressed their views that they 
thought medication and diagnosis were helpful. Having spent a lot of time researching 
and contemplating the validity of the medical model prior to training, I felt secure in the 
position I took in relation to diagnosis and the use of psychiatric medication. On 
reflection, I think I was quite critical towards the individuals I perceived to be ignorant 
during the early stages of the course. It hadn’t crossed my mind that they may not have 
been exposed to the literature that I had only recently learned about, or that I too had 
recently held the same views. I felt ashamed when I realised this, but it tempered my 
fiustration. Instead of being judgmental, I realised it was probably more helpful to try to 
explain some of my thinking, and share relevant literature with my peers.
At the end of the first year I thought these attempts were having little impact, 
and I was also overwhelmed by how entrenched these ideas were in NHS services. I 
think this led to me retreating into a state of Teamed helplessness’ (Seligman, 1972). 
Later in training some of my peers reported that they had been influenced by what I had 
said and we have gone on to have some interesting and thought provoking discussions 
that have both challenged my views and helped me to solidify arguments. Reminding 
myself of just how challenging it was for me to work in medically dominated services, 
whilst maintaining a critical stance, helped me to be more tolerant of others’ 
perspectives. I realised that by asking others to change their views, I was asking them to 
put themselves in this position too. I also wondered whether my peers (and other NHS 
professionals) might be holding onto the medical model because it provided structure 
and certainty, and rejecting the model might have felt unsafe.
Becoming critical of psychology. When I started training I was hopeful that the 
new psychological tools I was learning would provide a more palatable alternative to 
psychiatric medication. The initial models I was exposed to were Cognitive Behavioural
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Therapy (CBT) and Cognitive Analytic therapy (CAT) and these models appeared to 
make a lot of sense. My first placement was in a community mental health team 
(CMHT) and all o f the people I worked with had complex backgrounds, and were 
acutely distressed. Everybody I encountered had faced and/or were facing conditions of 
extreme adversity, such as abuse, poverty and social exclusion. The stories of those I 
worked with revealed that their distress was predominantly the result of external forces 
that were impacting on them now, or had prevented the acquisition of resources that 
help us cope with life’s challenges (e.g. secure attachments and the capacity self-soothe 
and regulate emotions). I also started to worry that therapy’s attempts to change 
cognitive processes, promote 'insight’, or change behavior, neglected the social and 
material causes of distress, and placed the blame for distress within the individual. In 
response to these concerns my supervisor at the time encouraged me to emphasise these 
external contributors to distress in formulations. This was something that appeared to 
help people to understand that the distress they experience might be the result of things 
that had happened to them, rather than something that was deficient within them. 
Although acknowledging social and material contexts in formulations went some way to 
ameliorating the concerns I had about individual therapy, I still worried that by focusing 
exclusively on the individual, I was failing to address the social and material factors.
It made me uncomfortable to think that there were aspects o f clinical psychology 
that I was as critical of as psychiatry, but it made me rethink the antipsychiatry position 
I had previously adopted. I realised that the problems in mental health services are not 
confined to one profession and thus resolved that it was important to remain critical of 
clinical psychology and mental health services in general, rather than attacking 
psychiatry. This is something I remind myself o f when I find myself becoming angry at 
medically dominated services.
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The importance of power: Having realised that it was important to think 
critically about the work of clinical psychology, I started to explore the critical 
psychology literature. I became particularly interested in the notion that distress was 
caused by social and political inequalities, and the widespread abuse of proximal (e.g. 
relationships, school, employment, housing, socio-economic status) and distal powers 
(e.g. political, cultural, economic, and media influences; Smail, 2005). These ideas 
appeared to fit with my reflections on my first year experiences. Although I had begun 
to work with proximal influences in my child and adolescent placement, I realised I was 
still neglecting distal influences.
My supervisor encouraged me to incorporate power explicitly into formulations.
I found a model called 'power mapping’ (Hagan & Smail, 1997) provided a useful 
fiamework to structure formulations (see appendix for an example). Using this tool with 
Tom^  ^enabled me to position myself alongside him, acknowledge the different 
influences on his wellbeing, challenge blaming, and self-blaming ideas, and to see more 
clearly where problems resided. Tom explained that it helped him to 'see all the 
different things that affect the way I feel’. This demonstrated to me the power that a 
thoughtful and holistic formulation can have to demystify and relieve distress, and 
provide a meta-message about personal meaning, agency and hope (British 
psychological Society; BPS, 2011; Cromby et al., 2012).
In addition to enhancing our understanding of why Tom was experiencing such 
acute distress, it also helped us to plan how to tackle the problems at different levels.
For example at a personal level, we used ideas from Acceptance and Commitment 
Therapy (ACT) to increase the resources that Tom had available to him to cope with the
 ^The name has been replaced with pseudonym in order to preserve anonymity.
 ^Tom was a man who experienced verbal and motor tics, was unable to walk, and who had a diagnosis
of learning disability.
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tics, worries and physical pain he experienced. We also worked on building Tom’s 
sense of agency, by finding forums for his voice to be heard (such as meetings with his 
care manager, and presenting together to staff at his accommodation). In terms of 
addressing proximal influences, I supported Tom to self-advocate to his residential 
home and social services. This led to him: reclaiming responsibility for his finances and 
medication; making plans to move in with his girlfiiend; starting an art apprenticeship; 
and gaining a job a local charity shop.
The process of addressing these wider systemic issues was a learning curve for 
me. Our attempts to share the formulation with staff at his residential home were 
initially met with resistance, perhaps because reffaming the problem as part o f Tom’s 
social environment, rather than something deficient in him felt like an attack on those 
involved. This highlighted the need to present formations sensitively, and with respect 
for existing views to ensure that the formulation was accepted by the wider systemic 
context (BPS, 2011; Chirstofide, Johnstone & Musa, 2011).
The process of sharing the formulation also caused me significant anxiety; I 
worried about upsetting others and provoking confrontation. However, at the end of the 
work those involved in Tom’s care reported that they had found it helpful to think about 
Tom’s distress in terms of the external forces impacting on him. This demonstrated to 
me the importance of clinical psychologists’ duty outlined in the leadership framework 
to 'advocate a psychological stance in conjunction with or instead of other health care 
models even in difficult circumstances, demonstrating ethics and values’ (Skinner & 
Toogood, 2010).
Although we were able to consider and address the impact of numerous external 
forces on Tom, most of these were at a proximal level. I considered the distal influences
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on Tom in supervision, and also with Tom himself^, however it was difficult to find 
ways to address such issues within the few months I was on placement. This was 
fi-ustrating and highlighted strength and complexity of distal political, economic and 
cultural power. However, Tom was motivated by these ideas and thought that a 
documentary might be one way to challenge these distal influences; he had written to 
the BBC to share his ideas as I was leaving placement. I was inspired by Tom’s actions; 
it sparked ideas in my mind about the potential for using the media to disseminate 
critical narratives in the future. Working this way also encouraged me to think of ways 
to address distal influences once qualified. This might be through influencing policy, 
the media, conducting critically aware research, or drawing on ideas fi"om community 
psychology.
I also found that I felt more comfortable with individual therapy when it was 
placed in the context of wider systemic work. I think this was because acknowledging 
and addressing some of the external forces on Tom, meant that individual therapy didn’t 
seem to imply that his distress was the result of some personal deficiency, as it might 
have done had therapy been conducted in isolation. I was able to see that therapy might 
be used to support individuals to acquire resources (such as interpersonal, self-soothing, 
and emotion regulation skills) that prior adverse social and material circumstances may 
not have afforded.
The proportion of this paper that I have devoted to discussion of my work with 
Tom reflects the impact that this has had on my professional development. Until this 
point in my training I had been anxious about discussing some of the more critical ideas 
I was entertaining in supervision. Ironically, I think this was partly due to issues of 
power and interest (Smail, 2005). Although I wanted to practice ethically, I also wanted
 ^The concepts of cultural, political, and economic power were explained at a level that Tom felt he could 
engage with.
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to impress my supervisors and pass my placements, and I worried that they might 
perceive critical thinking as an attack on their practice, which may influence their 
evaluation of my work. An intrapsychic explanation as to why I took a risk at this point 
might be that the cognitive dissonance I was experiencing had reached a magnitude that 
necessitated I take action to reduce it (Festinger, 1957). A socially oriented explanation 
might be that the relationship I had with my supervisor at this time, was more secure 
than previous supervisory relationships and that my supervisor provided a 'secure base’ 
from which I felt safe enough to explore critical issues (Bowlby, 1969).
Alternatively, my previous supervisors may have been sensitive to my 
developmental stage of training, and learning needs at the time. Given that I had no 
experience of formulation or therapy before I started training it would have been 
unrealistic to expect to be able to practice a new therapy, whilst considering the 
numerous proximal and distal influences o f power at the beginning of training. Perhaps 
the timing of this case reflected the fact that my supervisors had enabled me to acquire 
the necessary personal (e.g. confidence) and professional (e.g. psychological theories 
and leadership skills) resources to tackle increasingly complex pieces of systemic work. 
This highlights the importance of considering the 'zone of proximal development’ 
(Vygotsky, 1978) in any piece of developmental work, be that therapy or education.
This is an idea that I had used when working the CAT model, but had not thought to 
apply to my own development. It has subsequently influenced my clinical work, and 
experience of supervising an assistant psychologist in my final year. This is something I 
hope to take forward into my future career.
Professional responsibility and integrity. Despite my concerns about 
practicing therapy in isolation, I chose to specialise in Interpersonal Psychotherapy 
(IPT) because it seemed to have a more systemic and relational focus, and because it
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allowed me to train and potentially become accredited in a therapeutic model before 
qualifying as a clinical psychologist. I still had reservations about IPT, because the 
model asked that you 'diagnose’ 'depression’ part of the 'therapeutic’ process.
However, I knew that the main body of IPT does not rely at all on the medical model; 
rather it looks at how distress is inextricably linked to the quality and quantity of our 
past and present relationships, and focuses on supporting an individual to acquire the 
necessary resources to improve their relationships. Consequently I thought I could to 
pay lip service to the medical model for the tapes I submitted, and omit this fiom my 
practice once qualified, as I was aware a subgroup of IPT advocates were already doing 
(see Stuart & Roberson, 2012).
I have now been using IPT for over six months, and although like other 
therapies, the model does not address distal influences, I have found its focus on the 
interpersonal, rather than the intrapsychic fits better with my developing understanding 
the causes of distress than other models such as CBT. The focus on relationships, rather 
than internal processes also seems to have been more relevant to the people I work with. 
However, I definitely underestimated the level o f discomfort I would experience 
making use of the medical model. It seemed unnecessary, and unethical to tell people 
that the problem was taking place within them, when they were also offered a 
formulation that explaining their distress in material and social terms. Some people 
appeared to find relief in the diagnosis o f depression, but the msqority of the feedback I 
received cited the formulation as the thing that helped them to understand how their 
circumstances contributed to their distress, and stop blaming themselves. Furthermore, 
when I returned to BPS document specifying the core values of the profession, I was 
reminded that we should practice with 'integrity honesty, accuracy, clarity, and fairness 
in their interactions with all persons’ (BPS, 2010, p. 2). Given that I have an empirically
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grounded understanding of the problems with the medical model, I feel that it is my 
responsibility to ensure that it is not only something that I refrain fiom endorsing, but 
also something that I challenge in my future practice. Consequently, when I qualify, if I 
continue to practice IPT I hope I can advocate for the removal of the medical model 
fiom future iterations o f IPT and that I can find way to challenge the dominance of the 
medical model in mental health services.
Facing challenges. The highly medicalised CMHT for older people that I 
currently work in are under numerous pressures including: increasing caseloads, staffing 
cuts and a Care Quality Commission (CQC) inspection. Based on ideas generated in 
previous reflective accounts, I suggested that a reflective practice group might facilitate 
critical thinking in the team, and also provide a safe and containing space for them to 
reflect on the pressures they face. The idea was rejected because the team felt that it 
would be another drain on their time. In the past I might have judged the team for not 
being committed to reflective practice. However, recent experiences allowed me to 
empathise with their dilemma, despite the fact that I understand reflective practice skills 
are widely acknowledged as being important in developing effective clinical practice 
and expertise, and role satisfaction (Hargreaves, 1997; Sainsbury Centre for Mental 
Health, 2000). For example, I have been completing my final placements concurrently 
and spend little more than a day per week on each. Although some of my other 
placements have been busy, I think this is the first time I have been exposed to a similar 
amount of pressure on my time as other qualified professionals. This has meant that 
there has been little time to think about and discuss critical ideas, let alone think about 
ways to implement them. I can therefore understand the team’s reasoning that they 
didn’t have time for a reflective group.
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My final year experiences have also highlighted the importance of considering 
the influence of proximal and distal power on staff and services, as well as the people 
they serve. The remit of the services we work in, and thus our professional activities are 
ultimately controlled by political and economic agendas. In addition, as professionals 
we are also subject to a whole host of proximal and distal forces that influence how we 
behave at work. For example my decision to specialise in IPT was motivated by my 
own interests (e.g. hoping it would improve my chances of getting a job) and the 
influence of power (e.g. the economic pressure to support myself through paid 
employment as a single person). Furthermore, I can now see how individuals may be 
reluctant to speak up about, or contemplate engaging in critical thinking for fear of 
making their work life uncomfortable, or putting their job, (and therefore their income) 
at risk. Again, this has made me more tolerant of those who are reluctant to engage in 
critical thinking.
Conclusions and future directions: I hope this account has given a flavour of 
how my thinking has evolved from being damning of the psychiatric profession, to 
taking a more critical perspective of all aspects of service and my work. The experience 
of working with Tom, showed me that it is possible to consider the influence of 
proximal and distal power in relatively short term pieces of work, whilst at the same 
time demonstrating how difficult it is to find ways to immediately influence the more 
distal forces that can cause distress. In addition, the discomfort I experienced when 
working in a way that conflicted with my professional values, and returning to the core 
values of the clinical psychology profession, has reinforced the importance of finding 
ways to maintain my integrity. Furthermore, these experiences have also reinforced the 
importance of fulfilling our professional responsibility to challenge oppressive 
practices. Finally, my recent reflections have highlighted the complexity of effecting
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change in services that are driven by political and economic agendas, and how these 
agendas on impact on the scope professionals have to instigate change.
I have already seen the benefits of combining therapy with work that addresses 
proximal influences, and I have started to think about ways in which I can make 
changes at a distal level. For example ideas for my future career include: using the 
media to disseminate alternative discourses; conducting critically aware research; 
getting involved with training, becoming involved in policy development and 
commissioning; and drawing on ideas from community psychology to support 
marginalised groups to have their voices heard. I have also joined the Community 
Psychology UK network on the basis change is more likely when resources are pooled 
collectively. I realise the road ahead will be challenging, but I am optimistic about the 
future, and I look forward to seeing the different opportunities to effect changes on 
distal influences that arise post qualification.
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Appendix 
Example of ‘power mapping’
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Example of ‘power mapping’
5^
3"O
3
I
Neoliberalism 
Economlg
Free market capitalism, austerity, public spending cuts
Western individualism, Materialism, Meritocracy 
Wormatjon/mexBa
*^vers and scroungeM% Mental health agenda, active lifestyle
Domestic and w ort situation 
Institutions, unemployed, not expected to woit
Medicalised proximalisadcm of distress, risk averse, safeguarding 
EduoAkm
^Learning disability, Special schools'
Personal reW onshlos 
Girlfriend, Limited sodal network 
Eam%
Close, 'Sick role'. Dad -  'depression'. Mum -  'post natal depression'. 
Experience
Lack of agency, isolation, shame, not 'reaf man, self as needy, 'disabled 
and skk', must be 'good' and please others
Pain, anger, fear, sadness, confusion, agitation, tics, can't walk
Distal
infWences
lyWmal
f^luences
Tom
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Summary of Clinical Experience
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Adult -  Community Mental Health Recovery Service (CMHRS).
During this first placement I worked with individuals with severe and enduring 
mental health difficulties. I gained experience of psychological assessment, formulation 
and intervention with individuals who had experienced complex trauma in their 
childhood, and who consequently experienced severe emotion regulation and 
interpersonal difficulties, trauma related experiences (e.g. dissociation, reliving, and 
hyperasousal), and high risk behaviours (e.g. self-harm, aggression towards others, 
substance use, eating problems). I also had the opportunity to work with a number of 
individuals who had unusual experiences and/or beliefs.
I worked therapeutically using a range of models including: Cognitive 
Behavioural Therapy; third wave approaches such as Compassion Focused Therapy 
(CFT), Dialetical Behaviorual Therapy (DBT) and Schema Focused Therapy (SFT); 
and Cognitive Analytic Therapy (CAT). In addition, I co-facilitated the 20-week 
Systems Training in Emotion Predictability and Problem Solving (STEPPS) group for 
women with a diagnosis of Borderline Personality Disorder and I evaluated this group 
and the DBT service using idiographic change indicators and single cases statistics.
I also completed a number of cognitive assessments including dementia and 
learning disability screenings and an assessment for the effects o f acquired brain injury. 
Child and Family -  Child and Adolescent Service (CAMHS).
My work in this tier-three CAMHS followed the Choice and Partnership 
Approach (CAPA). As well as building on my existing CBT skills, I also began to 
develop skills in using Behavioural Therapy, Narrative Therapy, Acceptance and 
Commitment Therapy (ACT), and taking a systemic approach to work. In addition to 
direct therapeutic work I began to develop skills in consultation, providing MDT
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members with information about how they might draw on psychological concepts such 
as attachment theory, and simple CBT skills to inform their work.
I also completed a number of cognitive assessments to inform formulations and 
interventions, ran a support group for parents of children with a diagnosis of autism 
spectrum disorder, and provided teaching on the NICE guidelines for Conduct Disorder. 
People with Learning Disabilities -  Community Team for People with Learning 
Disabilities (CTPLD).
During this placement my therapeutic work was predominantly informed by 
psychodynamic and systemic theory, mindfulness and ACT. I continued to develop my 
skills in working with clients’ wider systems, such as their families, residential 
placements, and social services. I was also able to find ways to encourage service user 
involvement, for example developing and delivering a presentation with a man who I 
had been working with therapeutically, in order to inform staff at his placement how 
they might best support him.
I also continued to develop skills in working indirectly, providing consultation 
to MDT members, a forensic inpatient ward, and residential support services. In 
addition, I developed and provided mindfulness training to staff on a locked ward. 
Finally, I conducted a number of cognitive assessments including learning disability 
screening and dementia assessments.
Older People -  Community Mental Health Team for Older People (OPCMHT), 
Acute Inpatient Ward and Home Treatment Team.
During this placement I worked therapeutically with people with a range of 
presenting problems using models including ACT, CBT, Narrative Therapy, and 
Narrative Exposure Therapy (NET). I also co-facilitated a transdiagnostic mindfulness 
group and provided brief mindfulness sessions on the acute inpatient ward.
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Consultation was an important part of my work and I supported members of the 
MDT and third-sector services to formulate and manage risk, develop behavioural 
interventions, and reflect on the impact of team dynamics.
Finally, I completed a number of cognitive assessments including dementia 
screening, and to inform post-stroke care. I also supervised the research and clinical 
activities o f the assistant psychologist in the Stroke service.
Specialist -  Sexual Health Clinic and IPT Training.
As part of my specialist placement I trained in Interpersonal Psychotherapy 
(IPT) and worked towards accreditation by using IPT to work with a number of 
individuals who were experiencing low mood as well as their primary sexual health 
problem. I worked with people with a diverse range of presenting problems including 
people with vulvodynia, HIV, sexual performance problems, traumatic stress and those 
who engaged in risky sexual behavior. In addition to IPT, I worked using CBT and 
motivational interviewing techniques. I was also involved in the development of a 
group for women with vulvodynia and completed a literature review of psychological 
interventions for this client group.
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Table of assessments
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Year I Assessments
P r o g r a m m e
C O M P O N E N T
T I T L E  O F  A S S IG N M E N T
Fundamentals o f Theory 
and Practice in Clinical 
Psychology (FTPCP)
Short Report o f WAIS-III Data and Practice 
Administration
Research-SRRP An Evaluation of the Effectiveness of a Dialectical 
Behaviour Therapy Service for Individuals with a 
diagnosis of Borderline Personality Disorder.
FTPCP -  practice case 
report
Assessment of a Woman with Medically Unexplained 
Symptoms
Problem Based Learning 
-  Reflective Account
The Process of Change
Research -  Literature 
Review
What are the Processes involved in IPT and ho have 
Researchers Characterised them?
Adult -  case report A CBT Intervention with a Woman with Unwanted 
Sensations in her Teeth
Adult -  case report A Cognitive Analytic Approach to Working with a 
Woman Who Survived Childhood Sexual Abuse
Research -  Qualitative
Research Project
Counselling and Clinical Psychology: The Same, 
Different or do we Just Not Know?
Research -  Major 
Research Project 
Proposal
What is the Experience of Delivering IPT like for 
Therapists and What Informs their Understanding of the
Therapy Process?
Year II Assessments
P r o g r a m m e
C o m p o n e n t
T I T L E  O F  A S S E S S M E N T
Research Research Methods and Statistics test
Professional Issues 
Essay
How do we Understand the Context of Mental Illness, 
Mental Health, and Mental Wellbeing when People are 
Experiencing Material Poverty? What Psychological 
Frameworks do we Offer to Support Such Individuals?
Problem Based 
Learning -  Reflective 
Account
Reflections on Using the Social GRRAACCEESS to 
Explore Diversity
Child and Family -  
Case Report
Extended Autism Spectrum Disorder Assessment with a 7 
Year Old Girl Experiencing Anxiety
Personal and 
Professional Learning 
Discussion Groups -  
Process Account
Moving From the Unsafe to the Safe: The Process of 
Cultivating Group Trust.
People with Learning 
Disabilities -  Oral Case 
Presentation
Working Within Systems and Considering Power
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Year III Assessments
P R O G R A M M E
C O M P O N E N T
A S S E S S M E N T  T I T L E
Research -  MRP
Portfolio
Plugging The Gaps: How IPT Practitioner Draw on 
Theory and Evidence
Personal and 
Professional Learning -  
Final Reflective 
Account
On Becoming a Clinical Psychologist: A Retrospective, 
Developmental, Reflective Account of the Experience of 
Training
Older People -  Case 
Report
An Account of a Narrative Exposure Therapy Infbrmed 
Intervention with a Woman, h"om Iraq, in her Sixties, 
Who had Lived Through Multiple traumas.
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